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Mainstream media munchkins contorting public opinions
serious problem for the nation, then
when it is discovered to have been
carried out by a Jew for publicity’s
sake, that story is reduced to a minor
item far down on the page, if it is
covered at all.
Not one conventional news outlet
men tioned a pos sible mo tive for
such incidents being the fraudulent
blaming of “White Nationalists” or
“neo-Nazis” for the “crime.” They
all continue to call it an anti-Semitic 19-year-old Israeli-American dual citizen arrested for
crime against Jews even when it is sending over 100 fake bomb threats to Jewish institutions
carried out by a Jew. I would posit has been identified as Michael Kaydar. Here, he covers his
that a “hate crime” as defined in our face on his way to arraignment in an Israel courtroom.
law occurs when one commits violence President Pence gave a special speech
against a person he or she “hates/despises” about it, expressing sympathy, support and
because of that person’s religion, race or appreciation for American Jewry.
national origin, sexual orientation, disability,
No eleven years for this lad
etc. This cannot be the case between one
Now that 19-year old Michael Kaydar,
Jew and the world of Jewry. A Jew might
be angry with other Jews, but this does not liv ing with his par ents in the south ern
rise to the lawful definition. Authorities Is rael town of Ashkelon, is dis covered
make out that the motive remains “unclear” by the FBI to be the source of 100+ of the
in such situations. Members of the public recent bomb threats (and a few earlier ones,
would have to be blind, deaf and dumb such as to synagogues in Australia and
(some are) not to immediately grasp the New Zealand and a 2015 phone threat to
Delta Airlines that caused a passenger
self-serving motive!
plane to make an emergency landing),
A recent example:
The wave of bomb threats against we won’t hear any follow-up comments
Jewish Community Centers was one of the condemning this Jew from either U. S.
biggest stories of 2017. There were dozens leader. Nor will we hear any explanation
of false alarm calls in 20 or so U. S. States, from the “mainstream” news media or
from Colorado to New York, since January. Jewry, beyond a whitewashing, sympathyThe Jewish community raised loud cries laced story. Excuses will be found and he
that ter ror ism was in creas ingly be ing will get off lightly.
To be sure, this Israeli-American dual
directed against them and demanded the
culprits be found. President Trump was citizen already has a lawyer who is claiming
forced* to con demn these acts at the longstanding medical problems for his
beginning of his major speech to both client, saying he was rejected by the IDF
Houses of Congress in February. Vice (Israeli military) because of “insufficient
mental stability.” (The Jewish Jour nal
* By whom? – ed.

Investigations reveal “rising antiSemitism” is secretly promulgated
by Jews. Even so, pro ponents of
this nar rative continue to label
them “hate crimes” against Jews,
while in re al ity they are hate
crimes against Whites.
By Carolyn Yeager
carolynyeager.net

F

ake news about intolerance toward
Jews has spanned the period from post
WWII right up to the present time. This
fake news has proliferated due to the 100%
collusion of the corporate news media.
The intention behind this widespread
re port ing of such “in tol er ance” is to
reinforce a false narrative that persecution
and “hate” are directed toward Jews to
the extent that they need extra protection
beyond that offered to any other group.
The latest events to be given front-page
headlines and broadcast airtime have been
shown to be “false flags” – that is, carried
out clandestinely by Jews with the intention
of blaming anon y mous White “haters”
and “racists.” They range from the usual
swas tika graffiti to fake bomb threats
directed at Jewish community centers,
schools and synagogues.
What has actually been proven by these
investigations is that there is virtually no
anti-Semitism in the U. S. (just to keep it
to this country) and the real problem is
anti-Whiteism (or anti-Europeanism or
anti-Trumpism) acted out by Jews and
non-Whites against White folks.
The anti-Semi tism pro pa ganda push
continues in the media despite the long trail
of proven fakes. The original false-flag
“crime” is given full, blaring coverage as a
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reports he’s had a brain tumor since age 14,
the alleged cause of the in stability.) Yet
Is raeli po lice chief Micky Rosenfeld
de scribed him as a “hacker” who used
“advanced technologies” with a variety of
computer systems and phone lines so his
calls couldn’t be backtracked. A federal
official (FBI?) is quoted as saying, “This
kid was very sophisticated. What he did in
avoiding law enforcement, he did a great
job. We just did better than him.”
So a lot of U. S. law en force ment
resources were expended in chasing him
down, which under normal circumstances
would be held against him. But, if the FBI
were not running the investigation, does
anyone think the Israeli law enforcement
would ever have bothered him? That’s
probably why they were there.
His father was also arrested. Antennas
and satellite equipment used to access
other people’s networks were found in the
home, along with five computers.
Anti-Defamation League CEO Jonathan
Greenblatt, who had been in the forefront
of crying wolf, felt it necessary to insist
that “These were acts of anti-Semitism.
These threats targeted Jewish institutions,
were calculated to sow fear and anxiety
and put the entire Jewish community on
high alert.” He added:
“Anti-Semitism in the U. S. remains a
very serious concern. No arrests have been
made in three cemetery desecrations or a
se ries of other anti-Se mitic in ci dents
involving swastika graffiti and hate fliers.
JCCs and other institutions should not
relax security measures or become less
vigilant.”
How much of taxpayer money is used to
provide security to these JCCs? Both the
(See “Rising anti-Semitism,” page 9)
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Talk is cheap, but when do they go home?
GREECE will stop taking back refugees
under the controversial Dublin Regulation,
as the country’s limited capacities to host
people are already on the brink of collapse,
the Greek migration minister announces.
While the European Commission demands
that Athens follow the Dublin Regulation
stipulating that refugees can be returned to
the first E. U. State they arrived in, the
Greek migration minister says his country
is not in a position to do so.

IRAN has an nounced re tal ia tory
sanctions on 15 American companies
over their support for Israeli crimes and
terrorism two days after Washington
imposed bans on nearly a dozen foreign
companies or individuals for aiding the
Islamic Republic. The Iranian Foreign
Ministry said that these companies have
directly or indirectly collaborated with
the Israeli regime’s committing savage
crimes in occupied Palestine.

AUSTRIA has doubled the amount of
money on offer for invaders voluntarily
to go home, €1,000 ($1,080) instead of
€500, says Interior Minister Wolfgang
Sobotka. If they had really been “fleeing
for their lives,” one couldn’t bribe them
with mere money to go home, at least not
according to the definition of a refugee.

EGYPT sentenced 56 people to prison
terms of up to 14 years on March 27 over
the capsizing of a boat that killed over 200
people, one of the deadliest disasters in
the dangerous Mediterranean crossings of
migrants to Europe. The boat capsized off
the Egyptian coast on September 21, 2016.
Rescue workers and fishermen saved at
least 169 people, but no fewer than 202
died. Fifty-seven defendants faced charges
including causing the accidental deaths
of passengers, not using sufficient rescue
equipment, endangering lives, receiving
money from the victims, hiding suspects
from authorities and using a vessel without
a license.

GERMAN criminal police tipped off the
interior ministry of a potential “terrorist
threat in the form of a suicide attack” by
Anis Amri nine months before he ploughed
a truck into that crowded Berlin Christmas
market. The State Criminal Police Office
in North Rhine-Westphalia apparently
shared intelligence (indicating that Amri
was plotting a terrorist attack in Germany)
with the local fed eral interior ministry
office in Dusseldorf in March 2016 – over
half a year before the December attack.
PRETENDING to be asylum seekers,
at least 120,733 Third World invaders
lodged applications across 28 member
States of the European Union in January
and February, the European Asylum
Support Office has announced.
DENMARK. “Integration minister” Inger
Støjberg has angered many Communists
and pro-invasion activists by posting a
photo in which she poses with a cake to
celebrate her 50th law change restricting
immigration to Denmark. Støjberg appears
holding a birthday cake marking what she
has accomplished since becoming Minister
for Integration in 2015, saying, “Today the
50th limitation was passed on immigration.
This must be celebrated!”

AUSTRALIAN firms have accepted
orders for supplying Saudi Arabia with
weapons despite that regime’s ongoing
war in Yemen that has killed over 12,000
people since March 2015.
A COMPANY in Sweden has come up
with a solution which both bypasses U. S.
sanctions and requires no banks to process
transactions with Iran. Brave New World
Investments AB accepts deposits in bitcoin
which it converts to Iranian rial and invests
in equities on the Tehran Stock Exchange.
TURKISH President Erdogan wants
to hold a “Brexit-like” referendum on
whether Ankara should keep seeking to
join the European Union, amid strained
relations with its Western partners. A
new vote on the E. U. accession bid may
be organized in Turkey after the April
16 constitutional referendum, allowing
Erdogan new powers.
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

THE MAN who carried out a deadly
car ramming and stabbing attack near
the U. K. Houses of Parliament was a
former English teacher working at the
institution that controls Saudi Arabia’s
civil aviation.
RUSSIA has dismissed as “false” recent
allegations by a U. S. general that Moscow
may be sending supplies to Afghanistan’s
Taliban militants, saying the charge was an
attempt by Washington to cover up its own
failed policies in the war-torn country.
PEOPLE in Europe won’t be able to
“walk safely” and freely on the streets if
they don’t change their current attitudes,
Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan has
warned, amid a deepening diplomatic
row over the cancellation of Turkish
rallies in the E. U. Europe could walk
more freely by arresting and dumping
most of its “refugees” back on Turkey.
ROCKEFELLER wrote in his Memoirs:
“Some even believe we are part of a secret
cabal working against the best interests of
the United States characterizing my family
and me as ‘internationalists’ and conspiring
with others around the world to build a more
integrated global political and economic
structure – one world, if you will. If that’s
the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of
it.”

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning
Sec. of the Interior (1867)

GOLD, utilities and real estate must
be handed over by Greece for pieces of
paper printed in Brussels. Send in the
repo man! Bavaria’s finance minister:
“New billions should only flow when all
the reforms are in place. Aid should only
be given against a pledge in the form of
cash, gold or real estate.”
ISIS/ISIL, or the Islamic State, claimed
it was behind that March 22 attack outside
the U. K. parliament which left four people
dead, according to the terror group’s news
agency Amaq. Next day the Belgian police
stopped an attempted car-ramming attack
in Antwerp by a terrorist of North African
descent. It’s time to offshore Europe’s and
America’s Zogs, together with all of their
“equally” usefully idiotic “refugees.”
“BALTIMORE population falls, near
a 100-year low,” U. S. Census says. “The
Baltimoron Sun and the piranha press
harped away at the story-phoney of
Freddie Gray,” notes Salty Sid. “Now
they gripe away that people won’t stay,
and bulldoze/urban renew no-go zones
as the minor ‘minority’ mayors doze.”

Scalawag of the Month
Jerry A. Coyne

Cooing a tune for our times
By Bill Ebb

T

firstfreedom.net

o Jerry A. Coyne, Ph.D Professor in
the Department of Ecology and Evolution
at the University of Chicago, goes TFF’s
prestidigitatious award for boldly stepping
outside his field of expertise and following
the Beatles’ cocksure leap into irrelevance
by prematurely pronouncing God’s death
in no uncertain terms.
Smirked he: “[This] involves Alabama,
which I’m starting to think of as a different
country, not a different State.
“The hyper-religious of Alabama have
amused and angered us many times with
their shenanigans, but this one really takes
the cake.
“As reported by that site, and verified by
Al.com, the last act in 2014 of the city
council of Winfield, Alabama (population
4,540), was to declare that the town was
now owned by God. The council passed
this resolution (from Al.com), and I kid
you not: ‘…Whereas, we acknowledge
that the City of Winfield is where it is today
because of God’s grace and mercy,
“‘Whereas, we acknowledge that at all
times and in all circumstances, His will
shall be done,
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“‘…we acknowledge that to God be the
glory.’”

Or puny man?

Professor Coyne pondered: “…perhaps
concerned that perhaps Jews (if there are
any in Winfield) or atheists (ditto) might
feel disenfranchised, Price avowed that
there really is only one religion, which of
course is his…
“Al.com also shows a monument to the
Ten Commandments that Price has erected
at his business – a ‘wrecker service.’ (To
you non-Americans, that’s a company that
tows away damage[d] or destroyed cars.)”
Thanks, Doctor. You have increased our
faith in that great mystery which surpasses
human understanding during the times of
every Nation’s most golden years.

Seriously, now
A tourist in Scotland strains his eyes
across Loch Ness with high hopes he may
catch at least a glimpse of the monster, but
to no avail. Finally he asks the tour guide:
“When is the monster most likely to make
an appearance?”
“Normally after five Scotch,” comes the
reply.
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Truth, heresy and heroes
By Christian Miller

W

Nietzsche declared the death of God, but
nature abhors a vacuum. In His place, the
elite cabals in academia, finance, media,
and politics erected a new totem pole to
worship and venerate. Whether it is called
liberalism, egalitarianism, Cultural Marxism,
multiculturalism or diversity, the dynamics
of enforcing this untenable, genocidal and
anti-White worldview remain the same:
ridicule, isolation, defamation, prosecution,
ostracism or humiliation – but never open
debate. Heresy is not to be debated.

theoccidentalobserver.net

hite identity politics is a form of
heresy, and heresy has grave consequences.
Advocating White nationalism or merely
defending White interests often results in a
loss of social standing. Moral cowards,
amoral sycophants and racial traitors are
rewarded while heroes and righteous
guardians are demonized. Pretending that
Whites are social constructs or have no
legitimate interests to defend is accepted,
even celebrated, in a society infested with
anti-White multiculturalism. White racialists
realize that the cornucopia of cultures is
designed to exclude any White culture, and
the future rainbow of races is actually a
muddled mess of miscegenation. It is
therefore a tremendous challenge to our
steadfast support of the White extended
genotype. The anti-White opposition is
well-funded, well-organized, malicious and
persistent.
White advocacy is beset on all sides.
Campaign ing against White geno cide
attracts derision and scorn from antiWhites. Lamenting the decline of the
White population into minority status is
attacked as intolerance. Merely calling
attention to, let alone denouncing, the
maliciously disproportionate amounts of
violent interracial crime committed against
White people is paradoxically described as
hate. Protecting the continuity of family
lineage by expecting exclusively White
marriages and White pro creation is seen
as backwards, provincial or outdated.

Sug gest ing that many
trends or ideas that harm
White in terests have been
disproportionately created,
organized, disseminated or
financed by Jewish interests
can lead to accusations of
insanity or mental instability.
This derision, scorn and accusations of
intolerance, hate and insanity are reactions
that require White nationalists to have a
thick skin in or der to main tain their
viewpoints. It is hard to be a heretic. But
the requisite resilience to carry forward is
about more than insensitivity to insults or
threats. It is inspired by the love of truth.
White racialists know that race is real and
that it has impor tant consequences for
civilization and ethnic genetic interests.
White nationalists realize they are being
systematically dispossessed and ethnically
cleansed from their homelands. Defenders
of White identity understand that there is
nothing hateful or unhealthy about wanting
to continue such heritage by having White
babies in White societies.
The steely resolution that guides a White
nationalist is a personality trait or perhaps
a spiritual constitution that values eternal
truth more than ephemeral social standing.
A patriotic White man understands that
truth can be directly opposed to popular
opinion, and that such a situation is not
without historical precedent. An exemplary
White man is willing to act in accordance
with that wisdom. A heroic White man can
marshal these convictions into effective
action and change the dynamics of society.
The White race is in desperate need of
more heroes.
White people are known to be more
individualistic than other races. In a Whitedominant society, free of ethnic or racial
competition from non-White groups, this
individualism helped propel White people
beyond the established limits of science,
technology, philosophy and religion. The
individualist refusal to conform to the
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“popular consensus,” which always opposes
scientific breakthroughs or heretical ideas,
is precisely why so many White historical
figures persist within the collective memory
as titans of Western civilization. Nobody
remembers a conformist, but everybody
recalls a successful catalyst of righteous
revolution. The reward for success in such
a struggle is immortal fame. How could it
be any other way?
Why would anyone remember Galileo

Some things haven’t changed much. The world
has spun many times about the sun since Galileo
was charged with saying so. Who are these Middle
Ages magistrates dressed today in the gowns hung
on them by Zog? The Inquisition goes Forward!

if he were not in divid u alis tic and selfassured enough to confront the ruling
dogma of a geocentric
universe? Whose bookshelf would carry the
works of Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn if he
decided to bow his head
to So viet op pres sion
because speaking out
Solzhenitsyn
was not worth going to
the gulag? Who could call themselves
Protestant if Martin Lu ther lacked the
courage and conviction to stand before the
Catholic Church and criticize it without
fear? All of these White men had radical
ideas that stood directly against the ruling

orthodoxies of their societies. These men
would be scattered to the winds of time
had they not found everlasting fame by
te naciously pro mot ing impor tant ideas
despite intense societal opposition. These
were all rebels with a cause, and that cause
was truth. Truth is her esy be fore it is
accepted as truth, so all of these men were
once called heretics.

Confusing priorities
White nationalists face similar pressures
because being pro-White is heresy in modern
America. Professors will express hostility
to ideas about White interests, and this may
translate to lowered grades in school or a
denial of tenure in the academic world.
Employers often terminate workers who
openly defend the civil rights of Whites in
their private lives. Former friends may cut
ties when they sense the imminent risks to
social standing that follow from associating
with a racially-conscious White person.
Sometimes even immediate family members
will choose material security and peer-group
acceptance rather than support a relative
who is protecting the entire extended
family. Heresy has social consequences, as
Galileo, Solzhenitsyn and Luther knew all
too well.
“Racist!” is the modern equivalent of
“heretic!” Words like “intolerance” and
“hate” are used as shibboleths to shout
down dissension and preclude debate. The
words have changed, but the methods of
social ostracism remain the same. Cry
“Heretic!” or its equivalent, and let the
crowd take care of the rest.
His tory is re plete with ex amples of
entrenched orthodoxy stultifying new ways
of thinking in an oppressive manner. In
more primitive times, the mystical shamans
or oracles consulted with the gods in order
to divine wisdom for tribal consumption.
To deny the oracle’s wisdom, or to suggest
the sha man was merely influ enced by
psychotropic drugs, was grounds for
ostracism from the tribe. Only a heretic
would oppose the dominant spiritual class
because it was social suicide.

Institutional exclusion
Skip for ward thou sands of years.
Oracles and shamans became priests. The
mystical priests consulted with God and the
Bible in order to divine wisdom for public
consumption. To deny the priests’ monopoly
on the word of God, or to suggest they were
power-hungry sycophants, was grounds
for excommunication from the Church and
society – a lesson Martin Luther learned
the hard way. The charge of heresy was
used to preclude reasonable debate, just as
charges of “racism” or “anti-Semitism” are
tossed about today.
The modern ruling orthodoxy follows
po litical cor rectness – the anti-White
bas tard child of Cul tural Marx ism.

While most of humanity has evolved
beyond burning heretics at the stake or
performing ritual human sacrifices, the
same procedural thought control remains,
consistently corrupting and subverting
impressionable White minds. Anyone who
denies the existence of ritual sacrifice is not
looking closely enough. If an influential
figure violates the multiculturalism dogma,
the gatekeepers will quickly close ranks.
Instead of ominous tribal drumbeats, the
background music will be cries of “racist!”
or “hater!” or “anti-Semite!” as the eager
executioners prepare the sacrificial altar.
Instead of carving out the heretic’s heart,
the mainstream media and their supporters
will try to ruin the heretic’s reputation when
he is defamed as an intolerant, hateful and
bigoted individual.
Public persecution of heretics persists in
the modern age. Remember that the public
sacrifice is also a warning. It is a powerful
message to the rest of the group: heresy has
serious consequences.
Unfortunately, the heretical path of White
nationalism, White iden tity and White
interests is a narrow one. The trailblazers
of the movement must deal with the prickly
thorns, rough terrain and backbreaking
labor needed to clear the brush so others
may be enticed to follow. At this stage, it
is inevitable that some people will sever
social connections with a pro-White person
once the nationalist motivations are made
clear. It seems strange that these same ones
would gladly continue the friendship or
express glowing admiration if the cause at
issue concerned the rights of any other
racial group than Whites. This promiscuous
out-group altruism is the height of absurdity
when an ostensibly White person rejects the
company of another White who advances
both of their shared interests. But such is
the reality of anti-White multiculturalism.
The perverted ideas that have poisoned
Amer i can dis course are de signed to
marginalize, ostracize and demonize any
remaining White person today who dares
to stand against the rolling tide of White
dispossession.

The force driving our few
What keeps a White nationalist from
throwing in the towel? Why trudge on,
when the road ahead is uphill and laden
with obstacles at every turn? Beyond an
undying love for one’s people, it is the same
determination that drove Henry Ford to
publish Jewish subversion in The Dearborn
Independent despite the imminent threat it
posed to his financial interests. Such zeal
for truth and liberty was what compelled
Thomas Jefferson to pen the Declaration of
Independence.
The same love for truth burns in the
heart of every White nationalist, and no
amount of social pres sure, slander or
temporary isolation is enough to extinguish
the flame. Its fuel source is the righteous
indignation that arises when an individual
recognizes a cosmic injustice and is willing
to fight through Hell to rectify it.
The temptation of capitulation is large,
the course of retreat is enticing and the
punishment for having the gall to continue
is severe, but the footprints of so many
great men in the past are enough to inspire
forward progress. Spiritual man values
virtue infinitely more than material comfort
or fleeting adoration from those not worthy
Next page ®
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(Continued from page 3)
to provide it. Patrick Henry confirmed his
status as a spiritual man when thundering
that revolutionary call to arms before the
Virginia House of Burgesses: “Give me
Liberty or give me Death!”

Reveille
The movement for White identity and
White interests needs more spiritual men.
This is not intended to be a criticism of
capitalism, profits or material success. White
na tion al ism needs do nors, fi nan ciers,
tal ented busi ness men and cre ative
cap i tal ists. But it is an in es cap able
conclusion that defending White people is
not a get-rich-quick scheme, and it is not
guar an teed to win more friends than
en e mies in the short term. Ar thur
Schopenhauer said, “All truth passes
through three stages. First, it is ridiculed.
Second, it is violently opposed. Finally, it
is accepted as being self evident.” White
identity politics is somewhere between
ridicule and violent opposition. The goal
is to move towards Schopenhauer’s third
stage. It will not be easy.
White nationalism is not for the weak,

the timid, the gullible or the emotionally
dependent – instead, these attributes describe
the demoralized and deracinated White
person. The strong have always helped the
weak; right now, the White race is in a
position of weakness. Those who have not
fallen under the spell of White guilt must
reawaken their White brothers and sisters.
Those who have looked beyond the horizon
and gazed upon the possibility of White
extinction must warn the unenlightened
about the reality of White genocide. Those
who value truth and who retain a healthy
sense of White pride and White identity
must shoulder the burden for the rest of
their group who have been robbed of that
heritage.
Leadership, integrity, persuasive ability,
organizational skills and inspirational ideas
are sorely needed in the White nationalist
movement. The genetic capacity to express
these skills and traits has not been lost –
yet. The po tential remains within the
White genotype, whether articulated or
dormant, waiting to be expressed in the
next familial iteration. Keep that potential
as an irreplaceable treasure. Remember, the
spirit of conquest, scientific discovery,

pro tect ing the White race, the White
Nation, the White village or the White
family was a heroic and virtuous act to be
celebrated rather than a reason to be called
a “racist.” This spirit of brotherhood, kin
and race is not completely extinguished
from the White population.

It’s doable

The inherently White characteristic of
Western individualism can be rescued
from its current subversion and redirected
towards the improvement of White society.
There was a time, not so long ago, when

The task ahead is to awaken a yearning
for truth, focused determination, sense of
justice, ethnic identity and iron will that
resides within the White race. Part of the
struggle is to destroy taboos and transform
heresy into accepted truth. When that day
comes, the titans will stand up, yawn and
throw off these shackles of anti-White
multiculturalism with an effortless shrug
of the shoulders. Charges of heresy will be
ignored and fade away. Unencumbered
and emancipated, the White race will
continue its eternal march throughout
history, breaking philosophical barriers,
reach ing higher plateaus of health and
virility, discovering profound scientific
truths, inventing exciting new technologies
and achieving greater zeniths of civilization.
Who will lead the charge?

filled with for eign wars, because the
bankrupt system attempts to preserve itself
by plundering other Nations.
49. In a democracy that which is legal is
seldom moral, and that which is moral is
often illegal.
50. A democracy is always followed by
a strongman… some call him a dictator. It
is the only way to restore order out of the
chaos caused by a democracy. Pick your
strongman wisely! He must be a guardian
in his heart. He must be one who has

shown that his only purpose in life is the
preservation of the folk. His ultimate aim
must be to restore the rule of Law based on
the perfect Laws of Nature. Do not choose
him by his words. Choose one who has
sacrificed all in the face of tyranny; choose
one who has endured and persevered. This is
the only reliable evidence of his worthiness
and motives.
51. A power system will do anything, no
matter how corrupt or brutal, to preserve
itself.

opposition to tyranny, bravery in the face
of adversity and, most importantly, your
unshakeable determination in the pursuit
of truth are all fundamental aspects of
White genetic and historical heritage. The
same individualism that has been cruelly
exploited to disenfranchise Whites in the
midst of hostile minorities can as well be
redirected to fight against the injustice of
White dispossession.

Where good sense prevails

David Lane’s 88 Precepts
37. That race whose males will not fight
to the death to keep and mate with their
females will perish. Any White man with
healthy instincts feels disgust and revulsion
when he sees a woman of his race with a
man of another race. Those who today
control the media and affairs of the Western
World teach that this is wrong and shameful.
They label it “racism.” As any “ism,” for
instance the word “nationalism,” means to
promote one’s own Nation, “racism” merely
means to promote and protect the life of
one’s own race. It is perhaps the proudest
word in existence. Any man who disobeys
these instincts is anti-Nature.
38. In a sick and dying Nation, culture,
race or civ i li za tion, po lit i cal dis sent
and traditional values will be labeled and
persecuted as heinous crimes by inquisitors
clothing themselves in jingoistic patriotism.
39. A People who are ignorant of their
past will defile the present and destroy the
future.
40. A race must honor above all earthly
things those who have given their lives or
freedom for the preservation of the folk.
41. The folk, namely the members of the
Race, are the Nation. Racial loyalties must
always supersede geographical and national
boundaries. If this is taught and understood,
it will end fratricidal wars. Wars must not
be fought for the benefit of another race.
42. The Nations’ leaders are not rulers;
they are servants and guardians. They are
not to serve for personal gain. Choose
only a guardian who has no interest in the
accumulation of material things.
43. Choose and judge your leaders, also
called guardians, thus: Those who seek
always to limit the power of government
are of good heart and conscience. Those who
seek to expand the power of government
are base tyrants.
44. No government can give anything
to anybody without first taking it from
another. Government is, by its very nature,
legal ized tak ing. A limited amount of
gov ern ment is a nec es sary bur den for
na tional de fense and in ter nal or der.
Anything more is counter-productive to
freedom and liberty.
45. The organic founding Law, namely
the Constitution of a Nation, must not be
amendable by any method other than
unanimous consent of all parties thereto
and with all parties present. Otherwise, the
Order extra copies of
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doors are opened for the advent of that most
dangerous and deadly form of government,
democracy.
46. In a democracy those who control the
media, and thus the minds of the electorate,
have power undreamed by kings or dictators.
47. The sim plest way to de scribe a
democracy is this: Three people form a
government, each having one vote. Then
two of them vote to steal the wealth of the
third.
48. The latter stages of a democracy are

Russia investigates U. S. media fakers
By Marcus Cicero

I

occidentaldissent.com

t’s beyond argument that Jews control
a vast swathe of the American media, and
it’s also largely established that they have
moved beyond mere acquisition of shekels
in their print and televised endeavors.
Because, when you look at the statistics
of outlets like CNN, MSNBC, The New
York Times and The Washington Post, it
be comes readily appar ent that they no
longer care about money or viewership
rankings in the grand scheme of things. And
that makes you wonder what in the name
of God they are planning – whether in a
singular conspiracy-type group (possible),
or in more isolated but convergent clusters.
The end game is still up for discussion,

and may in clude various schemes and
designs, but we know for certain that beating
the war and degeneracy drums against
Russia has been at the forefront for at least a
couple of years at this point.
Thus, it only stands to reason that the
Russians would seek to protect themselves
by any means necessary.

An insider takes notice
From Yahoo News:
“The Russian lower house of parliament,
the State Duma, has approved a proposal
to launch an investigation into U. S. media
organizations that operate in Russia, it said
in a statement posted on its web site late on
Friday.
“The investigation, to be conducted by the

Duma’s information policy, technologies
and communications committee, will check
whether CNN, the Voice of America, Radio
Liberty and “other American media” are
complying with Russian law.
“The statement said the Duma backed the
move on Friday evening after Konstantin
Zatulin, an MP from the pro-Kremlin United
Russia party, proposed an investigation to
retaliate for what he called a “repressive”
U. S. move against Russian State-funded
broadcaster RT.
“He said he was referring to an initiative
by U. S. Senator Jeanne Shaheen, who has
introduced a bill to empower the Justice
Department to investigate possible violations
of the Foreign Agents Registration Act by
RT.”

The 1905 Russian Revolution
aloe910@aol.com

Here it is; the May, 1907, National
Geographic article reporting the abortive
1905 “Russian” Revolution and its Jewish
leadership and provenance:

The 1905 Revolution was a
precursor and test case for
the later also mainly Jewish
1917 “Russian” Revolution
which eventually resulted in
the deaths by star va tion,
torture and various other
means of 66 million Russians
up to the 1950s.
The latter figure is given by former
gulag prisoner and Nobel prize winner
Alexander Solzhenitsyn in his book The
Gulag Archipelago.

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

The significance of this article cannot
be ex ag ger ated, in that the Na tional
Geographic at that time was owned and
con trolled by gen tiles, so there is not
your typical Jewish censorship as to the
authorship of that revo lution as is the
case having anything to do with Jewish
malfeasance now. The pertinent part starts
at the bottom right of page 313 under the
heading, “The Vengeance of the Jews,”

continuing through 2/3 of page 314. Here
are just two quotes from that sec tion
revealing the contents, from page 314:
“....because the revolutionary leaders
nealy all belong to the Jewish race and the
most effective revolutionary agency is the
Jewish Bund…
“I might enumerate a hundred other
revolutionary leaders and every one of
them would be a Jew.”

Who killed South Africa?
firstfreedom.net

This is an extract from a report on the
Communist Party
of South Africa by
the British High
Commissioner in
Pre to ria dur ing
the Second World
War, Lord Harlech
(William OrmsbyGore), to the U. K.
Colonial Office in
London in April
1943:
William Ormsby-Gore
“It is impossible
on reading through any list of active
commu nists in the Union… not to be

struck by the number of Jewish names
which ob trude themselves. Ex cept for
two able young Afrikaner barristers in
Johannesburg and a prominent non-Jewish
barrister in Pretoria, it would not be rash to
say that the leadership of the South African
Communist Party is concentrated in the
hands of Jews and the Jewish population of
Johannesburg provides perhaps the largest
single section of Communist sympathisers
among the Europeans. The African native,
coloured and Indian communists have
produced their own active communists…
But all [of] those are subordinate to, and
accept their inspiration and direction from,
the group of Jewish intellectuals.”
– William Ormsby-Gore
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Local justice (“just us”)
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

T

aloe910@aol.com

he editor of TFF saw fit to in clude
in last month’s edition
my letter to the Town
of Atkinson, North
Carolina, pop u la tion
325 +/-, concerning the
illegality of prop erty
taxes be ing as sessed
and collected on my
private, non-commercial
land. As a result of that letter, the Town
Council informed me that it would address
my motion for reconsideration at their next
monthly meeting on 3/2/17.
I attended that meeting expecting to see
and hear some discussion on the matter of
my motion to reconsider the original denial
of my demand. I also hoped to get some
answers to the two property tax questions I
had posed to the council: 1) Where the
Town gets its authority to tax me or my
land when nei ther is a “le gal en tity”
created by the authority or permission of
the State, and 2) how the administration
of the property tax statute can be legal
when such enforcement is not uniform
throughout the State as required by the
State Constitution.
To my surprise and disappointment, I
was informed at the end of the regularly
scheduled agenda that the council had held
a secret meeting prior to the official meeting
for the purpose of discussing my motion;
and my mo tion was denied. I had been
told by the Town attorney at the previous
meeting that such a denial of due process
would be illegal.
The subterfuge in support of that denial
recommended by the Town attorney (a.k.a.
“political officer”) and accepted by the
council was that members of the council
would have personal liability for unpaid
taxes pursuant to NCGS 105-380(c). This
misrepresentation of the law is patently
false; it is a lie.
NCGS 105-380(a) specifically prohibits
the council from “releasing, refunding or
compromising all or any portion of the
taxes levied against any property within its
jurisdiction except as expressly provided
in this Subchapter.”

By contrast, my demand was pursuant to
NCGS 105-381 of that Subchapter which
specifically provides for a tax liability to
be waived when the tax assessed has been
levied illegally (NCGS 105-381(a)(1)(b)).
Agreement with the claims I presented that
the tax as applied to me and my property
was illegal would specifically eliminate
those council members from the sanctions
and liabilities contained in NCGS 380, and
the Town attorney certainly knew it. Of
course, as usual, the council opted to go
along with the “political officer” whose
primary duty is, apparently, to protect the
revenue streams of the State and not our
individual protected rights, with his use of
“fearmongering” to get the council to go
his way.

Ducking the law

His duplicity was irrefutable when he
failed to pro duce an swers to my two
ques tions about the il le gal ity of the
property tax as it is being applied to me. He
personally assured me on two occasions he
would provide answers. In fact, the whole
purpose of the motion for reconsideration
was to get him to an swer those two
questions. Instead of an answer, I got a lie;
a distraction, a diversion. Personally, I like
the Town Attorney. He appears to be a
stand up, like-minded fellow. But, when
the chips are down, I’m afraid he defaults
to his duty to the State and not to his people.
That’s because, like many others, his job
depends on it.
The four members of the council, who
voted unanimously to deny my motion,
acted against the people and for the State
out of fear of reprisal from that State. The
State is our child, not the other way around.
If we don’t soon recognize the truth, there
will be nothing left for us except the chains
of slavery. By contrast, my attempt to bind
the State to the chains of the Constitution
by presenting the constitutional side of the
law to the council fell on deaf ears. Their
oath to the Constitution of the United
States of America and that of North
Carolina were hollow words, for which
they shall be held accountable.
One of the council members made the
comment, “We discussed your arguments
and, although we agreed with most of

them, realized that if the Town allowed you
to be exempt from the property tax it could
not survive” – indicating complete and
absolute tyranny.
The Town’s authority only goes so far as
the law allows, and the law does not allow
the Town to tax me. As I said in the meeting,
such action by the Town is no different
than stealing from me and is a violation of
my protected rights. The council members’
stated belief that the Town cannot survive
if it doesn’t steal from me has no bearing
on whether the tax as administered is legal
or not. This isn’t a subjective decision.
The law is very clear, and the Town’s
de ci sion to deny my de mand and my
motion for these subjective and emotional
reasons is nothing less than tyranny. As we
are often told, “If you don’t like the law,
change the law.” If the legislature doesn’t
like what the Con stitu tion says about
administration of property tax, then let it
amend the Constitution. What we have
here is another instance of a constitutional
law being enforced unconstitutionally, not
unlike the Internal Revenue Code.
My demand to waive the tax liability is
well founded in law, facts and evidence as
presented to the council.
By denying my demand, the council
violated my constitutionally-protected right
to property. I will not stand idly by while
my inalienable rights are being so ignored.
By de ny ing my de mand, the coun cil
admitted it was stealing from me. I will not
stand idly by and allow anyone, public
or pri vate, to steal from me. There are
necessarily repercussions for such illegal
acts, and I will see to it.
The reasoning for their action is flawed,
and they know it. Their excuses for those
actions are unsupportable except under
tyranny, and they know it. Their actions,
and those of many oth ers who fail to
understand the ultimate consequences of
ignoring the rights of the people, cannot be

The myth of American democracy
By Michael Cushman

N

occidentaldissent.com

ot that we are big fans of unfettered
democracy, but American democracy is a
standard talking point for U. S. politicians
and one of the pillars upon which rests the
current regime. It matters not that the United
States was founded as an inegalitarian
federation of highly restricted republics. The
myth that the average man on the streets
believes is that the USA is a democracy.
With that in mind…
§ Remember when we voted for gay
marriage in all 50 States? Oh, that’s right.
It was imposed upon the States – many of
which had highly-popular laws forbidding
it – by the U. S. Supreme Court. And that
court is not representative of Americans.
For example, 3 of its 8 members are Jews,
who make up only about 2% of the U. S.
people. White Protestants are completely
unrepresented on the highest court, which
is completely composed of Catholics and
Jews. So much for democracy.
§ Remember when we voted to racially
integrate the public schools? Oh, that’s
right. We didn’t actually do that. Instead,
the U. S. Supreme Court imposed this
decision upon us against the will of most
of the people of lots of the States. In the
process of imposing racial integration at
the point of a gun the U. S. courts
destroyed local control of education. Very
democratic.
§ Remember when we voted for
interracial marriage? Oh, that right.
Once again, it was imposed upon the
States. In 1969 every Southern State
outlawed racially-mixed marriages – and

all of those laws (which were highly
popular) were thrown out by a few men on
the U. S. Supreme Court. Yup, that was
democratic.

Godlets

§ Remember when we voted to get rid of
Christian prayer in schools? Oh, that’s
right. The ban on prayer in school was
imposed upon the States by the U. S.
Supreme Court. A Jewish family in New
York sued the State and the Federal court
found in their favor, even though the vast
majority of the USA is Christian and
prayer in school was a popular institution.
Once again the will of the people was
thrown out by a handful of unelected
Federal judges.
§ Remember when we voted for abortion
on demand? Oh, that’s right. The U. S.
Supreme Court imposed it upon the States,
throwing out popular laws which made it
illegal. Since then about 50 million babies
have been aborted in the good ol’ USA.
These are just a few hot button issues
where the U. S. Supreme Court imposed
decisions upon the entire USA, throwing
out popular State laws. In the process, the

Federal court entirely changed the social
fabric of life in the USA. The people never
voted for racially-integrated schools, interracial marriage, gay marriage, abortion on
demand and a ban on prayer in school. Is
the USA really a democratic society?
One more. Just recently the people
elected a president who ran on “a total and
complete shutdown of Muslims entering
the United States.” Pres i dent Trump
enacted a travel ban after he was elected
pre vent ing peo ple from a number of
Muslim countries from coming to the
USA. What hap pened? Two Fed eral
judges threw out his travel ban. That is
American democracy for you.
Finally, we should add that historically
Southerners have been highly skeptical of
unrestricted democracy. Southern Nationalists condemned it in no uncertain terms.
Restricting the franchise remains highly
popular in the South today, though Federal
judges continually strike down laws which
even hint of moving in that direction.
There are surely a va ri ety of opin ions
on the franchise within the Alt-South.
However, one thing we can surely agree
upon is that a few unelected, liberal U. S.
Supreme Court judges ought not be able to
dictate law in Dixie.
As Hunter Wallace has explained, “The
Alt-South isn’t a membership organization.
It is… a space for everyone in Dixie who
isn’t some kind of leftist or mainstream
conservative (i.e., nationalists, populists,
reactionaries) to come together to discuss
our past, present and common fu ture.
Southern Nationalists [are] at the core of
the Alt-South.”

allowed to stand. They are in violation of
our rights to freedom and liberty. They
must be challenged, and they will be.
I had suggested to the Council members
that they reconsider their decision to deny
my demand for waiver of liability in a
manner more consistent with the statutes
and our Constitutions. They chose to run
and were elected to the office now held for
the purpose of representing the people of
the Town while operating the Town for the
people’s benefit in accordance with the
law. Their first duty is to the people and
not the Town. If the Town cannot survive
without the Council having to steal from
the people in the form of illegal property
taxation, the Town should not exist.

All involved in this attempt
to steal my property and my
rights from me will be held
accountable. I have a duty to
hold them accountable, and
I will do my duty. I intend
to file a lawsuit naming as
defendants, but not limited
to, all members of the Town
Council, the Mayor and the
town’s attorney – for their
conspiratorial collusion to
deny me my right to private
property and steal the fruits
of my labors.
As I have written before, I am willing to
pay any and all verified taxes to the proper
gov ern ment rep re sen ta tive. How ever,
absent any verification that said taxes
are owed by me as a bonafide “taxpayer”;
that my land has been voluntarily and
knowingly rendered for taxation; and that
the assessment of tax is in compliance with
the organic law, I will pay no fraudulent
taxes short of a finding against me by the
United States Supreme Court and after a trial
by a jury of my peers, that is, landowners. I
do not consent to be taxed, and I do not
agree to suffer the tyr anny of forced
taxation by my government in any of its
many capacities.
PS: When I went to the Town Hall to
deliver my objections letter to the Town
clerk, I noticed a new posting on the glass
door of the building which said, “Notice,
after 2/5/17, all Town Council meetings
will be recorded.” When I requested a copy
of the recording for the subject meeting
held on 3/2/17, the first after 2/5/17, I was
told, “We didn’t record that one.” And so it
goes.
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The German women who faced hell
By Christine Miller

“A

millercbm@gmail.com

fter the whole generation had died,
another generation grew up after them that
was not ac quainted
with the Lord or what
he had done for Israel
(Judges 2-10).” Youth
does not want to know
of the past. “Now is
now and then was
then, don’t bother us
with your tales” is the
re sponse of young
people. Therefore I dedicate this article to
the German women who were young with
me, who went through the war fearing the
arrivals of their mailmen who could bring
them news of a husband, father or son
having been killed in action. There were
many such reports: the son in my foster
family, the husband of the neighbor’s wife,
three sons for the neighbor across the street
from us, all having died far away in Russia
having fought Communism. There is this
poignant folk song in German:
Zogen einst fünf wilde Schwäne,
Schwäne leuchtend weiss und schön.
Sing, sing, was geschah?
Keiner war mehr gesehen.
Wuchsen einst fünf junge Birken,
grün und frisch am Bachesrand.
Sing, sing, was geschah?
Keins in Blüten stand.
Zogen einst fünf junge Burschen,
stolz und kühn zum Kampf hinaus.
Sing, sing, was geschah?
Keiner kehrt nach Haus.
Wuchsen einst fünf junge Mädchen,
schlank und schön am Memelstrand.
Sing, sing was geschah?
Keins den Brautkranz wand.
A whole generation of men was either
killed or imprisoned. The dearth of men
was horrendous. Many a German woman
did not find a husband, or as widow had to
fend for herself and her children. I dedicate
this article to the many unmarried German
spinsters and widows who not only had to
contend with hunger and cold after the war
years, but even worse with the humiliation,
malignant slander and defamation imposed
on them by the victors.
Let us not forget that England and France
had declared war on Germany on account
of Poland. They did not declare war against
the Soviet Union which invaded Poland
about two weeks later, but instead allied
themselves (as did the United States) with
dictator Stalin. Twelve German National
Socialists were sentenced at Nuremberg to
be hanged for starting a war of aggression.

Where the genocide started
I was given a small book written by
Johanna Heise-Mörike: Eine Familie
schlägt sich durch.
Before the Soviet Troops overran their
home town, Köslin, this family decided to
leave their home and move West. The Jew,
Ilya Ehrenburg had hyped up the Russian
soldiers: “Take the German women as your
booty, break their Aryan Pride. Kill the
Germans, you brave Soviet soldiers. If you
have killed one German, kill another one.”
When the German Wehrmacht retook
Nemmersdorf, they found German girls
and women having been raped and then
killed including babies and children. It was
therefore advisable for the Heise family to
leave house and home and try their luck on
the road with little Christoph in the baby
carriage and two small boys under the age
of six.
Johanna, pregnant in the last trimester
carrying her fourth child, bore up under a
heavy knapsack. The two small boys each
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had his own little knapsack. On the baby
carriage was a sack with two feather beds
and a small suitcase, should number four
arrive early. They tried to reach the harbor
at Kolberg. It was winter, the snow was
deep and a baby carriage is not a sled. They
managed to squeeze into an overloaded
bus and reached Kohlberg. The ship was
still there.
A few day earlier a soviet torpedo had
sunk the Gustloff with several thousand
mostly fleeing woman and children having
been drowned in those icy Baltic waters.
This ship took on a few of the survivors, a
heartrending sight. After safely arriving in
Stettin the captain wanted everybody off
his ship because that harbor was often
bombed at night. This night no bombs fell
and they made it to the station.

Nothing first class
The cattle cars were overfull (luckily the
dung was dry) and her husband had to fight
off many travelers to get the women and
children into the train. Then her husband
had to leave his family to take care of his
school class.
She was on her own with the three little
boys and a heavy knapsack on her back.
She wanted to move on to Schwerin, but
trains, tracks, station and the city had been
destroyed. The next goal was Bremen. Her
sister living in Würzburg had written that
she could take the family in. But, in the
meantime Würzburg had been bombed and
the sister herself had left the city in a hand
wagon with her five children. Johanna had
an aunt in Celle. That was her next goal,
again having avoided the bomb ing of
Bremen the night previously. In Celle her
aunt gave her a room and a small kitchen.
While the English were occupying Celle
she delivered her fourth child, a little girl.
Lucky for her and the four children her
husband made it back on a bicycle through
dangerous, occupied territory.

Conquered and divided
Germany had become severed into four
zones. A dismembered ox takes nobody on
his horns anymore. The borders of these
areas were sealed and strictly controlled.
You could not get from one occupational
zone to the next without a transit visa,
which was only given in order to attend a
funeral or appear in a court case.
Johanna wanted to see her ailing father
in the French Zone. She hitched and hiked,
but always had to leave her ride and sneak
around the checkpoints on trails through
the woods. Her father, an appointed major,
was imprisoned by the French because he
had dared to give the starving German
population butter which was destined for
the abundantly-fed French soldiers.
Celle was in the English zone. Johanna
and her husband spoke very good English,
having been exchange teachers before the
war in Scotland. Her husband had gotten a
job as translator for the English occupiers,
whose every document for denazification
was to be submitted in English.
They had one room, meaning that while

the father was concentrating on work his
children were to be quiet. It was not so bad
when those kids could play outside on the
little grass plot, but again there appeared
problems. Nothing could be gotten in the
stores. Their shoelaces, made of twisted
paper ropes, when wet always broke. (I
remember the shopping bags and upper
parts of sandals also fabricated from such
materials).
All four zones had strict rules against
fraternization (the Americans were first to
give that up). One day on her walk through
the city she came upon some garbage cans
where strong thread had been discarded
and was seen hanging out of the cans. It
was a store for the English only, but she
dared to approach the clerk and received
permission for retrieving that thread.
The winter turned bitter cold, but coal
was for the English only. One morning
they found their baby girl had a frozen nose
along with its little hands. Her husband ran
for the doctor, who assured them that little
Cornelia would not lose nose or hands.
Whenever Germans heard the coal truck
they ran out and picked up any coal which
had fallen off. A kindly English soldier had
pity and even shoveled some coal out for
them. He had to rue this deed, because his
“reward” was the brig.
Besides the cold there was also hunger.
A child under six got one pound of bread a
week. So Johanna joined the multitude of
beggars – hamsterers we called them –
who swarmed from the cities out into the
countryside. Only a single local train ran in
the morning, so, by late afternoon she had
to hitch a ride back. Since the Germans had
no cars, most of the time it was common
English soldiers simply ignoring their no
fraternization order who gave her a lift.
An aside: The German Army had never
interdicted against fraternization, neither
in France nor in Russia. Since love knows
no boundaries nor accepts an order against
socializing, French women and German
soldiers had fallen in love. Those French
women, however, after the war paid a bitter
price as, their heads shorn and half naked,
they were driven through town. In Norway
it was the offspring of German soldiers and
Norwegian women who bore the brunt of
ostracism. The Norwegians did not treat
those kids with any compassion, but now
their brainwashed original populace bends
over backwards to support unaccompanied
minors from Africa and the Middle East.
Going back to Eine Familie schlägt sich
durch, Johanna’s strug gles were Ger man
ex pe ri ences. There was none oth er wise
to be had, so we made sugar from beets.
She traded coffee beans for 100 pounds
of sugar beets, the coffee hav ing come

in a pack age from rel a tives in the USA.
It was a chore to scrub the beets, cut and
boil them, then press out the juice. I
still re member pots with the un fin ished
syrup on back of the stove mak ing use
of the heat af ter din ner was cooked. We
had no soap, yet with wood ashes my
aunt made lye which was tough on the
hands but got the cloth clean.
Johanna Heise relates how ice built up
on the windows of one room and there was
always an ice column making the door
leak. On her begging tours she had gotten
old clothing but could find no thread for
sewing a curtain that would stop the draft.
She furtively approached an English soldier
in the black market street who promised
her thread the next time she came. Johanna
could not make it, but she described the
soldier to her husband who, after a couple
of furtive passes when information as to
the number and names of their kids was
given, got two spools of thread.
I remember the red thread (for sewing
swastikas) which my twelve-year-old uncle
had gotten in exchange for a paper model
airplane. He was so proud, ev erything
being sewn with that red thread.

Endless occupation begins
In 1948 the Währungreform came, and
every West German got 60 DM. Suddenly
the stores had merchandise; the worst was
over. It was almost as if you said, instead of
BC and AD, everything related to before
and after the Währungsreform. Thinking
back to my childhood and youth, I say with
Dickens: “It was the worst of times, it was
the best of times.”
The bombings had stopped. There was
no more machine gun fire from the air, or
the droning of those airplanes flying over
Münsterhausen. Even to this day I’m still
apprehensive entering an airport. Droning
airplanes constrict my heart. My father had
been released from a war prison in Siberia.
He could not afford to have post-traumatic
stress syndrome, but had to clear a cellar of
stones and debris to make space for a small
optic shop and room for himself. The salt
of sweat contains more curative powers
than that of tears.
And sweat the Germans did, especially
the women. They cleared the rubble and
salvaged usable bricks. My mother got a
job replanting trees. She walked into the
forest wearing a man’s boots which were
hard as cast iron and planted seedlings on
soil tough as cement – compacted where
American tanks had prac ticed ar mored
war fare.

Today

I feel sorry for the American veterans.
What have they been fighting for? Nobody
has declared war against the United States.
Nobody attacks us. Many GIs come home
to no jobs or purposes. For these veterans it
is the worst of times. I look at Germany
now. Today Germany is experiencing the
worst of times. They’ve gotten prosperous,
fat and so cowardly that they acquiesce to
their own demise. I think my generation
was the better and more fortunate lot.

A Southern nationalist responds to Trump
We’re not patiently waiting until
our occupation is totalitarian.
By Michael Hill
jmichhill@cs.com

While I delight in seeing Democrats
and other leftists throw tantrums and act
like spoiled children in the face of Trump’s
presidency, I remind you all that we in
The League of the South are South ern
nationalists. Even if Trump were a blood
and soil American nationalist – which he is
not (or if he is, he has yet to show it) – I
would still not move from my current
position in working for the survival, wellbeing and independence of the Southern
people.
But at best Trump has shown himself to
be a civic nationalist who still panders to

the “we all bleed the same color” malarkey
that elevates Blacks, Jews, feminists, and
other minorities above the White founding
stock of America.
So, no, I am not a Trump supporter, not
even after his much-ballyhooed recent
“Reaganesque” speech. Yes, I do hope he

sends home millions of illegal aliens and
prevents more from coming; yes, I do hope
he brings home millions of jobs to benefit
the Southern working class; and, yes, I do
hope he continues to unmask the lunatic
left and cause it to run riot in the streets. All
these things will be temporary benefits to
our people, a respite and an opportunity to
prepare for the leftist deluge that will
surely follow.
Anything good Trump does in the next
four or eight years will only be a band-aid
on a deep wound, at least from the Southern
nationalist perspective. As we have said in
The League for going on 23 years now, the
South must be free and independent of the
American empire. Half measures such as
Donald Trump will not cut it. We are true
nationalists; he is not.

– Holo smokes! –
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Jews get their cut on Girl Scout cookies
By Rudy “Butch” Stanko

I

thestampedenews.com

was just re cently ap proached by a
girl scout to buy a package of Girl Scout
cookies. I told her I would buy a dozen and
pay her double, if she could explain what
the circled U meant on the package.
I knew my offer was safe. Like most
White Americans, she had no idea why or
what the circle U meant on the package of
Girl Scout cookies she was trying to peddle.
I told the Girl Scout if you want to do a
good job selling, know the product.
Non-Jews are unaware that all food
products marked with the “K,” “U” or
“U D” Symbols have been taxed by Jewish
Rabbis. On every pantry shelf in America,
lay dozens of canned and packaged food
products which have a tiny “K” or “U”
printed on the label. Check it out.
Most Amer ican food compa nies are
owned by the Jews and they pay out their
religious and political Zionist dues to rabbis
by way of taxing the goyim on everything
the goy consumes. This is verified by one of
the kosher symbols printed on the various
packages of food.
Says Rabbi Yossy Goldman: “The sole
purpose of non-Jews is to serve Jews.
Goyim were born only to serve us. They
have no place in the world.”

Yossy the gold manikin

In 1960 there were only 225 companies
paying the kosher food tax. This jumped
to 475 in 1966 and 800 by 1975. Jewish
promoters of kosher labeling say there has
been a “kosher food explosion” today with
over 16,000 products now paying into the
Jewish fund raiser. In 1988 according to
The Chicago Jewish Sentinel the Jewish
tax amounted to $30 billion. In year 2000 it
became a trillion dollar racketeering scheme
and has been continually increasing. Every
person and Nation on earth pays the kosher
tax.

They circle you

Jewish organizations have copyrighted
certain symbols which only they can use.
The giant in the business is “The Union of
Rabbis,” which uses the circle U. They
have contracted with 80% of the American
packaged food producers. The next largest
is Rabbi Levy’s “Committee” which uses
the “K” symbol.
Because of the centuries-old propaganda
claim of Jews being “a poor, persecuted
people,” along with the Goyim’s fear of
being accused of “anti-Semitism,” there is
a deafening silence on the problem.
Now we know why Israel is the only
country in the Middle East that has the
nuclear bomb and machine guns, while the
Moslems must use rock slingshots.
Even though Jews constitute around
two percent of America’s population, the
rest of the country is forced to pay a special

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

levy on al most all food and gro cery
prod ucts just to please the Or tho dox
Jewish community, in a swindle which
even Jews themselves have described as
the “kosher food racket.”
Astonishingly, very few Americans even
know about the extent of this Orthodox
Jewish swindle, much less how it works.

Most people know of, or
have heard about, “kosher
food.” This is supposed to be
food which, in the case of
livestock, is slaughtered in
such a way as to be “holy”
(but which is actually highly
inhumane; it involved slitting
an animal’s throat and letting
it painfully bleed to death
while a rabbi prays over it).
This “kosher food” is therefore passed
off as something which only affects Jews,
and Orthodox Jews at that, as some sort of
peculiar but benign religious practice.
In reality, “kosher” food is far more than
just slaughtered animals, and covers almost
any sort of grocery item.
The racket works like this: in order for a
grocery product to be certified as “kosher,”
it must carry a little “U” inside a circle,
called a “Kosher Logo,” somewhere on its
packaging.
This symbol is issued by the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America
(the “Orthodox Union”) which is the sole
and exclusive owner of the OU “Kosher
Logo.” In or der to use this symbol, a
product manufacturer must apply to the
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations
of America for certification – to “ensure”
that its manufacturing process is “Kosher”
and meets all the Jewish dietary standards.
This is where the catch comes in: the
product manufacturer must pay the Union
of Or tho dox Jew ish Con grega tions of
America a fee for this certification process
– and this “fee” is added to the product’s
cost which is then passed on to the consumer.
Thus, non-Jews who buy these products
– and they range from things such as
Coca-Cola to toothpaste, and more – are
forced to pay extra to cater the demands of
Orthodox Jews, even in areas where there
are few or no Jews.
And their Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America has a special
website set up through which companies

onto the consumer. As long ago as 1959, a
Jewish newsletter described it as a “Kosher
Racket” and said that the “business” of
certification has already become one of the
“big business rackets in the United States
and is threat en ing to as sume gi gan tic
pro por tions.” (The Jewish Newsletter,
William Zuckerman, editor, June 1, 1959).
Confirmation that the Kosher food racket
actually drives up the price of food for all
consumers has also come with an article in
the Haaretz newspaper of April 27, 2014.
The ar ti cle, ti tled “Min is tries urge
Rabbinate to relax kashrut control of food
imports” discusses the fact that the rabbinate
in Israel have a rule in place which forces
importers to undergo kosher certification
even if the food product is already certified
as kosher in its country of origin.
can apply for kosher certification. Called
“oukosher.org,” this site reveals exactly
how big the kosher food swindle is: “Most
Americans eat some kosher food every
day, but chances are they’re not aware of it.
Take a walk down the aisle of any supermarket and you will see that the OU kosher
symbol appears on over 60% of America’s
kosher certified foods, from the coveted
Oreo to the thirstquenching Coca-Cola. Over
$150 billion of kosher certified products
are con sumed annu ally, and spend ing
continues to rise dramatically.
“The OU Kosher Logo has become an
increasingly important marketing device,
which generates additional revenues by
expanding the size of the market. OU
Kosher Logo Certification gives a product
a competitive edge that makes it sell faster,
thus causing supermarkets to favor brands
with certification. That also means that OU
Kosher Logo certification can lead to an
in crease in a company’s pri vate la bel
busi ness.
“There is clear evidence that a kosher
symbol boosts market share, that a kosher
product can win more favorable shelf
space, and that when positioned next to a
competing non-kosher brand, a kosher
product will do better by 20%. This data has
remained constant even in smaller cities,
far from cities with heavy concentrations
of kosher Jews.” [Source: Integrated Marketing Communications]

Doubling the extortion rate
The Haaretz article says that “The
kashrut inspection requirements for the
importation of hard cheese increases the
cost of the cheese to the Israeli consumer
by some 35%, Israeli cheese importers
say.” In other words, the increased price
consumers are forced to pay for food being
produced to “kosher” requirements can be
as high as 35% more than without that
certification – and that is in Israel!
The “Kosher food racket” has become,
in the words of William Zuckerman, one of
the biggest swindles in America today.

Self-certified conspiracy
The “Kosher Food” website even has a
“product search” facility, which allows
visitors to look over which grocery items
are kosher or not. The costs of this process
are, as mentioned earlier, passed directly

Senate okays pro-settlement Jew to Israel
presstv.ir

The U. S. Senate confirmed on March
23 President Donald Trump’s controversial
pick to be America’s ambassador to Israel.
David Friedman was approved in a
52-46 vote that was almost entirely divided
along party lines. All but two of the Senate
Democrats – Robert Menendez and Joe
Manchin – voted against him.

Cozy teammate
Friedman, who once served as Trump’s
bankruptcy lawyer, is critical of the so-called
two-State solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict and backs Israel’s illegal settlement
activities on the occupied territories.
Emboldened by Trump’s support, Israel
has given the go-ahead to the construction
of many new settlement units.
Half a million Israelis live in over 230
settlements built illegally since the 1967
occupation of the Palestinian territories.
During the 2016 presidential campaign,
Friedman was Trump’s advisor on U. S.Israel relations.
The 58-year-old has also backed the
idea of moving the U. S. embassy from Tel
Aviv to East Jerusalem al-Quds.
“I intend to work tirelessly to strengthen
the unbreakable bond between our two
countries and advance the cause of peace
within the region, and look forward to

David Friedman testifies on his nomination to be
the U. S. ambassador to Israel before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee on February 16,
2017, in Washington, DC.

do ing this from the U. S. em bassy in
Israel’s eternal capital, Jerusalem,” he said
in a statement following his nomination in
December.
The Palestinians want al-Quds as the
capital of their promised future State. The
intent to move the U. S. embassy there is
seen as the recognition of the city as the
capital of an Israeli “State.”

Wants it all
Friedman, a son of an Orthodox rabbi
with no former political experience, has
previously argued that a Palestinian State
is a “damaging anachronism.”
Some 600 American rabbis signed a
letter during February against Friedman’s
appointment as U. S. ambassador, taking
issue with his incendiary rhetoric.
“An am bas sa dor is charged with

representing our entire nation,” they wrote.
“We are very concerned that rather than try
to represent the U. S. as an advocate for
peace, Mr. Friedman will seek to mold
American policy in line with his extreme
ideology.”
Dur ing his con fir ma tion hear ing in
February, Friedman apologized for his past
comments and promised to be “respectful
and measured” if confirmed.
Welcoming Friedman’s nomination was
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
EDITOR’S NOTE
Such evil theatrics! All but two of
the Senate Democrats voted against
him? As if they are less in bed with
the devil than Puppet-in-Chief Trump
himself! Executive orders rise out of
this sleepy swamp against “refugees”
while alligator judges gulp them right
down, 600 rabbi bit players from the
murk notwithstanding. “Voting” did
not cure a thing. The Hidden Hand
would stop importing Jews and other
terrorists if keeping us pacified took
that, since the Africans and Islamists
lately arrived will anyway double in
numbers every ten years should we
fail to deport the ones already here.
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– House of Rothschild –

Central banking creates the Illuminati
By Andrew Hitchcock
theunhivedmind.com

The Rothschilds have been in control
of the world for a very
long time, their tentacles
reach ing into many
aspects of our daily
lives, as is documented
in the following timeline. [Those beginnings
in the 1700s appeared
here last month. – ed.]
The Rothschilds contend that they are
Jewish, when in fact they are Khazars.
They are from a country called Khazaria,
which occupied the land locked between
the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea that is
now predominantly Asian Georgia.

To continue:
1800: Salomon Mayer Rothschild
marries Caroline Stern.
1806: Napolean states that it is his
“object to remove the house of Hess-Cassel
from rulership and to strike it out of the list
of powers.” On hearing this, Prince William
IX of Hesse-Hanau flees Germany, goes to
Denmark and entrusts his fortune valued at
$3,000,000 at that time to Mayer Amschel
Rothschild for safekeeping.
Na than Mayer Rothschild mar ries
Hannah Barent Cohen, the daughter of a
wealthy London merchant.
1808: Nathan Mayer Rothschild’s first
son is born, Lionel Nathan de Rothschild.
1810: Sir Francis Baring and Abraham
Goldsmid die. This leaves Nathan Mayer
Rothschild as the remaining major banker
in England.
Salomon Mayer Rothschild goes to
Vienna, Austria, and sets up the bank, M.
von Rothschild und Söhne.
1811: The charter for the Rothschilds’
Bank of the United States expires. Congress
votes against its renewal. Nathan Mayer
Rothschild is not amused and he promises,
“Either the application for renewal of the
charter is granted, or the United States will
find itself involved in a most disastrous
war.”

Bankers’ war

However the United States stands firm
and the charter is not renewed, which
causes Nathan Mayer Rothschild to issue
another threat: “Teach those impudent
Americans a lesson. Bring them back to
colonial status.”
1812: Financed by Rothschild money,
on Nathan Mayer Rothschild’s orders, the
British declare war on the United States.
The Rothschilds’ plan is to compel the
United States to build up such a debt in
fighting this war that they must surrender
to the Rothschilds and allow the charter for
the Rothschild-owned First Bank of the
United States to be renewed.
Mayer Amschel Rothschild dies. In his
will he lays out specific laws that the
House of Rothschild’s progeny are bound
to follow: all key positions in this family’s
business may only be occupied by family

W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

members; male siblings alone are allowed
to participate in the family business, which
includes a reported sixth secret bastard son.
(It is important to note that Mayer Amschel
Rothschild also has five daugh ters, so
today the spread of the Rothschild Zionist
dynasty without its Rothschild name is far
and wide, and Jewish custom considers the
mixed offspring of a Jewish mother to be
solely Jewish.)
The family is disposed to intermarry
with first and second cousins to preserve
the family fortune. Of eighteen marriages
contracted by Mayer Amschel Rothschild’s
grandchildren, sixteen are between first
cousins – a practice later to be known as
inbreeding. No public inventory of this
estate is published; no legal action is taken
with regard to the value of the inheritance;
the eldest son of the eldest son is always to
become head of the family, which condition
may only be overturned when the majority
of the family so agrees.
Following Mayer Amschel Rothschild’s
death, this is straightaway the case. Nathan
Mayer Rothschild is elected head of the
family his father has founded.
Jacob (James) Mayer Rothschild goes to
Paris, France, where he sets up his bank, de
Rothschild Frères.
Nathaniel de Rothschild, son-in-law of
Jacob (James) Mayer Rothschild, is born.
1814: With regards to the $3,000,000
that Prince William IX of Hesse-Hanau has
entrusted to Mayer Amschel Rothschild’s
safekeeping, for an account of what next
happens we turn to the 1905 edition Jewish
Encyclopaedia, Volume 10, page 494, and
find:
“According to legend this money was
hidden away in wine casks, and, escaping
the search of Napoleon’s soldiers when
they entered Frankfurt, was restored intact
in the same casks in 1814, when the elector
(Prince Wil liam IX of Hesse-Hanau)
returned to the electorate (Germany). The
facts are somewhat less ro mantic, and
more businesslike.”
This last line indicates the money was
never returned by Rothschild to Prince
William IX of Hesse-Hanau, because the
Encyclopaedia goes on to state,
“Nathan Mayer Rothschild invested this
$3,000,000 in gold from the East India
Company knowing that it would be needed
for Wellington’s peninsula campaign.”
On the stolen money Nathan makes “no
less than four profits:
“i) On the sale of Wellington’s paper
which he bought at 50 cents on the dollar
and collected at par;
“ii) on the sale of gold to Wellington;
“iii) on its repurchase; and
“iv) on forwarding it to Portugal.”
1815: The five Rothschild brothers
work to supply gold to both Wellington’s
army (through Nathan in England) and
Napoleon’s army (through Jacob in France),
and begin their policy of funding both
sides in wars. The Rothschilds love wars
because they are massive generators of risk
free debt.
This is because they are guaranteed by
the government of a country, and therefore
the efforts of the population in that country,
so it doesn’t matter if that borrower loses
the war because the loans are given on the
guarantee that the victor will honor the
debts of the vanquished.
While the Rothschilds are funding both
sides in this war, they use the banks they
have spread out across Europe to give them
the opportunity to set up an unrivaled
postal service network of secret routes and
fast couriers. The posts these couriers have
in hand are to be opened underway and their
contents made known to the Rothschilds so
they always stay one step ahead of current
events.
Furthermore, these Rothschild couriers
are the only merchants allowed to pass
through the English and French blockades.
They keep Nathan Mayer Rothschild up to
date on how the war is going and he uses
that intelligence to buy and sell from his

Immediately upon English General Wellington’s
defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo, Rothworth sets
out to bring that news to Rothschild with all speed.

position at the stock exchange.
One of Rothschild’s couriers is a man
named Rothworth. With the war’s outcome
at the Battle of Waterloo won by the British,
Rothworth takes off for the Channel and
gets this news to Nathan Mayer Rothschild
a full 24 hours ahead of Wellington’s own
courier.
At this time British bonds called consuls
are traded on the the stock exchange floor.
Nathan Mayer Rothschild instructs all his
workers on the floor to start selling consuls.
The makes most other traders believe the
British have lost the war so they frantically
start also selling.
Therefore the consuls plummet in value,
at which time Nathan Mayer Rothschild
discreetly instructs his workers to purchase
all the consuls they can lay their hands on.
When the news comes through that the
British have actually won the war, those
consuls shoot up to a level even higher than
before the war ended leaving Nathan Mayer
Rothschild with a return of approximately
20 to 1 on his investment.
This gives the Rothschild family total
control of the British economy, now to be
the financial center of the world following
Napoleon’s defeat, and forces England to
set up a new Bank of England with Nathan
Mayer Rothschild in charge.

Truth comes out
Interestingly, 100 years later the New
York Times runs a story stating that Nathan
Mayer Rothschild’s grandson tried to get a
court order and suppress publication of a
book which includes this insider trading
story, the Rothschild family claiming the
story is untrue and libelous. But the court
denies the Rothschilds’ request and orders
that family to pay all court costs.
Back to 1815: This is the year Nathan
Mayer Rothschild makes his most famous
statement,
“I care not what puppet is placed upon
the throne of England to rule the Empire on
which the sun never sets. The man who
controls Britain’s money supply controls
the British Empire, and I control the British
money supply.”
He goes on to boast that during those
seventeen years he has been in England he
has increased the £20,000 stake given him
by his father 2,500 times to £50 million.
The Rothschilds also use their control of
the Bank of England to replace the method
for shipping gold from country to country
and instead employ their five banks spread
across Europe, setting up a system of paper
debits and credits – the banking system of
today.

Reaching for all

By the end of this century, a period of
time known as the “Age of the Rothschilds,”
it is estimated that the Rothschild family
will control half the wealth of the world.
However something that doesn’t go well
for the Rothschilds this year is the Congress

of Vienna, hav ing started the previous
September and concluding in June 1815.
The purpose for this Congress of Vienna is
so that the Rothschilds can create a form of
world government, giving them complete
political control over much of civilized
mankind.
Many of the European governments are
in debt to the Rothschilds, so they figure
they might use that as a bargaining tool.
However, Tsar Alexander I of Russia, who
has not succumbed to a Rothschild central
bank, won’t go along with that grab, so the
Rothschild world government plan fails.
Enraged by this setback, Nathan Mayer
Rothschild swears that some day he or his
descendants will destroy Tsar Alexander
I’s entire family and descendants. 102 years
later the Rothschild-funded Bolsheviks act
upon that promise.
Interestingly, world government fanatic
and Ashkenazi Jew Henry Kissinger will in
our own time base his doctoral dissertation
on the Congress of Vienna.

The relentless Rothschilds
1816: The American Congress passes a
bill permitting yet another Rothschilddominated central bank, which again gives
the Rothschilds control of the American
money supply. This Second Bank of the
United States receives a twenty year charter.
The British war against America therefore
ends with the deaths of thousands of British
and American soldiers, but the Rothschilds
get their bank.
1818: After the French secure massive
loans in 1817 in order to help rebuild after
the disaster at Waterloo, Rothschild agents
buy vast amounts of French government
bonds causing their value to increase.
On November 5th they dump that lot on
the open market causing their value to
plummet and France goes into a financial
panic. The Rothschilds then step in to take
control of the French money supply. This is
the same year the Rothschilds are able to
loan the Prussian government £5,000,000.
1821: Kalmann (Carl) Mayer Rothschild
is sent to Naples, Italy. He ends up doing a
lot of business with the Vatican, and Pope
Gregory XVI subsequently confers upon
him the Order of St. George.
Also, when the Pope receives Kalmann,
he presents him his hand rather than the
customary toe to kiss, showing the extent
of Kalmann’s power over the Vatican.
1822: The emperor of Austria makes the
five Rothschild brothers Barons. Nathan
Mayer Rothschild chooses not to take up
the title.
1823: The Rothschilds take over the
financial operations of the Catholic Church
worldwide.
1827: Sir Walter Scott publishes his
nine volume set, The Life of Napoleon, in
volume two averring the French Revolution
had been planned by the Illuminati’s Adam
Weishaupt and was financed by the money
changers of Europe – the Rothschilds.
1832: President Andrew Jackson (7th
President of the United States from 1829 to
1837), runs the campaign for his second
term in office under the slogan, “Jackson
And No Bank!” This means his plan to take
control of the American monetary system
to benefit the American people, not those
profiteering Rothschilds.
1833: President Andrew Jackson starts
removing U. S. government deposits from
the Rothschild-controlled Second Bank of
the United States and placing them into
banks directed by democratic bankers.

Familiar pattern

The happily partying Congress of Vienna meets
following Napoleon’s defeat.

This causes the Rothschilds to panic and
do what they are best at – contracting the
money supply and causing a depression.
President Jackson knows what they are up
to and later states, “You are a den of thieves,
vipers, and I intend to rout you out, and by
the Eternal God, I will rout you out.”
1834: The Italian revolutionary leader
Guiseppe Mazzini is selected by the
Illuminati to direct their rev olu tion ary

– The awakening –
program throughout the world and will
serve in that capacity until he dies in 1872.

Hired gunman goes free
1835: On January 30, an assassin tries to
shoot President Jackson, but miraculously
both of the as sas sin’s pis tols mis fire.
President Jackson later claims he knows
the Rothschilds were responsible for that
attempted assassination. He is not the only
one; the assassin, Richard Lawrence, who
is found not guilty by reason of insanity,
later brags that powerful people in Europe
had hired and promised to protect him if he
were caught.
The Rothschilds acquire all rights in the
Almadén quicksilver mines in Spain. This
is at the time the world’s biggest concession
and, with quicksilver a vital component in
the refining of gold or silver, it gives the
Rothschilds a virtual world monopoly.
1836: Following his years of fighting
the Rothschilds and their central bank in
America, President Andrew Jackson finally
succeeds in ridding the United States of
that conspiracy when the bank’s charter is
not renewed; at least not until 1913 when
the Rothschilds succeed in setting up their
third central bank in America, the Federal
Reserve; and, to ensure no mistakes are
made this time, they will put one of their
own bloodline, Jacob Schiff, in charge of
the project.
Nathan Mayer Rothschild dies and the
control of his bank, N. M. Rothschild &
Sons, is passed on to his younger brother,
James Mayer Rothschild.

1837: The Rothschilds send one of their
own, August Belmont, an Ashkenazi Jew,
to America. He is to salvage their banking
interests defeated by President Andrew
Jackson.

Tricky tribe

1840: The Rothschilds become the
Bank of England’s bullion brokers. They
set up agencies in California and Australia.
1841: U. S. President John Tyler (10th
President of the United States from 1841 to
1845) vetoes the act to renew the charter
for the Bank of the United States. He then
receives hundreds of letters threatening
him with assassination.
1844: Salomon Mayer Rothschild
purchases United Coal Mines of Vítkovice
and the Austro-Hungarian Blast Furnace
Company, soon to become one of the top
ten global industrial concerns.
Benjamin Disraeli, an Ashkenazi Jew
who will later be British Prime Minister,
twice, the only admitted Ashkenazi to do
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so, publishes Coningsby, in which book he
characterizes Nathan Mayer Rothschild as
“Lord and Master of the money markets of
the world, and of course virtually Lord and
Master of everything else. He literally held
the revenues of Southern Italy in pawn, and
Monarchs and Ministers of all countries
courted his advice and were guided by his
suggestions.”
1845: Great American patriot Andrew
Jackson, 7th President of the United States,
dies. Before his death he is asked what he
regards as his greatest achievement. He
replies without hesitation: “I killed the
bank.” This is in reference to the fact that
he banished the Rothschilds’ Second Bank
of the United States in 1836.
Jacob (James) Mayer Rothschild – who
has married his niece, Betty, Salomon
Mayer Rothschild’s daughter – known
now as Baron James de Rothschild, wins
the contract to build the first major railway
line across France.
It is called the Chemin De Fer Du Nord,
running initially from Paris to Valenciennes
and joined with the Austrian rail network
built by his brother (and wife’s father – all
sounds a bit sordid, doesn’t it?) Salomon
Mayer Rothschild.
1847: Lionel De Rothschild, married to
the daughter of his uncle, Kalmann (Carl)
Mayer Rothschild, becomes elected to the
parliamentary seat for the City of London.
A requirement upon entering parliament
is at this time to take an oath in the true
faith of a Christian. Lionel De Rothschild
refuses to do this as he is no Christian and

9

his seat in parliament remains empty for
eleven years until new oaths are allowed.
He must be an invaluable representative
for his constituency, bearing in mind that
he can never vote on any bill as he never
enters parliament!
1848: Karl Marx, an Ashkenazi Jew,
publishes The Communist Manifesto. At
the same time as he is working on this, Karl
Ritter of Frankfurt University writes the
antithesis which is to form the basis for
Freidrich Wilhelm Nietzsche’s theories.
This “Nietzecheanism” is later developed
into Fascism and then into Nazism and is
used to foment the first and second world
wars.

Divide and conquer

Marx, Ritter and Nietzsche are all
funded and under the instruction of the
Rothschilds. The idea is that those who
direct the overall conspiracy can use the
differences between these two so-called
ideologies, allowing them to split larger
and larger factions of the human race into
opposing camps so that they might be
armed and then brainwashed into fighting
and destroying each other, in particular
elim i nat ing all po lit i cal and re li gious
institutions, the same plan as put forward
by Weishaupt in 1776.
Eva Hanau, wife of Amschel Mayer
Rothschild, dies.
1849: Gutle Schnaper, Mayer Amschel
Rothschild’s wife, dies. Before her death
she nonchalantly states: “If my sons did
not want wars, there would be none.”
[Next: The latter 1800s]

“Rising anti-Semitism” stories begin sinking
(Continued from page 1)
ceme tery “des e cra tions” and swas tika
graffiti have been revealed to be similar
hoaxes.
Democrat New York governor Andrew
Cuomo, who had been quite vocal about
the bomb threats, tweeted:
As Is raeli au thor i ties with help of
FBI arrest the suspect, I hope this brings
comfort to those affected by his despicable
hate crime.
It’s still a “hate crime” even though
carried out by a fellow Jew. As I said, this
doesn’t fit the legal definition.
Jerry Silverman, president and CEO of
the Jewish Federations of North America,
also released a statement:
“Ten days ago, and again this morning,
Jewish leaders were briefed by top officials
from the FBI. From those brief ings we
learned about the unprecedented level of
time and resources that were committed to
this investigation along with high levels
of cooperation with the Department of
Home land Se cu rity and a long list of
partners, including Israeli law enforcement.
It was heartbreaking to learn that a Jewish
man is a prime suspect…
“We are for tunate to know we have
partners in law enforcement who will do
whatever it takes to bring these perpetrators
to justice.”

Media bias

Could White Nationalists or any White
groups get this kind of attention if they
are threatened? JCC Association of North
America president and CEO Doron Krakow
also responded to the developments: “We
are troubled to learn that the individual
suspected of making these threats against
Jewish Community Centers, which play a
central role in the Jewish community, as
well as serve as inclusive and welcoming
places for all – is reportedly Jewish.”
The other person arrested for bomb
threats to Jew ish cen ters is Af ri canAmerican Juan Thomp son, a St. Louis
na tive who was trying to impli cate his
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former girlfriend in a revenge scheme.
There’s no indication that any handwringers will endeavor to publicly face up
to (commonly occurring) Jewish false flag
activity and publicly discourage it. They
have no desire to change their “bread and
butter” Jewish/media narrative of “rising
anti-Semitism,” which they agree must be
dealt with harshly and ceaselessly.

Next case
On February 10, Andrew King, a Jewish
man in Schenectady, New York, reported
his home vandalized with spray painted

swastikas. After a month of investigating,
police arrested King himself for Falsely
Reporting an incident in the Third Degree,
charging he spray painted three swastikas
on his own home. This story ran on March
21st.
King has pleaded not guilty, and seems
to be a problematic personality. Some who
know him said he is not actually Jewish
and tried to convert several times but was
turned down by at least two congregations.
At the time of an ABC interview during
February, King was wearing a yarmulke
and suggested the vandal(s) might try to

physically harm him next.

Andrew King stands at the front door of his
home in New York State after reporting that three
swastikas were spray-painted by vandals.

Assad strikes back at Israel
rt.com

Few in Washington and London even
noticed, but a minor incident has happened
in Syria which changes things. Israel had
conducted an air attack on what it claims
was a movement of Hezbollah missiles. In
itself, that was hardly remarkable.
In fact, Israel’s attacks have generally
been on Hezbollah commanders or the

transportation of ordinance.
What made this attack remarkable was
the response by Syrian President Bashar
Assad.

Retaliates

Not only did he launch a ballistic missile
into Israel, but quickly stated to the media
that Syria would tolerate no further such
attacks. The last time, in fact, that Assad

issued such stern warnings to Israel was
over the Golan Heights in 2013, when he
threat ened the Is rae lis with the use of
Russian weapons.
But now the threat is wider and throws
into question both how far Russia will go
in supporting Assad and to what extent
Israel is prepared to risk ruining its own
relations with Moscow.

League of the South national conference
By Michael Hill
jmichhill@cs.com

The 2017 League
of the South national
con fer ence will be
held in the Alabama
LS cul tural cen ter
and headquarters in
Wetumpka (Elmore
County), Al a bama,
on 23-24 June (Friday
and Saturday).
The LS building is located at 12814 US
Hwy 231. This impressive venue was the site
of the 2012-2016 LS national conferences.
We look forward to once again showing off
our League real estate. Please mark the
dates on your calendar and plan to join us
for a fun, in for ma tive and in spir ing
weekend on our own beautiful property.
Scheduled and invited speakers thus far
include: Harold Crews, Michael Hill, R. G.
Miller, Mark Thomey, Mike Sable, Pastor
John Weaver, Tiny Malone and Pat Hines.
The theme of this year’s conference is
“Redeeming the Time: Preparing for the
Inevitable Conflict.”
The format for this year’s conference

will be as follows: On Friday the 24th we
will have a day of speeches at the League
building from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Friday
evening we will have the Circle of Saint
Andrew’s supper for those invited guests
who contribute to the LS President’s Fund.
On Saturday the 25th comes a morning
session at the LS building which includes
reports from our Staff officers. This session
will be followed by a BBQ dinner at the
build ing. In the af ter noon, we will be
conducting either a local demonstration or
some other event designed to strengthen
our organization.
The conference fees, which include the
BBQ dinner, are as follows:
Individual $60
Couple (husband & wife) $95
Family (including all children) $100
plus $10 per meal

§ Or complete the form provided below
and send it along with your check to the
League office.
For information on lodging, see our
facebook.com/leagueofthesouth page. For
more information, call the League at (800)
888-3163 or contact jmichhill@cs.com.
League of the South
P. O. Box 760
Killen, Alabama 35645
The following person(s) will attend
the 2017 LS national conference:

Address (City, State, zip, phone, email):

Remarks:

Two ways to sign up
§ You may pay via PayPal or credit card
online at www.leagueofthesouth.com by
noting in the “Comment” section that this
is for the conference fee. Be sure to give us
the names of your party and your address
in that field. Email jmichhill@cs.com.

Make check payable to League of the
South and mail to LS, P. O. Box 760,
Killen, Alabama 35645.
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– Truth will out –

Aryan America reviews Zionist mediacracy
Last month among “All the news
that Sulzberger’s New York Times
propaganda rag saw fit to distort,”
we got a dandy under the headline
“German Art Collectors Face a
Painful Past: Do I Own Nazi
Loot?” by Catherine Hickley.
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Sebastian Neubauer, who said that he confronted
some unresolved family history when his grandmother
died, in Berlin.

REBUTTAL BY

T

Evil Eisenhower stages a photo-op to “prove” how the “Nazis” stole artworks.

terror bombing ravaged Europe, thousands
of paintings and sculptures from Italy,
France, Belgium, Russia, Romania and
Poland were gathered and meticulously
inventoried by the Germans.

tomatobubble.com

he opening barf about the most recent
manifestation of German self-flagellation
says it all:
“Af ter World War II, few Ger mans
with sizable art holdings made a point of
digging into their collections for signs of
Nazi looting.
“And because private collections were
off limits for those trying to track down
stolen art, works of unexamined provenance
have hung for decades in family homes and
office corridors, the stories of how they
were acquired often vague, inconsistent or
simply not discussed.
“But as one generation of Germans has
died and given its art to the next, a number
of people with prominent collections and
unsettled consciences have stepped forward
to investigate what they own.
“‘I don’t want stolen goods hanging on
the wall – it’s quite simple,’ said Jan Philipp
Reemtsma, who hired a researcher 15
years ago to ex amine the col lection he
inherited from his father.’”

Looking back to those days

Regard for Aryan futurity

Kaiser Wilhelm tried to avert the war which was
forced upon Germany. Even while winning the
war, the Kaiser held out an ol ive branch to the
Al lies, while his sol diers pro tected artworks
belonging to enemy Nations.

is Kunstschutz (art protection). At the end
of the war, rescued artworks were returned
voluntarily. Unlike World War II, antiGerman propaganda actually faded away
following World War I. As a result, Germany
was later praised for Kunstschutz/art
protection during “The Great War.”

Art protection during WWII
A talented painter himself, Adolf Hitler
had a great appreciation for art and culture.
He saw Churchill and FDR as uncultured
barbarians with merciless disregard for
innocent life, architecture and works of art.

And what a good little modern bootlicking German libtard you are, Herr
Reemtsma. The trouble is, the story about
big bad “Nazis” looting the artworks of
Europe is every bit as phony as the tall tales
of “zee gas chambers” and the forged diary
of Anne Frank. Time for a truth refresher
course.

Hitler the cultured gentleman
(with Norwegian skater Sonja Henning)

Jan Philipp Reemtsma – so smug and self
righteous in his pathetic German guilt – doesn’t
want “looted art” on his walls.

As the Germans under Kaiser Wilhelm II
had done during World War I, Hitler too
or dered the pro tec tion of artworks
throughout the combat theaters of Western
and Eastern Europe. The task of protecting
the art of Europe was handed over to Air
Force Marshal Hermann Goering. As Allied

Hitler also respected ancient Rome as
one of the cultural pillars of Europe. As the
Americans and British approached Rome
from the South, Hitler ordered his troops to
evacuate. Knowing that an Allied air and

Boobus Americanus 1: “I read an article in the
New York Times today that mentioned a wealthy
German who hired a researcher to determine if
any artworks in his collection had been looted by
the Nazis.”
Boobus Americanus 2: “It is so commendable
and encouraging to see how Germans have come
to grips with their Nazi past and reformed so
much.”

Art protection during WWI
Under Kaiser Wilhelm II during World
War I, the highly cultured Germans went to
great lengths to protect and preserve
artworks located in enemy territory or near
a zone of combat. The German word to
describe this principal of saving Europe’s
cultural and artistic treasures during wartime

Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

Rescued from bombed-out Naples: “The Blind
Leading The Blind” by Pieter Bruegel the Elder

As men of culture, Hitler and Goering placed
high priority on art protection.

A painting by Hitler

German female they could
get their hands on. More
recently, in 2003, the U. S.
occupiers of Iraq deliberately
stood down as barbarians
and pro fes sional thieves
looted the priceless cultural
treasures of that unfortunate
Nation.
Modern day Germans may
not be allowed to even think
it, but that’s the truth, boys
and girls. And truths such as
this are why The Bad War
was sud denly, af ter two
World War I was very destructive. Thanks to Germany, many years and four hun dred
works of art located in Belgium and France were saved.
5-star reviews, banned by
ground attack would destroy many of its Amazon and its printing division. We will
cultural icons, The “Eternal City” was left have a new version self-published within a
open for the Allies to march in uncontested. few weeks.
Hit ler’s de ci sion to leave Rome as an
He said he didn’t want stolen art on his
undefended “Open City” saved the great wall.
city from ruin, as it did similar decisions
regarding occupied Athens and Florence.
After the war, the American Art Looting
Investigation Unit (ALIU) of the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS) issued 13 reports
on the German plundering of art. By the
way, this is the same OSS whose other
“findings” accused the Germans of using
the bodies of dead Jews to make “shrunken
heads, lamp shades and “bars of soap” –

Here is what really happened:

Wanted

Churchill the Barbarian

allegations which are today universally
acknowledged to have been false.
The OSS was the forerunner to the CIA.
In the months, years and decades following
the war, endlessly repeated propaganda has
elevated the OSS-CIA fable of “looted
Nazi art” into a virtual reality in the minds
of the brainwashed public. However, as is
the case with so many other elements of the
“official story” of World War II, this too is
a lie.
As for the American looting of Europe, it
included the taking of personal possessions,
livestock, women and works of art. In the
East, Stalin’s hordes carried out wholesale
looting and ghastly gang raping of every

Bobby Alexander’s
POWERLINE SPEED & MARINE
850-457-1411
300 Gulf Beach hwy
Pensacola, FL. 32507
Complete welding services

At Powerline Speed, customer
satisfaction is a major part of our
business. We want to know how
we are doing. Let us know if
someone has been helpful, how
your service was, or how we can
make your shopping experience
more enjoyable by contacting us.
powerlinespeed@bellsouth.net
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Israel: “world center for online fraud”
newobserveronline.com

At least 27 Israelis – and possibly as
many as 39 Jews worldwide – have been
arrested as part of a global swoop against
on line fraud – with the official Israeli
police statement acknowledging that the
Jewish ethnostate is the world’s “center
that exports this kind of fraud.”
According to a report in the Jerusalembased Times of Israel, titled “As Israelbased financial fraud soars, police swoop
on 20 suspects as part of global, FBI-led
sting,” the ar rested crooks are “do ing
unprecedented damage to the
reputation of Israel.”

criminal organization.
The suspects approached companies,
including insurance companies, banks and
pension funds abroad, and impersonated
senior executives of those companies.
They spoke to mid-level employees of
the companies and led them to believe they
were be ing en trusted to han dle a large
fi nan cial trans ac tion on be half of the
company, but one that had to be treated
with the utmost secrecy.
The mid-level employ ees were then
in structed to wire money from the

A police statement
ac knowl edged that
Israel is “perceived as
a center that exports
this kind of fraud,”
the Times of Israel
con tin ued.
According to the report, the
20 arrested Jews impersonated
top executives of firms in Poland,
Finland, India, France and the
United States, tricking lower-level staff into
transferring them huge sums of company
money.
The arrests were carried out “in conjunction with a global FBI sting against an
international crime ring” that has scammed
tens of millions of dollars from individuals
and companies over the internet.
The Times of Israel said that among
those detained were Harry Meir Amar of
Netanya, Shimon Ben Shitrit of Ashdod,
Tamzi Bebershvili of Netanya, Ori Saadon
of Beit Shemesh, Stanislav Nazarov of Or
Akiva, Timur Kardanov of Netanya, Rabia
Abdel Hai of Tira, Ahmad Abu Naji of
Nazareth, Husam Hariri of Umm el-Fahm,
and Moshe Hazan of Ramat Gan.
They are accused of fraud, aggravated
fraud, conspiring to commit crimes, threats,
extortion, money laundering and running a

involving social engineering are
grow ing in scale and do ing
unprecedented damage to the
reputation of Israel, which is
perceived as a center that exports
this kind of fraud,” the police
warned.
In the U. S., 19 arrests – of
whom at least seven were
identified as Israelis by the Times
of Israel – were announced in an
official statement from the Department
of Justice, U. S. Attorney’s Office in the
District of Columbia.
According to that statement, the 19
arrested people are charged with “taking
part in various international fraud and
money laundering conspiracies.”
It is not clear if the remaining twelve
arrested by the FBI are Jews or not, but,
given the rest of the gang’s ethnic makeup,
it seems likely.
The Times of Israel went on to say that
“Israel has become a haven for criminals
from abroad in recent years, particularly
from France, many of whom commit
internet fraud and money laundering.”

Crime capital Tel Aviv
company’s corporate bank accounts to
bank accounts controlled by the alleged
fraudsters.
This money was then rapidly wired to
bank accounts in China and elsewhere,
and then transferred on to the alleged
fraudsters and their co-conspirators.

Fellow travelers
Ac cord ing to Is raeli Po lice, the
fraudsters hired the Israeli-Arab Hariri
crime organization, one of Israel’s most
powerful and dangerous organized crime
groups, to provide protection through the
use of threats and extortion, in exchange
for a percentage of the proceeds.
In a press release, Israeli Police said that
although the crime ring is international in
scope, it is centered in Israel.
“These international fraudulent schemes

Ac cord ing to that pa per, the chief
prosecutor in Paris announced in March
2016 that French cit i zens had been
defrauded to the tune of €4.5 billion ($4.8
billion) in the past six years, with much of
this fraud emanating from Israel. A half
billion euros of this fraud, according to
French authorities, was due to the fake
CEO scam and about €4 billion was due to
binary options and forex fraud.
On Feb ru ary 24, 2017, the Times of
Is rael con tin ued, French mag is trates
“re ferred two French-Is raeli al leged
masterminds of carbon-VAT fraud to French
criminal court for trial.”
The two men, Cyril Astruc and Gregory
Zaoui, along with 12 others, will soon face
trial despite the fact that six of the suspects
are fugitives from French justice abroad.
Astruc and Zaoui are accused of being

Tel Aviv business district skyline,
center of the world’s online fraud industry.

behind a company called Crepuscule (or
Twilight) which allegedly stole nearly
€146 million ($155 million) of VAT taxes
from the French government between
April 2008 and March 2009.
The Crepuscule case is one of about 15
separate cases proceeding through the
French justice system that are related to
carbon-VAT fraud, which has been dubbed
“the swindle of the century” in France.
Many of the suspects, the Times of Israel
continued, “were French Jews who either
had or later obtained Israeli citizenship.
One such network, headed by Arnaud
Mimran and Marco Mouly, stole €283
million in VAT taxes. Much of this crime,
according to a Haaretz investigative report,
was carried out from the perpetrators’
computers in offices in Tel Aviv.”
Mimran and Mouly were each sentenced
to eight years in prison by a French court
last July. However, several co-conspirators
were sentenced in absentia and are believed
to be living freely in Israel.
Israel is also the world’s center of the
“binary fraud” swindle, which the FBI
estimates steals $10 billion annually from
victims all over the world.
Despite the fact that “binary options”
are illegal in Israel, thousands of Jews are
employed in the industry in Tel Aviv – and
aim their efforts at non-Jews living outside
Israel.
The Times of Israel admitted that the
Jewish State is the center of the “binary
options” fraud – and that Israeli Police
have made no ar rests in con nec tion to
binary options and forex fraud.

Britain to “celebrate” centenary of Balfour Declaration
By Carolyn Yeager
carolynyeager.net

The brief letter Foreign Secretary
Ar thur James Balfour
(picutred at right) wrote
to Lord Rothschild in
1917 which came to be
known as the Balfour
Declaration is shown
here. As the Hundredth

An ni ver sary of the U. K.’s Balfour
Declaration is coming up in November this
year, the Zionists have put up a web site
celebratebalfour.org which looks similar
in layout to the World Jewish Congress
web site. However, it’s copyrighted to The
Israel Forever Foundation. Conservative
U. K. Prime Minister Theresa May has
pledged her government will celebrate the

occasion with “remarkable,
tolerant” Is rael and Jews
world wide.
Brit ain’s Conservative
Party has a group called the
“Conservative Friends of
Israel” (similar to the U. S.
Republican Party’s Friends
of Israel group). In a speech
to the CFI in De cember,
May called the
fateful letter
written by Conservative foreign
secretary Arthur James Balfour
to Lord Rothschild in 1917 “one
of the most important letters in
his tory” which “demon strates
Britain’s vital role in creating a
homeland for the Jewish people.”
The letter was important, all
right, but nothing for the British
to celebrate. May added, “It is an
anniversary we will be marking
with pride.”
Then she went after antiSemitism. “It is unacceptable
that there is anti-Semitism in this
country. It is even worse that
incidents are reportedly on the
rise. And it is disgusting that
these twisted views are being
found in British politics.” This
last was a pointed reference to
her oppo nents in the Labour
Party.

Lays it on thick

She continued with her praise for Israel.
“We have, in Israel, a thriving democracy, a
beacon of tolerance, an engine of enterprise,
and an example to the rest of the world
about how to over come ad ver sity and
defying disadvantages.”
May wants to get some good trade deals

with Israel. She also praised the
U. K.’s Jewish community: “We
should be so proud of the contribution Britain’s Jewish community’s
made to our country. From business
to the arts, pub lic ser vices to
education, that contribution is
exemplary,” she said.
The above-mentioned website,
however, doesn’t find May’s speech
good enough. In a response posted
just a week later on December 19,
it was pointed out that May’s phrase
“cre at ing a home land for the Jew ish
people” uses the wrong language. The
cor rect lan guage is “rec og niz ing the
homeland of The Jewish People.” In this
sense, then, the Zionists weren’t given
anything by Britain that didn’t belong to
them already. The Brits just can’t win
when it comes to the Jews.
The same post goes on to instruct us
that:
“In concession to those Arabs who also
lived on that land (let us for now put aside
the fact that many of them gravitated to the
area after the Jews started working it), over
half of Palestine was given to the Arabs
and called “Jordan.”
I’m not familiar with that story, but
that’s how it is when history is being
changed as we go along. You never know
what you’ll find. In this case they are
turning what was a disaster for Britain into
a source of national pride.
In World War I, Britain sought to buy
Jewish assistance by giving away something
that did not belong to them. At the end of
the war, though, they found themselves in
military control of Palestine and allowed
Jews to flood into the coun try. But the
Zionists had no intention of cooperating or
fulfilling their part of the bargain. By 1948,

they had driven the British out with terrorist
tactics. The whole episode was a disaster for
the British. Even worse for the Palestinians.
There are those who say it has also worked
out badly for the Jews, turning Israel into
an un sta ble rac ist State in the midst of
enemies. (The first draft declaration written
by Chaim Weizmann called for “a National
Home for the Jewish Race.”)
The true history has now been rewritten
for the centenary. The Balfour Declaration
will be cel e brated as the foun da tion
document of the State of Israel, a totally
successful Zionist undertaking. Theresa
May’s gov ern ment wants to join with
Israel in the celebration.
Item B022

Did Six Million Really Die?
By Richard Harwood

The most controversial and “expensive”
little English language publication printed
in modern times; millions of words have
condemned and praised this booklet. More
millions of dollars have been spent on both
sides in litigation as the result of the two
major Zündel Holocaust Trials. Anybody
who wants to study the
fundamental arguments
of Revisionism should
start here!
Large-format, 30 page
saddle-stitched booklet
$12.00
Postage and handling
– U. S. Customers only:
You are on the honors system; please be
generous.
Foreign Countries: Please add $3 to get
air mail delivery.
Send to: Ingrid Rimland Zündel, Ed.D.
3152 Parkway, 13-109
Pigeon Forge, TN 37863
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– Freedom of communication –

Wardens and mayors want no dissidents
By Tony DuPree

P

firstfreedom.net

rimitive Chris tian mar tyr Rich ard
Barrett was not only the intrepid leader of
The Nationalist Movement, he was a world
class attorney, a champion leader of First
Amendment jurisprudence. For example,
see Nationalist Movement v City of York,
Nationalist Movement v City of Boston,
Forsyth County v Nationalist Movement,
Nationalist Movement v City of Natchez,
Nationalist Movement v Town of Jena,
Nationalist Move ment v City of Vidor
and County of Morris v The Nationalist
Movement – all victories for Mr. Barrett.
Richard Barrett gave the above brief
background to Florida Attorney General
Bill McCollum, Capitol PL-01, Tallahassee
32399, in a letter dated August 27,2009,
along with Thornburgh v Abbot, 490 U. S.
401 91989.
Mr. McCollum referred the information
to Jamie Jordan-Nunes, Esq., Department
of Corrections, 2601 Blair Stone Road,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399. When she did
not rectify the issue concerning corrupt
mail room personnel, Mr. Barrett wrote
Mr. Douglas MacInnes, Esq., in the office
of the Florida Attorney General, a letter
dated December 28, 2009. This time action
was taken and the magazine published by
Richard Barrett was thereafter no longer

-White eulogy

blocked from delivery.
The First Freedom should contact the
current Florida Attorney General, Ms. Pam
Bondi, about the State’s corrupt mail room
personnel that so quickly forget standing
law, and remind her about the presidential
O’Toole, District Judge.
In this case [Plaintiff Richard Barrett,
Nationalist Movement v. City of Boston,
12 F. Supp. 2d 182] the Court determines,
on the evidence and for the reasons that
follow, that the City of Boston wrongfully
denied a parade permit to the plaintiff
organization because of the opinions and
beliefs it espouses. The City’s application
of its parade permit regulation denied
the plaintiff rights guaranteed to it under
the First and Fourteenth Amendments
to the Constitution of the United States.
In addition, the Court determines that the
regulation is unconstitutional on its face,
because it accords unlimited discretion
to administrative officials to decide
whether to grant or withhold a permit.
Accordingly, the plaintiff is entitled to
an award of damages and attorneys’
fees, a declaratory judgment that the
ordinance is unconstitutional, and an
injunction against its enforcement or
application.

Florida case 641 F. Supp. 312, Lawson v
Wainwright (S.D. Fla. 1986); an excerpt:
“2. The complaint charged, inter alia,
that the plaintiff was a Black Jew* and a
member of the Temple of Love, and that
the plaintiff was informed on June 28,
1983, that religious literature addressed
to plaintiff from the Temple of Love was
be ing re turned by the Hendry prison
chaplain. The complaint sought declaratory,
injunctive and monetary relief…
“ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the
defendants in this case be, and the same are
ENJOINED from denying to the plaintiff
class members their right to freely exercise
the Hebrew Israelite faith while incarcerated
in any of the Florida De part ment of
Corrections Institutions in accordance with
the Court’s instant Order. Specifically, the
de fen dants are hereby ORDERED as
follows:
“(1.) the He brew Is ra el ite shall be
recognized as a bona fide religion by the
Florida Department of Corrections and by
the 44 individual chaplains employed by
the Department of Corrections, who shall
afford the Hebrew Israelite inmates the same
rights and privileges regarding religious
activities that are enjoyed by inmates of
other faiths.
*No such animal; see “Jews,” page 21. – ed.

Hailsa!
Wil liam A. White 13888-084
U. S. P. Marion
P. O. Box 1000
Marion, IL 62959

By Jake Laskey

A

fter the brutal
mur der of AWB
Leader Eu gene
Terre Blanche in
South Af rica, the
Nationalist Movement’s leader/Attorney
Rich ard Barrett put out a let ter in his
memory, speak ing of Terre Blanche’s
pa tri otic acts and “voice of hope and
de fi ance” for the Na tion al ist Cause,
making sure that Terre Blanche would not
be forgotten.

That same letter was a call
to help Learned, Mississippi,
Na tion al ist Head quar ters
with security. More recently
this headquarters had been
broken into and firebombed;
however, the police “lacked
resources” to investigate.
In Barrett’s letter he wrote, “Security is
preventive maintenance. I see that even
more clearly now. If an en gine is n’t
protected by an oil change, it will blow up.
And if the Movement isn’t protected with
security, a catastrophe is in the offing.” He
goes on and tells us about the noble deeds
of skinheads who have fought in the streets
and the courts, who are intelligent and
courageous, and the only ones fit to help
secure the headquarters in Mississippi
from terrorist acts. Thus it was a call to
raise funds as “security donors” to move a
brother into headquarters.

This letter was dated April
8th, 2010.
And the catastrophe has
hap pened! Not in South
Africa, but right on our own
Richard Barrett
soil. Rich ard Barrett was
brutally murdered two weeks
Blanche, a true Nationalist
after his secu rity letter for
“voice of hope and defiance.”
do na tions was sent off.
He looked to the youth, to
Murdered by an incompatible
skins, and regularly passed
Black, stabbed and beaten,
his knowledge and wisdom to
his corpse was set afire on
us so that we might attain a
April 21st in headquarters!
future for White children and
I understand that Richard
our freedom for a Nationalist
Barrett wasn’t liked by the
New Era.
Eugene Terre Blanche
majority of the “Movement”
When running a prisoner
involving skinheads, National Socialists outreach program I was in contact with
and a slew of connotations proclaiming Terre Blanche while he did time. After I
separatist, supremacist and racialist views, had fallen on federal “hate crime” charges,
etc. He may have looked down on those Richard Barrett stood by and supported me
who preached illegal acts of violence to even as others turned their backs. I will
obtain a Homeland rather than his way of miss receiving his personal letters as well
fighting in the courts to gain more rights as his voice during our discussions those
for activists. Then again those groups, too, few times we spoke on the phone.
printed words in sharp disagreement with
Within one month, our Cause has lost
and degrading one another.
two great men to murderous, primitive
I know for sure that he helped raise our savages. Terre Blanche wanted a White
standards, virtues and morals to better our Homeland in South Africa, and my friend
blood and keep on fighting for what we and comrade Richard Barrett fought for
know is right. Richard Barrett was a real one in America. In Barrett’s book The
patriot, a Statesman and, like Eugene Terre Commission, he wrote this truth: “Nature,
not men, de creed that Ne groes were
dif fer ent.”
Eugene Terre Blanche and Richard
The just-before-last issue of All the Way Barrett are martyrs. Their every breath and
dated April 2010 contained typical upbeat act was for our race’s survival. They did it
articles about skinheads and others never right. They even died for the White race!
bow ing be fore tyr anny; the Na tion al ist What have you done for our noble race?
Movement’s successful lawsuits causing Richard Barrett, my good friend, may you
prison mail rooms to cease interfering with rest today in peace. Your fight was not in
delivery of All the Way; the need to stay vain, and your name is now written in the
off drugs, the affinity between skinheads stars for our future generations. You will
defending the sovereignty of their people never be forgotten. You have become our
and Moslems who stand up for their own All-American battle cry.
countries; the evils of integration, feminism
Hailsa! “Freedom is worth fighting for;
and sexual perversion; the Ole Miss Rebels even if I perish, my children will live the
disobeying would-be censors by chanting benefits of my battle.” – 18 Words of the
The South Shall Rise Again. These topics, American Front.
The above article is reprinted from the June 2010
pursued relentlessly by Richard Barrett in
one successful lawsuit after another, had his TFF. Jake Laskey was serving 11 years for a dumb
prank he had pulled as a youngster in 2002, throwing
cowardly enemies on the ropes. So they rocks through a Jewish Synagogue window. He has
recently been released from the gulag.
released a Black killer to go and kill him.

Author and activist Bill White is
facing his eighth Federal trial in only
six years. His real “crime” is being
an out spo ken po lit i cal dis si dent.
Bill is accused of extorting a U. S.
judge and a U. S. at tor ney into
dismissing charges against 14 White
political prisoners.

Re cent in ves ti ga tive re ports,
however, reveal that Bill White was
framed. He desperately needs to raise
$3,000 right away for investigators
to prove his innocence.

DONATE/BUY DIRECTLY:
POISONED PEN PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 2770
Stafford, VA 22555
Attn: Defense Fund

OR BUY HIS BOOKS AT
WWW.AMAZON.COM
www.amazon.com/shops/
A2J0JWM0DDKTJ5

Zog’s last-trench “justice”
The First Freedom was considering a
merger with Mississippi Attorney Richard
Barrett’s All the Way newspaper when he
got assassinated by a team of local Blacks.
Richard Barrett’s most recent column in
TFF had pinned another “Scalawag of the
Month” “prestidigitatious” award on one
of those who kept pushing efforts to stop
Ole Miss students from chanting TSSRA at
games and while driving around campus,
but that’s not why the usual suspects put
these local misfits onto him.
And, in the December 2009 TFF issue
when Richard named Ole Miss Chancellor
Dan Jones that month’s winner, an anti“Dixie” proponent responded with a post
on the “Daily Mississippian” blog ranting:
“Die, Barrett. I really mean it.”

Centuries of Revolution:
Democracy, Communism
& Zionism
$25 plus $4 S&H inside the U. S.

The Tradition of the
Mother: The Aryan &
the Non-Aryan in the
Mideast & Europe
$25 plus $4 S&H inside the U. S.

For more info on the trial visit:
WWW.BILLWHITETRIAL.INFO
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Long practice makes unconstitutional taxes no less evil
March 2, 2017
TOWN OF ATKINSON
ATTN: Mr. Maulin Patel, Mayor, and
members of the Town Council
PO BOX 160
Atkinson, NC 28421
SUBJECT: Objection to Denial of Demand
for the release of the tax claim, pursuant to
NCGS 105-381(a)(2)
RE: Tax years 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016
And Re: Par cel #s shown on un dated
Property Tax Notices received on or about
August 30, 2016, as follows:
2258-04-2631-0000; 2248-94-8392-0000;
2258-04-5601-0000; 2258-04-4526-0000;
2258-04-2631-0000.
Dear Sirs:
The purpose of this letter is to object to
your denial tonight of my subject demand
for release of tax liability and the underhanded method employed by the Town for
doing it as it responded to my motion for
reconsideration.
While I was in attendance at the meeting
expecting to see and hear some discussion
on the matter of my motion to reconsider
the original denial of my demand and some
answers to my two posed questions to the
council, I was in formed at the end of the
regularly scheduled meeting that the council
had held a secret meeting prior to the official
meeting for the purpose of discussing my
motion, this after my having been told by
the Town attorney, Robert Kenan, at the
last meeting that such would not happen
and would be illegal.
The subterfuge recommended by said
Town attorney and accepted by the council
was that the members of the council would
have personal liability for unpaid taxes
pur su ant to NCGS 105-380(c). This
representation of the law is patently false,
it is a lie. NCGS 105-380(a) specifically
pro hib its the coun cil from “re leasing,
re fund ing, or compro mis ing all or any
portion of the taxes levied against any
property within its jurisdiction except as
expressly provided in this Subchapter.”
My demand was made pursuant to NCGS

105-381 of that Subchapter which specifically allows for a tax liability to be waived
when the tax as sessed has been lev ied
illegally (See NCGS 105-381(a)(1)(b)).
Your agreement with the claims I presented
that the tax as ap plied to me and my
property is illegal specifically eliminates
you from the sanctions and liabilities
contained in NCGS 380, and your Town
attorney knows it. Of course, as usual,
the coun cil opted to go along with the
“political officer” whose primary duty is,
apparently, to protect the revenue streams
of the State, and not our individual protected
rights, out of his use of “fearmongering” to
get you to go his way.
His duplicity was irrefutable when he
failed to pro duce an swers to my two
questions about the illegality of the property
tax as it is being applied to me. He personally
assured me on two occasions he would
provide answers. In fact, the whole purpose
of the motion for reconsideration was to
get him to answer those two questions.
Instead of an answer, I got a lie; a distraction;
a diversion. Personally, I like your Town
Attorney. He appears to be a stand up,
like-minded fellow. But, when the chips
are down, I’m afraid he defaults to his duty
to the State and not to his people. That’s
because, like many others, his job depends
on it.
Similarly, the four members of the council
who voted to deny my motion acted against
the people and for the State out of fear of
reprisal from that State. The State is our
child, not the other way around; and if we
don’t soon recognize the truth, there will
be nothing left for us except the chains of
slavery. By contrast, my attempt to bind the
State to the chains of the Constitution by
presenting the constitutional side of the
law to the council fell on deaf ears. Your
oath to the Constitution of the United
States of America and that of North
Carolina were hollow words, for which
you shall be held accountable.
The comment made by one of your
council members that, “We discussed your
arguments and, although we agreed with
most of them, realized that the Town could
not afford to allow you to be exempt from
the property tax,” indicates complete and

absolute tyranny. The Town’s authority
only goes so far as the law allows, and the
law does not allow the Town to tax me. As I
said in the meeting, such action by the
Town is no different than stealing from me.
The council members’ stated belief that the
Town cannot survive if it doesn’t steal
from me has no bearing upon whether the
tax as administered is legal or not. This is
not a subjective decision.
The law is very clear, and the Town’s
de ci sion to deny my de mand and my
motion for these subjective and emotional
reasons is nothing less than tyranny. If you
don’t like the law, I suggest you change
the law. What we have here is an instance
of a constitutional law being enforced
unconstitutionally.
My demand to waive the tax liability is
well founded in law, facts and evidence as
presented to the council. By denying my
demand, the council has vio lated my
constitutionally protected right to property.

I will not stand idly by
while my inalienable rights
are being so ignored.
In denying my demand, the council has
admitted it is stealing from me. I will not
stand idly by and allow any one, pub lic
or pri vate, to steal from me. There are
necessarily repercussions for such illegal
acts, and I will see to it.
Your reasoning for such actions is
flawed, and you know it. Your excuses for
those actions are unsupportable except
un der tyr anny, and you know it. Your
actions, along with those of the council and
many others who fail to understand the
ultimate consequences of ignoring the
rights of the people, cannot be allowed to
stand. They are in violation to our rights
to free dom and lib erty. They must be
challenged, and they will be. I suggest you
reconsider your decision on my demand
and motion for reconsideration in a manner
more consistent with the statutes and our
Constitutions.
You chose to run and were elected to the
offices you now hold for the purpose of
representing the people of the Town while
operating the Town for their benefit in

accordance with the law. Your first duty is
to the people and not the Town. If the Town
can not sur vive with out your hav ing to
steal from the people in the form of illegal
property taxation, the Town should not
exist.
All involved in this attempt to steal my
property and my rights from me will be
held accountable. I have a duty to hold you
accountable, and I will do my duty. I intend
to file a lawsuit naming as defendants, but
not limited to, all members of the Town
Council, the Mayor and the town’s attorney
for their conspiratorial collusion to deny
me my right to private property and steal
the fruits of my labors.
As I have written before, I am willing to
pay any and all verified taxes to the proper
gov ern ment rep re sen tative. How ever,
ab sent any ver i fi ca tion that said taxes
are owed by me as a bonafide “taxpayer”;
that my land has been voluntarily and
knowingly rendered for taxation; and that
the assessment of tax is in compliance with
the organic law, I will pay no fraudulent
taxes short of a finding against me by the
United States Supreme Court and after a trial
by a jury of my peers, that is, landowners. I
do not consent to be taxed, and I do not
agree to suffer the tyr anny of forced
taxation by my government in any of its
many capacities.
Nothing contained in this document
shall be construed to grant jurisdiction
over me or my land to TOWN OF
ATKINSON, PENDER COUNTY, the
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA or THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Executed this second day of the third
month, in the year of our Lord two thousand
seventeen, on Pender County in the State
of North Carolina.
________________________________
Donald Sullivan, Without Representation
Lt. Col., USAFR(R)
MAILING LOCATION:
C/O PO Box 441
ATKINSON, NORTH CAROLINA
[28421]
TELEPHONE:
910-617-2559
cc: Mr. Robert Kenan, Attorney for Town
of Atkinson

Russia invites the West to get real
A Russian Senate speaker blames
today’s West-induced confrontation
for the European security crisis.
rt.com

The politics conducted by Western
countries following the USSR’s collapse
has laid the foundations for this current
security crisis in Europe, noted Federation
Council speaker Valentina Matviyenko at
an OSCE conference.
Speaking at the conference dedicated to
women’s views on those security policies
imple mented by the Orga ni za tion for
Se cu rity and Co op er a tion in Eu rope
(OSCE) – Matviyenko stated that creative
shifts have been possible even in the most
difficult of conditions, and reminded other
par tic i pants that the OSCE it self was
created in the mid-1970s at the Cold War’s
peak.

Why confrontation?

“However, today the situation in Europe
is dif fer ent. There is a def i cit of trust
be tween Na tions, po lit i cal ten sions,
freezing or severing of economic ties, use

Order extra copies of

The First
Freedom
Help your friends shed the
scales from their eyes!
See coupon on page 24

Let’s roll!

Valentina Matviyenko

of sanctions and sharply increased military
activities by NATO,” she said.
“How many terrorist attacks does one
need, to understand that all Nations must
unite their efforts in fighting such global
evil? Russia is constantly calling for this
and it is ready for cooperation,” pleaded

Matviyenko. She also proposed to set up
an international committee for countering
ter ror ism on the basis of the OSCE’s
Parliamentary Assembly.
She added that the demonization of
Russia by the Western media only made
things worse, especially when it concerned
the relations between Russia, Crimea and
Ukraine.
“They keep accusing Russia of ‘occupying’
the [Crimean] peninsula, but this has nothing
to do with reality.”
In re ply to her state ment in which
the European Parliament’s Vice-President
Ulrike Lunacek re peat edly called the
re uni fi ca tion of Rus sia and Cri mea
“occupation,” and alleged that the rights

of Crimean Tatars had been violated,
Matviyenko in vited the law maker to
Cri mea so that she could per son ally
witness the situation that she wanted to
discuss.

Per fectly Normal

“You will observe that life is calm and
peace ful there. Or you can meet your
colleagues and listen to their stories. A lot
of lawmakers from different European
countries have visited Crimea over these
past years.”
Matviyenko also told the conference
how much Russia appreciated the OSCE’s
commitment to dialogue and preferred this
dialogue to continue forward in a friendly
manner.

China challenges the dollar’s hegemony
Thirteen States, including even
Canada, have just joined the AIIB.
presstv.ir

T

he Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB) says it has approved 13 new
applications to join it, bringing the total
membership of the bank initiated by China
to 70.
The AIIB announced in a statement on
its website that this is the first time since
the bank’s inception that it has welcomed
new members.
Those newcomers include five regional
States – Hong Kong, Afghanistan, Fiji,
Timor Leste and Armenia – plus eight
non-Asian countries: Canada, Belgium,
Hungary, Ireland, Peru, Venezuela, Sudan
and Ethiopia.

“I am very proud that AIIB now has
members from almost every continent,”
Reuters quoted AIIB President Jin Liqun
as saying in the bank’s statement. “We
anticipate further applications being
considered by our Board of Governors
later this year.”
The inception of the AIIB came in 2014
when China moved to create an independent
mech anism to in vest in in frastructure

projects in the Asia-Pacific region.
Authorities have said that the bank aims
to provide financial facilities for a chain of
development projects including construction
of dams, ports, power plants and telecommunications networks across Asia.
The AIIB is seen as an emerging rival to
powerful Western-led financial institutions
such as the Asian Development Bank,
World Bank and International Monetary
Fund.
The White House fears that this is a new
Chinese policy to increase the influence of
the world’s second larg est economy at
regional and international levels.
Despite opposition from Washington,
many U. S. allies including Australia, Italy,
Britain, German, the Philippines and South
Korea have agreed to join the AIIB.
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Let defenders of their homelands not have died in vain
When in the course of human
events it becomes necessary for
one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them
with another and to assume among
the powers of the earth the separate
and equal sta tion to which the
laws of nature and of nature’s God
entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the separation.
By John Peeples

Z

firstfreedom.net

og radio talk show hosts like so-called
“Great American” Bill Cunningham, Sean
Hannity, Howie Carr, Michael Savage and
other Boston WB2 personalities continue
slandering traditional Southerners at every
opportunity by beating the bongo slavery
drums.
Perhaps we should enlighten those still
ignorant of factual history regarding who
started the myth that our South was fighting
to “defend and extend” slavery – the ones
having dreamed up such propaganda. They
were none other than both the founders of
modern day Communism Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels, Marx while in Europe
serving as unofficial propaganda minister
of the Lincoln government during the War
for Southern Independence. Not only did
he write articles promoting the myth that
the South was fighting to “defend and
extend” slavery, he also led rallies backing
the Northern effort and wrote a memorial
in celebration of Lincoln’s second election
victory.
Both Marx and Engels closely observed
Lincoln, no fewer than 61 letters exchanged
between these champions of Communism
touching on his war. During this time their
fellow Communists and friends, too many
to list here, became officers in the Union
Army.
In a letter from Engels to U. S. General
Joseph Weydemeyer, he praised the efforts
of building strong, “indivisible” central
governments as laying the foundation for
future Communist expansion.

Inbred game plan
Attracting early American Communists,
Socialists and Freethinkers to Lincoln and
the Republican Party were Lincoln and the
Republican Party’s attacks against States’
Rights and their advocacy of a strong, big,
indivisible government.
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, a veteran of
the 11th Illinois Cavalry, a Freethinker, an
Abolitionist and Republican, stated why
the late war was fought. Ingersoll tells us
that “The great stumbling block, the great
obstruction in Lincoln’s way and in the
way of thousands, was the old doctrine of
States’ Rights.” Thus, local self government
must be destroyed before any Communist
revolution can be imposed.
Karl Marx noted as the occupation got
under way: “After the Civil War phase, the
United States really is only now entering
the revolutionary phase.”
Communist author James S. Allen went
along with Marx, writing: “Reconstruction
was the continuation of the Civil War into a
new phase, in which the revo lution
passed from the stage of armed conflict
into primarily a political struggle with the
South to consolidate the Northern triumph.”
The words of Karl Marx and his fellow
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Phoenix
Hester – Mordecai and David Gomez
Elizabeth – Mordecai and David Gomez
Antigua – Nathan Marston and Abram
Lyell
Betsy – Wm. De Woolf
Polly – James De Woolf
White Horse – Jan de Sweevts
Expedition – John and Jacob Roosevelt
Charlotte – Moses and Sam Levy and
Jacob Franks
Caracoa – Moses and Sam Levy
As we can see from the names, Black
slavery was a highly-profitable Jewish trade.
Overwhelmed by the international banksters

travelers are almost identical to what the
politically correct establishment says today
about our Southern Cause. Marx insisted
that the South fought for slavery, claiming
secession was treason and therefore those
States having comprised the Confederacy
had to be “reconstructed.”

Unamazensored history
On page 20 of the March 2017 TFF the
editor reminds us that almost all African
slaves had “survived the Atlantic crossing
aboard near-exclusively-Jewish-owned
slave ships.” The following partial listing
of them is confirmed by several thousand
online sites, Amazon’s kneejerk reactions
to today’s reawakening notwithstanding:
Abigail – Aaron Lopez, Moses Levy
and Jacob Franks
Crown – Issac Levy and Nathan Simpson
Nassau – Moses Levy
Four Sisters – Moses Levy
Anne and Eliza – Justus Bosch and John
Abrams
Prudent Betty – Henry Cruger and Jacob

Protracted conflict
The Zog and its media outlets will never
voluntarily cease their attacks. Long, long
ago those people chose White Southerners
as the enemies they hate and fear; not only
us, but above all – our traditional values.
We continue to be a “great stumbling
block, the great obstruction” in their way.
It is important to understand the politics,
mechanics and behind-the-scenes intrigue
which affected that war’s outcome. In your
research, I recommend reading Transfer of
Power, by Elliott Germain (see pages 16
and 17 of the March 2017 TFF); Lincoln’s
Marxists, by Al Benson, Jr., and Walter D.
Ken nedy; The Truth About Amer i can
Slavery, by Stanley K. Lott, which has 14
pages of quotes from the Congressional
Records or Globe – congressional debates
during the 23rd Congress through the 42nd
Congress (1833-1873) – proving that the
“Civil War” was all about economics, not
slavery; and The South Under Siege! From
1830 to the Present, by Frank Conner.
The authors of these books ask pertinent

questions about the credentials of today’s
occupational government.

Unresolved dilemma
Confederate General Joseph (Jo) Shelby
wrote angrily on 1 November 1865, “Damn
’em, they were foolish enough to think by
laying down their arms they would enjoy
all the rights they once had… I am not one
of those to ask forgiveness for that which I
believe today is right.”
Major John Newman Edwards (Aide to
General Shelby) wrote even more bitterly
about General Lee’s surrender: “It is only
a ques tion of time, I think, be fore the
Radicals triumph and commence their
devastating work upon the South.” In the
letter to his sister on 18 September 1866 he
added: “The South must either submit to
the greatest degree of social and political

degradation, or appeal to the sword. The
latter I fear will never be done no matter
what provocation is offered or what insult
given.”
Confederates, we have suffered enough
of the Zionist Occupational Government’s
social and political degradation, its barrage
of insults. No more! Forward the Colors!

Guess for whom Israel’s next bell tolls
The likelihood of a new
military confrontation with
Israel is high, according to
one Hamas official.
presstv.ir

A

high-ranking member of the
Palestinian resistance movement
Hamas has strongly condemned
the assassination of military
commander Mazen Fuqahaa in
the southern part of Gaza City, The body of Palestinian Hamas official Mazen Fuqahaa is
carried by members of the Ezzedeen al-Qassam Brigades, the
stating that there seems to be a military wing of Hamas, during his funeral in Gaza City on
strong pos si bil ity of a new March 25, 2017.
military confrontation with the Tel Aviv assassination in a statement, holding Israeli
regime.
authorities fully responsible for the 38-year“The Israeli enemy operates a number old’s death.
of spies and mercenaries in the Gaza Strip,
“The Israeli regime is the architect of
whom we will hopefully get rid of. A major this latest criminal act. The Israeli enemy
operation must get underway in order to seeks to impose its equation of terror
identify all those responsible for the recent through targeted kill ings of our brave
criminal act,” said Mahmoud al-Zahar, a re sis tance fight ers. We will abort such
co-founder of Hamas, as thousands of attempts though. The occupier regime of
peo ple at tended Fuqahaa’s fu neral on al-Quds will eventually regret its conduct.
March 25 and called for “revenge.”
They should know that if you play with
fire, you get burned,” the statement read.
Will be calculated
Khalil al-Hayya, another senior Hamas
He said Hamas enjoys a vast array of official, promised retaliation for Fuqahha’s
means and mech anisms to give Is rael a assassination.
befitting response over the targeted killing
“If the enemy thinks this assassination
of Fuqahaa, stressing that the resistance will change the power balance, then it
movement will not take a knee-jerk decision. should know the minds of Qassam will be
“There is no ceasefire agreement between able to retaliate in kind,” he said.
Hamas and Israel, meaning that the two
Typical of Mossad
sides are technically at war. The flames of a
confrontation could ignite anytime,” Zahar
Unknown assailants opened fire at
said.
Fuqahaa at the entrance to a residence in
Israel has launched several wars on the the Tal al-Hawa neighborhood of Gaza
Palestinian sliver, the last of which began
in early July 2014. The Israeli military
aggression which ended on August 26 the
same year killed nearly 2,200 Palestinians.
Over 11,100 others were also wounded in
the war.
Ismail Haniyeh, a se nior leader of
Hamas, also vowed that the Palestinians
will continue a spirited resistance against
the Israeli regime.
Yahya Sinwar (C-R), the new leader of Hamas in

Certainty as to who did it
Ezzedeen al-Qassam Brigades, military
wing of Hamas, de nounced Fuqahha’s

the Gaza Strip, and senior political leaders of the
Palestinian resistance movement, Ismail Haniyeh
(C-L) and Rawhi Moshtaha (L-3) at tend the
funeral of Hamas official Mazen Fuqahaa in Gaza
City on March 25, 2017.

City on Friday night, March 24, shooting
four bullets into the man’s head before they
fled the area.
Izzat al-Rishq, a member of Hamas’
political bureau, said the assassination was
carried out using a gun equipped with a
silencer.
Fuqahaa, who is descended from the

Slain Hamas official and military commander
Mazen Fuqahaa

northern occupied West Bank district of
Tubas, was released in 2011 along with
more than 1,000 other Pal es tin ians in
exchange for Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit,
whom Hamas had held captive in Gaza for
five years.
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Donbass, East Ukraine, may become its own country
By Brandon Turbeville

A

activistpost.com

fter having fallen prey to Western
machinations of destabilization and civil
war, there may be irreparable differences
between the East and West portions of
Ukraine. With the East of Ukraine more in
line with Russia and the West more in line
with Western Europe, all compounded by
years of civil war and outright persecution
and atrocities committed by the Western
forces, the DPR and LPR are showing
signs of going their separate ways and
breaking away from West Ukraine in a
more final fashion.
When Crimea voted to reunite with
Russia after long separation, many suspected
the DPR and LPR would also. In fact, there
was a movement within both republics to
do the same. However, geopolitical and
diplomatic concerns on the part of Russia
prevented such a vote from solidifying a
“reunification” with Russia.
A vote to reunify with Russia in the same
fashion as Crimea would have no doubt
caused a diplomatic emergency between
Russia and the warmongering West. It may
have even caused a military confrontation.
However, time having passed, the impasse
between East and West Ukraine is more
pronounced. It appears that East Ukraine is
making moves toward becoming its own
country even without formal recognition.
East Ukraine – DPR and LPR (Donbass) –
may become their own Nation by default
and by natural progression of events.
Eastern Ukraine (Donbass) has, for at
least a year, begun working on setting up a
governmental system, a political framework,
the seizing of banks, and the operation of
various indus tries. Greater centralized
military structure, as necessitated by the
current conflict, has also become a reality.
Ironically, it appears Donbass is on its
way to becoming an independent country
as a result of the actions by the putschists
of East Ukraine than perhaps it would have
been if simple neutrality and peace would
have been observed by Kiev. Every act of
force by Kiev has served to push Donbass
further away from Ukraine and more toward
independence. These acts of force are also
pushing Donbass into more cooperation with
Russia, whose involvement in Crimea,
opposition to Western destabilization and
involvement in East Ukraine (vociferously
denied by the Kremlin) is the only reason
Western forces did not simply roll over
separatists and establish NATO bases on
Russia’s border in 2014.

Step one
In February, as a possible message to the
West and a probable step in supporting the
independence if not “reunification” with
Russia, President Vladimir Putin announced
that Russia would be recog nizing all
“administrative acts” coming from the
People’s Republics of Donetsk and Lugansk.
These acts include the issuance of IDs,
passports and other personal documents.
While not an official recognition of the
DPR/LPR governments, the announcement
is obviously a move in that direction.
East Ukraine has been under what
amounts to an economic blockade since
early in the conflict which began in 2014.
However, Kiev stepped up the pressure
recently by letting despot activists prevent
coal produced in East Ukraine from going
to West Ukraine, thus depriving the Eastern
communities from a vital income source.
Donbass is now under a full economic and
transportation blockade which Russia has
repeatedly said must end.
On March 1, the Donbass Republics
essentially nationalized over forty types of
“enterprises” or industries varying from
large to mid-range. This essentially broke
up much of the economic power wielded
by Ukrainian oligarchs, particularly Rinat
Akhmetov, Ukraine’s richest man.
The nationalization was also inspired as
a result of Kiev having backed out of a deal
that would have seen the businesses that

were seized pay taxes to Kiev while Kiev
continued paying pensions and other social
ben e fits to res i dents of the Donbass
Republics. But Kiev eventually stopped
paying those pensions and froze the bank
accounts of Donbass residents. So Donbass
was presented with the impetus for seizing
those enterprises, which were essentially
funding the war against their own territory
by allowing the oligarch-owned businesses
to pay taxes to Kiev. There were also
concerns related to oligarchy as a concept
but, more acutely, oligarchical influence in
the DPR and LPR itself by virtue of the
financial influence held by the oligarchs

Donbass People’s Militia leader Paul Gubarev
announced in 2014 that negotiations between the
People’s Republic of Lugansk and Donetsk were
successfully completed. Donetsk Congress is a new
popular front bringing the southeastern Ukrainian
regions’ people militia under a unified command.

whose businesses were seized.
Shortly after the nationalization, Kiev
officially ordered a travel blockade against
the Donbass Republics. As Deutsche Welle
reported,
“Ukraine on Wednesday announced a
transport blockade on the rebel-held east of
the country, escalating a political crisis that
has hurt the economy on both sides and
threatened a fragile ceasefire.
“The move comes after separatists had
confiscated dozens of strategic Ukraine
industries earlier this month in response to
a rail blockade imposed by right-wing

Ukrainian nationalists and war veterans
since January.
‘“It will be in place until the occupiers
return stolen Ukrainian industry to Ukrainian
jurisdiction,’ Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko told the country’s national
security council in Kiev.
“Only hu man i tar ian de liv er ies by
Ukrai nian orga ni za tions, the United
Na tions and the Red Cross would be
al lowed to cross the con tact line, the
national security council said.
“The decision to block all rail and road
traffic head ing from the east marks a
dramatic reversal for Poroshenko, who had
previously sought to end the nationalist
blockade.
“Ear lier this week, se cu rity forces
clashed with activists and some right-wing
lawmakers blocking the rail lines. The
forces implementing the blockade say the
trade helps fund rebels.
“Economic links between government
and rebel-held territory have largely held
during three years of conflict. But the rail
blockade has disrupted trade and vital coal
shipments from the east to industries in
territory controlled by the government.”

Zog & Company
Donbass activists and representatives
are claiming that the blockade is revealing
tensions inside Western Ukraine between
Poroshenko’s government and those forces
continuing to provoke hostilities. However,
at the end of the day, Poroshenko’s regime
and those activists on the ground appear to
be on the same page now that the blockade
has been codified and legitimized by Kiev.
The Donbass sep a rat ists, how ever,
appear unfazed. “Kiev can do whatever it
wants on its side of the demarcation line.
We don’t care. We aren’t changing our

position,” said Alexander Zackharchenko,
separatist leader.
Yet, while the blockade of the shipments
of coal was designed to boycott and break
the backs of the people of Donbass, the
blockade is a double-edged sword, since
West Ukrainians will also be deprived of
much-needed coal to heat themselves. But
it seems Donbass has gotten around the
Kiev boycott by finding another market for
their coal – Russia, leaving Kiev literally in
the cold to live with the consequences of
their blockade.
Zachkarchenko announced on March 14
that Donbass had shipped 90 wagon loads
of coal to Russia, a claim that a Russian
spokesman would neither confirm nor
deny. Dmitry Peskov, spokesman for the
Kremlin, would only say that Russia was
attempting to “relieve the suffering of the
people” in Ukraine.
Ukrainian Prime Minister Volodymyr
Groysman stated in early March that
Ukraine was losing $73-147 million per
month due to the trade blockade and stated
that the coal shortage that has resulted from
the blockade is damaging the metallurgy
industry and serving to further cripple the
Ukrainian economy. Russia has also called
for an end to the blockade and labeled
Kiev’s actions as standing in opposition to
all common sense.
But now that Donbass has found another
trading partner, it appears that Kiev and the
powers that back it have made a strategic
miscalculation to say the least.
Indeed, it appears that with each act of
aggression on the part of Kiev and the
West, Donbass is not frightened back into
subservience but, quite the opposite, it is
be ing pushed fur ther and fur ther away
both into the Rus sian or bit and into
in de pend ence.

Australia pays invaders to go home
newobserveronline.com

At least 29 Third World invaders
who sought to land in Australia by boat
– but ended up in the offshore detention
centers in Papua New Guinea (PNG) –
have accepted cash payments of AU
$25,000 (US$19,000) each to go home.
The cash payments – effectively a
reward for their criminal and illegal
behavior – were confirmed by officials
and the invaders themselves, according
to a report in the Fiji Times.
The decision by the 29 invaders comes
as the offshore detention centers are slowly
closed down after being declared illegal by
the PNG Supreme Court last year.
According to the report, Australia has
increased its efforts to clear the Manus
Island detention center of invaders who
have twice had their bogus refugee claims
rejected, amid fears a deal struck with the
previous Obama regime in Washington
D.C. to take them in has collapsed.

Reuters reported in February that the
invaders on Manus Island were “being
repeatedly called to meet with Australian
officials and pressured to take amounts of
up to AU$25,000 to return to their home
countries or face deportation.”
At least 29 men, all of whom have spent
four years in detention, have elected to
leave in the last few weeks.
A group of nine Nepalese men have
already left PNG for home, their pockets
stuffed with cash the equivalent of 27 times

the annual average income in their home
country, courtesy of Australian taxpayers.
Another 14 invaders have asked the
United Nations’ International Organization
for Migration (IOM) to facilitate their
transfer home, while other invaders on the
island told Reuters that a further 15 have
not used the IOM to return home.
“There is a growing thought that it is
better to move on and get on with our lives
rather than hang onto some false hope,” an
official Australian source, who declined to
be named, told Reuters.
“We haven’t seen as many people leave
since the first year of the camp be ing
reopened in late 2012.”
Offering failed asylum seekers money
to return home is not illegal; however, the
sums being offered have more than doubled
since a year ago, and are far above the
funds being offered elsewhere.
Germany has announced plans to offer
up to €1200 for invaders to return home.

Mass invasion of Spain reaches new level
newobserveronline.com

also revealed that at least ten percent of all
“asylum seekers” are from the Ukraine and
Venezuela.

At least 43 percent of the 15,755
Third World invaders who lodged
“asylum” claims in Spain during 2016
have been granted leave to remain,
while the applications of a further
20,370 are still be ing con sid ered,
official figures have shown.
The number of invaders pretending
to be asylum seekers broke all records
in 2016, and only 3,395 – or 21.6% –
were “declined” refugee status.
The only good news is that a mere 355
of those accepted have been given “full
refugee status,” as the remainder received
“subsidiary protection,” a temporary status.
However, with good behavior, most of
the “subsidiary protection” recipients can
go on to gain permanent residence in Spain
– or other equally-liberal European States
which still believe that there is a “refugee
crisis” instead of a straightforward nonWhite racial invasion of Europe underway.

Absurdity

In both those cases – although many of
the “asylum seekers” will be of European
ra cial ex trac tion – there is like wise no
justification to travel across numerous safe
countries (and the Atlantic Ocean!) to seek
“refuge” in Spain.
At least 90 percent of those claiming
“asylum” in Spain claim to be from Syria –
a figure that is highly doubtful, given the
huge number of fake and forged Syrian
identity documents currently in circulation.
In addition, nearly 60% of the surface
area of Syria is under government control;
anybody fleeing the fighting is perfectly at
liberty to seek shelter inside Syria – meaning
there is no justification at all for any Syrian
to “flee” the country.
Interestingly, the statistics from Spain

EDITOR’S NOTE
When every other avenue toward a
rational explanation fails, what’s left
is the obvious. All public officials, at
least up to the point where their sense
of honor rejects further compromise,
are covetous – and the usual moneyed
suspects conspiring to rule this world
by flooding Western civilization with
unassimilables will meet them there.
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Legislative-Judicial power struggle
Congress attacks
the Supreme Court
By Elliott Germain
Transfer of Power

C

ongress opted
to support the treason
and usur pa tion of
power created by the
Ex ecu tive branch in
the War of 1861, then
legally outmaneuvered
the Executive branch to
become the foremost
leader of a “New America” government.
Even during the war, Congress used its
weaker Ex ecu tive part ner to achieve a
military victory over the South. However,
if those radical members of Congress were
to continue their supremacy after the war,
they would have to come up with a credible
constitutional interpretation for those new
powers, meaning ultimately a confrontation
between the Radical Republican Congress
and the Supreme Court.
U. S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger
Taney of the famous Dred Scott decision
was a strict interpreter of the Constitution.
Early in the war, he had verbally challenged
Lincoln’s use of martial law, specifically
concerning the arrest and confinement of
Maryland citizen John
Merryman. Lincoln, as
the Executive branch,
issued a warrant for
the arrest of Roger B.
Taney of the Judicial
branch. This war rant
never was enforced.
Roger B. Taney

When principles counted
Taney had replaced John Marshall as
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in
1836, which predecessor having held that
position since 1801. Taney was appointed
to the Supreme Court by Andrew Jackson.
The same President had selected him as
Secretary of the Treasury in 1833, replacing
William Duane during the critical Bank of
the United States monetary crisis following
Duane’s refusal to obey Jackson’s order to
remove U. S. securities from the private,
internationally-controlled second Bank of
the United States.
Taney agreed with Jackson: the central

bank had too much financial control over
America’s economy. Having fought those
bankers while serving under President
Andrew Jackson, Chief Justice Taney
stood in defense of the Constitution and
against international bankers during the
Lincoln years.
How apropos in this Transfer of Power
that, when Chief Justice Taney died in
1864, Lincoln replaced him with his former
Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase.
Taney having worked to preserve original
constitutional law and constitutional money,
Chase represented the usurpation of those
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very traditional philosophies and replaced
them with his new law and fiat money. As
Lincoln’s Secretary of the Treasury, Chase
had authored America’s unconstitutional
national banking system and replaced
constitutional, commodity-based currency
with a debt-based monetary system. Thus,
as Chief Justice, Chase irreversibly altered
constitutional law no less than as Treasury
Secretary he had irrevocably botched the
country’s monetary policy.

Enter political cunning
For Congress to increase its legislative
power relative to its Judicial counterpart, it
had to carefully craft legislation whose
“legal interpretation” would transfer new
authority to Congress and congressional
agencies. This meant crafting favorable
interpretations of the Constitution such as
would justify these new power grabs. The
President and Senate could also conquer the
Judicial branch by political appointments
to the court.
The following itemized review of the
particular articles, sections and clauses of
the U. S. Constitution on which Congress
erroneously based all of its so-called “new
authority” will expose that vile system of
laws and justice as nothing but carefully
crafted legal fictions and self-empowered
judicial malfeasance.
Article VI (clause 2):
“This Constitution, and the laws of the
United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof… shall be the supreme
law of the land…”
Meaning: Any law that Congress makes,
if not in pursuance of the Constitution
within its stip u lated pow ers, is not the
law of the land. This clause is the “le gal
technicality” that requires Congress to write
legislation according to the Constitution.
Our founding fathers deliberately subjected
Congress within the powers stipulated in
the Constitution so that no branch of the
government could ever expand its powers
to rise above the rights of the citizens or
eliminate existing freedoms.
Article II, Section 2 (clause 2):
[The President] “shall have power…
and he shall nominate, and with the advice
and consent of the Senate… appoint…
Judges of the Supreme Court…”
The Senate could abuse its constitutional
sep a ra tion of pow ers, that is, to keep
Supreme Court decisions independent, by
attempting to control the Supreme Court
itself through politically-biased Justice
appointments. The Constitution meant to
appoint the best legal minds who would
be loyal to a strict interpretation of the
Constitution, but the Senate misused its
power and attempted to control the Supreme
Court by ap point ing men of the same
political persuasion who served its secret
political agenda. This violated the intended
separation of powers and compromised the
independence of the Judicial branch.
Article I, Section 8 (clause 9):
“The Congress shall have power to
constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme
Court…”

First opening

Meaning: This is the basis of the muchabused “Article One” courts. The Articles
of the Constitution in part divided those
three branches of the national government.
Article One covered the Legislative branch,
Article Two the Executive and Article Three
the Judicial. This Article implies Congress
has some tribunal power. Its constituted
Article One courts originally served interstate or international business needs by
such venues as customs and patent courts.
Article One courts were intended to serve
the peculiar needs of business. Article One
was never intended to create a criminal
court for trying citizens.
Article III, Section 1:
“The judicial power of the United States
shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and
in such inferior courts as the Congress may
from time to time ordain and establish.”
Meaning: This gave Congress power to

create new federal courts as needed to serve
the growing population or other interstate
busi ness needs. The orig inal Ju di ciary
con sisted of one Su preme Court and
thir teen Dis trict Courts. These courts
are considered Article Three courts and are
con stitutional. Con gressio nally-created
inferior courts were supposed to remain
within the control of the Judicial branch,
but instead, Congress created Legislative
courts to intervene between the citizens
and their Judicial branch Article Three
courts.
The Legislative branch expanded its
power as certain postwar legislation took
effect. Congress could pass a law and then
use its Article One courts to sit in judgement of that law. Unchallenged by the
prostrated States, Congress made itself
two branches of the national government.
Citizens seeking to appeal from an Article
One court up to an Article Three court
were regularly denied a hearing because
they didn’t appeal correctly, dotting every
“i” and crossing every “t,” thus few could
navigate through that maze of legislative
courts to receive a hearing in a judicial
court meant for citizens.
Article III, Section 2 (clause 2):
[In con sti tu tion ally-au tho rized court
cases] “the Su preme Court shall have
appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and
fact, with such exceptions, and under such
regulations as the Congress shall make.”

Malevolent maneuvers
Meaning: In order to drive a legal wedge
between citizens and their constitutional
law, congressional legislation created a
new court designed to reduce and control
all le gal ap peals to the Ar ticle Three
courts. In 1891, Con gress instituted the
United States Court of Appeals, placing it
between the existing “District Courts” and
the “Supreme Court.” This new appellate
court decided which cases were appealed
to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court
still retains the writ of certiorari which is
its power to reach down into a lower court
and choose to hear a case, but for most
cases it is the U. S. Court of Appeals.
Article IV, Section 3 (clause 2):
“The Congress shall have Power to
dispose of and make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the Territory or
other property belonging to the United
States…”
Meaning: Using martial law slight-ofhand Congress could change the defeated
Southern States into a “Territory” and rule
them unhindered by the Supreme Court.
Remember the words of House Majority
Leader Thaddeus Stevens:
“Get the rebel States into a territorial
condition, and it [Negro suffrage] can be
easily dealt with. That, I think, is our great
aim.”

Malice aforethought

They knew exactly what they were doing.
The Constitution gave Congress exclusive
sovereignty over the District of Columbia.
Years after their 1861 Transfer of Power,
Congress created “Courts of the District of
Columbia.” Within this same congressional
Territory of D.C., Congress created its
Article I “District Court” as well as its own
“United States Court of Appeals.” These
Legislative courts were to judge violations
of such laws as Congress had carefully
worded to disallow Article Three court
jurisdiction. Violations of certain laws
were prosecuted by the Legislative courts
of federal agencies such as the IRS. This is
the Congressional long arm of the law.
Those who write laws now prosecute them.
That is the le gal framework within
which Congress acted out – and continues
to pursue – its role as “Pretender to the
Throne.” Mean while “We the Peo ple”
remain dispatriated! Those are the specific
Articles of the Constitution upon which
Congress built a road to treason separating
us from our Con sti tu tion. It is vi tally
important that “We the People” well know
how “they the politicians” committed their
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usurpation of power, in order to discuss it
with authority. Sometimes the subject of
“law” might seem dry and boring, but the
vigilance required to regain those lost
liberties insists that this lesson be learned
and acted upon. So, if you must reread this
explanation several times until the pieces
fit, please do so because you can be a part
of liberty restored.
It’s not difficult to unravel the legislative
tapestry of such legal fictions by properly
using a few carefully-chosen constitutional
clauses. Congress has the power to “ordain
or establish” inferior courts.
Yes, the Supreme Court has jurisdiction
with exceptions “and under such regulations
as the Congress shall make.” Yes, those are
business issues between the two branches
and not authority to grant themselves new
powers over citizens, except in cases with
interstate or international consequences,
because those are the only laws allowed to
be heard in any “congressional” federal
court. Consider that even Article Three
courts are limited in jurisdiction to hearing
cases affecting the enumerated powers as
stipulated in the Constitution.
Article III, Section 2 (clause 1):
“The judicial power shall extend to all
cases, in law and equity, arising under this
Constitution…”

Feds not to try State citizens
Thus federal judicial power is limited to
the enumerated cases affecting “ambassadors,
other public ministers or consuls… admiralty
and maritime jurisdiction… controversies
to which the United States shall be a party
… between two or more States…” The list
goes on but there is no jurisdiction over
ordinary citizens except when they live in
differ ent States. It does say that “The
judicial power shall extend to all cases…
arising under the Constitution…” Does
that include laws Congress passes which
are not constitutional, because such deceits
have happened? The Constitution provided
a litmus test for such laws.
Article VI (clause 2):
“This Constitution and the laws of the
United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof… shall be the supreme
law of the land.”
The only legislation that is lawful, then,
would be laws made “in pursuance” of the
Constitution; and, because the Constitution
limited the federal government’s ability to
expand its power, Congressmen turned
to “amending” the Constitution to give
themselves more power, thus labeling that
increased authority “constitutional.” The
legality of such amendments is covered
later.

Prewar prudence

Before the War of 1861, the Supreme
Court under leadership of Chief Justice
Taney was conservative, meaning a strict
interpretation of the Constitution such as
exhibited in the Dred Scott decision. That
Court was not influenced by the Radical
Republicans. The U. S. Constitution didn’t
stipulate how many judges should sit on
the Supreme Court. At first it had one chief
justice and six associate judges. By 1861,
there were altogether nine.
Af ter Taney issued his ob jection to
Lincoln’s suspension of the writ of habeas
corpus in Maryland, Lincoln was on notice
that he could expect a fight in the Supreme

– Transfer of Power –
Court regarding his abuses of authority.
Lincoln realized he would have to conquer
the Supreme Court, and the way to do that
was with legislation, instead of continually
ordering Taney’s arrest under martial law.
There was an impor tant case coming
before the Supreme Court (the Prize Cases)
which challenged Lincoln’s legal right to
blockade the Southern ports, including
those in North Carolina, a State which had
not yet seceded at the time of its blockade.

THE BLOCKADE of Southern ports quickly
filled all dockside warehouses, leaving countless
bales of cotton out in the weather to rot.

Fortunately for Lincoln, during his four
years as President, several Supreme Court
vacancies came up which he and the Senate
promptly filled with like-minded radicals
who shared their agenda. The new Supreme
Court judges carried the decision for that
blockade case in Lincoln’s favor by one
vote. He had appointed his own vindication.

Packaging his global agenda
Lincoln and the Senate went so far as to
add a tenth Justice to the Supreme Court,
which gave those Republicans’ Transfer of
Power schemes an even safer ju di cial
margin, yet sometimes a law can become
so conspicuous that even their handpicked
“yes men” must ren der a con stitutional
interpretation.
In 1864, Supreme Court Justice Roger
Taney died, whereupon Lincoln and the
Senate appointed as his replacement Chief

Salmon P. Chase, after whom today’s
Chase Manhattan Bank is named

Justice Salmon (“State sovereignty died at
Appomattox”) Chase.
After the war ended, and while Andrew
Johnson was President, the Supreme Court
chose to make a decision concerning the
legality of martial law in areas where civil
courts were sitting. Earlier, Justice Taney
had been very vocal saying that Lincoln’s
use of martial law was unconstitutional in
the Merryman case in Maryland, but those
remarks were overshadowed by the war.
Then, in 1865, the same question came up
without any diversion of war in the Ex parte
Milligan case.
“Ex parte” simply means that there was
only one party in the dispute, L. P. Milligan,
who was tried by a military court back in
1864 and imprisoned in Indiana at a time
when civil courts were still in place. Well,
the “packed” Supreme Court, much to the
outrage of those radicals in Congress,
found in favor of Milligan. The high
court’s decision stated that the moment
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civil order was restored, there could be
no martial law. That decision was a major
legal setback to the Republicans’ plans for
reconstruction. The Milligan case proved
par ticularly up setting to those rad icals
because Andrew Johnson had used all of
his presiden tial power to restore “civil”
order throughout the South by denying
Congress its “military” rule.

Ever reshuffling
After those radical reconstruction plans
were put on hold, Congress again attacked
the Supreme Court and continued its power
struggle to gain supremacy over America’s
third branch of government, cutting the
number of Justices down from 10 to 7 by
eliminating the Southern Judicial Districts
– which retired three pro-Southern strict
constitutionalists. This finally gave Congress
a tightfisted (rubber stamp) control over
the Supreme Court. In desperation, the
House even passed a bill, (but not the
Senate) to change the required vote for a
Supreme Court decision from a simple
majority vote to a two-thirds vote before
they could overrule any new laws from
Congress. The Radical Republicans were
ruthless and unrelenting in their attempts to
convert those wartime martial law powers
into a peacetime martial law rule.
The Reconstruction Acts of 1867 actually
eliminated the physical boundaries of the
Southern States and converted them into
five new martial law districts. Thus, a State
with no boundaries is not a State and as
such can have no “civil order.” Congress
denied Southern States their borders to
preclude any claims that citizens of the
“Johnson States” had constitutional rights,
thereby preventing the Ex parte Milligan
decision from being applied to their plans
for reconstruction.
Appeals came to the Supreme Court
from Southern States like Mississippi and
Georgia, but the high court then decided the
legality of Congress’s martial law over the
South based on a Mississippi newspaper
editor named McCardle who had published
news and editorials critical of reconstruction.

In April of 1867, just one
month after passage of the
first Reconstruction Act which
eliminated the borders of the
Southern States, the Supreme
Court ruled that it did not
have ju ris diction over the
reconstruction of the South.
The highest court in the land yielded to
Congress; only congressional courts could
adju dicate legal challenges emanating
from Southern States under the Military
Act. At first the Executive branch of the
national government had abandoned the
Constitution, then the Legislative branch,
and finally, in yielding jurisdiction, the
Judicial branch completed this usurpation
by America’s new Federal Government.
With McCardle’s loss, the South had no
freedom of the press! Congress set up its
own empire over ten South ern States
(Tennessee was back in the Union). Yes,
this was it, here the big switch, the Supreme
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Court having recognized such creation of
a peacetime martial law rule. Individual
American citizens (at first only in the South)
were denied their constitutional protections
under Article III, and later the Article III
judicial courts would co-mingle with the
new legislative Article I (congressional)
courts. The words of the deceased (1864)
defender of the original Constitution, U. S.
Chief Justice Roger Taney, were to haunt
the Southland:
“I can only say that if the authority
which the Constitution has confided to the
judiciary department… may… be usurped
by the military power at its discretion, the
people of the United States are no longer
living under a government of laws but… at
the will and pleasure of the army…”

A Founder’s prescience
Consider also these prophetic words by
George Mason, author of the Virginia
Constitution and one of America’s great
legal minds, concerning the very existence
of federal courts. Mason’s warning came
eighty years before reconstruction:
“When we consider the nature of these
courts, we must conclude that their effect
and operation will be utterly to destroy the
State governments; for they will be the
judges of how far their laws will operate…
The principle itself goes to the destruction
of the legislation of the States, whether or
not it was intended … I think it will destroy
the State Governments.”
The Supreme Court decided it would no
longer operate in the South, nor challenge
this upstart, unconstitutional jurisdiction
established by Congress. George Mason’s
foreboding prophecy came true when the
Southern States were destroyed, physically
during 1861-65, and “legally” from then to
the present.

Chutzpah

Adding insult to injury, U. S. President
Johnson was never allowed to nominate a
single justice for the Supreme Court. Yet,
in April of 1869, one month after Johnson
stepped down and Union General Grant
became President, that radical Congress
decided to raise the number of justices up
from seven to nine. This was when Grant
nominated the two railroad lawyers. And it
was in the very same year, 1869, that a
“packed” Supreme Court headed by Chief
Justice Salmon P. Chase ruled there had
been no secession. Was secession legal?
Not according to the best legal minds
money could buy!
The Legislative-Executive-Judicial power
struggle ended with Con gress reign ing
supreme. Congress, as supreme law of the
land, rules over “We the Subjects,” rules
above the Constitution, is king of America.
This country changed from a constitutional
Republic into a pseudo-democracy! These
Congressmen may come and go, but their
corruption in the Federal Government is
immortal!

Banksters back pretty boys
Federal judges are minions of Congress,
half appointed by one party and as many
from the other, with a moderate wild card.
When judicial decisions seem split, do not
assume that justice is at work; it is then a
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roll call of party affiliation. The Supreme
Court judges follow six paces behind
Congress with their heads bowed. And, as
far as the power of the President, well,
when Congress backslides out of those
bankers’ hands (from time to time), the
pow ers-that-be install a Lin coln or a
Roosevelt into office and use Executive
Orders to get Congress back in line. There
are times when the Executive may be king,
but typically the Transfer of Power gets
shared as directed from the shadows by
those seeking no political office themselves
yet who never leave Washington.
The Executive and Legislative branches
of our government have entered America
into the United Nations and the arena of an
International Court. Originally, the International Court at the Hague was designed
to hear cases of one government against
another, but not any more. One hundred
and sixty Nations met at Rome in July of
1998 to design an International Criminal
Court. This court operates at the Hague,
but will hear criminal cases of individuals.
America’s participation in this court could
put Americans on trial for crimes against
an alien international law. A citizen of the
United States might be taken out of this
country, to the Hague, tried, sentenced and
punished for a U. N. crime.

Agenda 21’s Reconstruction
The Hague has already heard cases of
“genocide” from Rwanda and “war crimes”
during the former Yugoslavia. In the new
“International Criminal Court” there are 18
judges but no Bill of Rights. The vote in
Rome of those 160 Nations was 120 voting
for the court, 40 (including the U. S.)
against. It passed. Now, before actually
becoming the law over America (through
U. N. treaty), it must be ratified by only 60
of those 160 Nations (none of which has to
be the U. S.). Three U. S. Supreme Court
justices attended to observe the European
Court in action and suggested that we use
their court as a guide for America.
New America should be cautious about
exporting its citizens for trials overseas.
The Declaration of Independence listed
reasons for America’s separation, one of
which was: “For transporting us beyond
the seas to be tried for pretended offenses.”
The only difference between then and now
is that America’s present gener ation of
patriots lacks the courage to demand liberty.
Enter into the 1865 world of the 39th
Congress and follow the tracks of those
legislators’ malfeasance as they instituted
legal fiction upon legal fiction. Examine
their tactics, logic and chronology as they
go about crafting all that self-empowering
legislation: the 13th Amendment, the Civil
Rights Act, the Second Freedmen’s Bureau
Act, the Reconstruction Acts, the 14th and
15th Amendments.
The intention of Congress was to pass a
deliberate combination of legislation, each
imposture built upon the previous, whose
cumulative effect would entangle America
in an irreversible quagmire of legal fiction,
the key word being “irreversible.”
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Le Pen calls for end to E. U. sanctions
Whether the NY-DC Axis likes it
or not.
presstv.ir

F

rance’s far-right presidential candidate
Marine Le Pen has urged an end to the
European Union (E. U.) sanctions imposed
against Russia over the crisis in Ukraine.
Le Pen, leader of the National Front
party, said at a meeting on March 24 with
the speaker of Russia’s lower house of
parliament in Moscow that the sanctions
were counterproductive.
The sanctions, including travel bans
and asset freezes against Moscow, were
originally introduced in March 2014 after
the stra te gic Black Sea pen in sula of
Crimea had rejoined Russia following a
referendum.

Russia’s parliament speaker Vyacheslav Volodin
(R) and French presidential election candidate for
the far-right National Front party Marine Le Pen
during their meeting at the State Duma building,
Russia’s lower house of parliament, in Moscow on
March 24, 2017.

“I believe that barring parliamentarians
from speak ing to each other, work ing
together, is an infringement of democratic
rights,” she told Vyacheslav Volodin.

The French politician also pledged to
push for the abolition of the black list of
certain Russian individuals.
Le Pen called additionally for closer ties
between France and Russia, adding that the
two countries should increase cooperation
in their fight against terrorism.
The far-right politician also met Russian
President Vladimir Putin the same day.
“We by no means want to influence the
current events but we reserve the right to
communicate with all representatives of all
political forces of the country, as do our
partners in Europe and the United States
for example,” Putin told Le Pen.
“I know that you represent quite a
fast-developing spectrum of European
political forces,” Putin added.
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– Decision time –

Kill the killers
By J. B. Campbell
americandefenseparty.com

What other choice do we have? It’s either
kill the killers or submit to
them. If we do that they’ll
kill us in very unpleasant
ways, as they’ve shown over
and over with people who
have done us no harm.
We need to kill all of our
oppressors, the ones in government and
their bosses above the government. That’s
all we have to do now. I don’t know about
you, but it will do me a lot of good. We’ve
been pushed around by these jerks for
the whole of our lives and now they’ve
destroyed us.
The CIA runs everything for the CFR.
Bill Colby bragged decades ago that the
CIA owned everyone of importance in the
news media, which is how we were kept in
the dark about everything before the rise of
the internet. Colby ran the Phoenix murder
program in Vietnam and was CIA director.
According to German computer analyst
Ralph Langner, the Stuxnet worm that
destroyed Fukushima was created by the
CIA and the Mossad. Right there is all the
rea son we need to kill every CIA agent
and every Mossad agent we can identify.
Ac cord ing to Vic tor Ostrovsky, ev ery
American Jew can be counted on by
Mossad to work for it when called upon,
regardless of the nature of the demand.
The Jews foisted nuclear energy on us
after they invented and dropped the Jewish
hell bombs on two Japanese cities. Their
homicidal stooge, Eisenhower, ushered in
their hyper-lucrative “peaceful use of
atomic en ergy” in the 1950s. We were
never told how many thousands of Navajo
uranium miners died of radiation sickness,
or that they were even doing the work. The
uranium should never have been brought
out of the ground. Radiation is the Jewish
gift that keeps on giving.
There are lots of killers who need killing.
As I’ve said before and will say again, any
Israeli agent of any kind in this country
should be shot on sight. Every one of them
represents our subjugation to the Jewish
money power and spends his/her every
waking hour plotting our imprisonment
and death.

Enigma

The CIA is not an intelligence agency –
it’s a gang of murderers and saboteurs and
was from the beginning. The CIA was a
mu tation of the OSS, a bunch of proCommunist bankers and lawyers. There’s
no perfume available that can hide their
smell of death. There is also no legal way
to deal with these guys since they have
Rockefeller money behind them to buy off
all the judges in America.
The FBI is a CIA front that needs to be
wiped out. It’s some kind of fake corporation
and all we need to know about it happened
in 1993 when “the Bureau” arranged with
its Egyptian informant to build the bomb
that exploded in the park ing garage of
the World Trade Center, along with its
murderous assault on the innocent children,
women and men in the Waco church after
sadistically tormenting them for fifty-one
days. Why is this terrorist organization still
in business?
The ATF and Justice Department used
TARP money to buy thousands of militarygrade rifles and provided them to the
Mex i can drug car tels in an at tempt to
eliminate American gun ownership. Many
hundreds of Mexican citizens and several
Americans were mur dered with these
guns, which was the whole idea. ATF
agents executed the murderous raid on the
Waco church in ’93 and had to be replaced
by the even more murderous FBI.
The less said about the Secret Service
the better. All we need to know about this
treacherous, lecherous gang can be seen in
the Zapruder film. Don’t watch JFK getting
his brains blown out. Observe the Secret
Service driver, Bill Greer, slowing almost to
a stop after the first gunshots hit Kennedy,

one in the throat and one in the back.
Observe Greer twist around and watch
Kennedy until the explosive head shot is
made, and then turn back to the front and
accelerate away. In the front passenger seat
is Roy Kellerman, head of the Secret Service
protection team, ducking down, looking
straight ahead instead of jumping in the
back seat to cover JFK with his body, as
was his ballyhooed duty. His only concern
is not being hit by the nine or so bullets that
were being fired from several directions –
none of them from the sixth floor corner
window of the Depository Building. Why
wasn’t Greer prosecuted and executed for
being an accessory to the shooters, for
making it easy to hit Kennedy? Was his
treach ery so bla tant that it could n’t be
discussed? Why is the Secret Service still
in existence?

John Kennedy’s final moment

These criminal agencies are pretty easy
to criticize. It’s easy to justify killing any
and all of their members, all of whom are
our deadly enemies.

So lock and load
Our State and local police are just as
deadly as the feds and even more likely to
kill us for no particular reason, as we see
over and over, day after day. We must be
ready to defend ourselves from these steroid
ad dicts, dog kill ers and hop-headed
revenuers at the first sign of aggression.
There is only one way to make them
behave. I’m plowing old ground here but
this is the revolutionary message I intend
to get across. The police serve and protect
the bankers, the ones with the money. To
get to the bankers, we’ll have to shoot our
way through their bodyguards.
The bankers are the ones who have ruined
us. Not just the international bankers in the
population centers but also the little usurers
on Main Street. These creeps “lend” money
into existence on their computers but we
have to repay them in cash. The current
mortgage and foreclosure fraud scandals
are only hinting at the true devastation of
our savings that these pirates have been
conducting since the beginning of time.
The Wall Street monsters bundled, sliced
and diced the mortgages and pawned
them off on credulous foreigners but the
mortgages themselves have been fraudulent
ever since 1913, when other foreigners
seized total control of our banking system
through fraud and cor rup tion in the
Con gress.

The bankers’ depredations
were and are made possible
by their agents in Congress –
senators and congressmen
who’ve betrayed us and must
pay the penalty. Revolution
means overthrowing today’s
existing political system and
replacing it.
Our founders did so in 1776. They drafted
the Articles of Confederation that year and
ran the Revolution under them. They were
finally ratified by all thirteen new States in
1781 and lasted until 1789 when they were
replaced, fraudulently, by the Constitution.
The Constitution is the engine of our
destruction, creating as it did the central
federal government. The average American
would have no idea that for the first thirteen
years of our history in both rebellion and as
a sovereign Nation we had no president or
supreme court, only a congress. The bankers
hated this lack of a central taxing authority

and their agents put us under bank control
with the Constitution. You can’t have a
central, privately-owned bank without the
power of a central government behind it.
You can’t lend money to the government if
it doesn’t have the power to tax the people
to pay the in ter est, which is the main
purpose of Jewish lending: interest and
control of the government through lending.
Our elected representatives have always,
as today, represented the money power, not
the people. The money power has always
been and remains in Jewish hands. AIPAC
represents Jewish power over the U. S.
government, not Israeli power. Israel is a
euphemism for Jewry and Jewry finds its
real power in America.
A real American revolution would mean
the overthrow of the Jews. To save America
we must kill the Jews, for once and for all.
This writer is not interested in the benevolent
nature of the reader’s Jewish friend. Most
Americans are unable to understand Jewish
ways, or to discern their dual nature. Few
Americans are familiar with the Kol Nidre
oath which absolves Jews of keeping their
word to us.
The Kol Nidre oath is the death warrant
for the Jews. Anyone who considers a
synagogue-issued license to lie, cheat and
steal to be holy must be killed.
America itself has lived by the Kol
Nidre and the Old Testament from the
very early years of the European invasion.
The U. S. government made hundreds of
promises, called treaties, with the American
In di ans. Vir tu ally ev ery one of these
promises was deliberately, sardonically
broken by the White man. The Israeli
method of exterminating the Palestinians
was and is based on the American method
of exterminating the Indians. The Christian
attitude towards Indians, both in America
and in Canada, is based on Old Testament
tales for extermination of “the enemies of
Yahweh.” Throughout those poisonous
books we read of whole peoples being
slaughtered for no particular reason. It’s
the same today. We’ve slaughtered millions
of Moslems since 1991 because they are
enemies of Yahweh, or the Jewish people.
Jews consider themselves to be Yahweh.
There is only one way to deal with such
criminal insanity.

“Refuge” in the Jewish Hotel
America cannot survive and does not
deserve to survive under Judeo-Christian
control. Anyone who worships an invisible,
tyrannical deity or, worse yet, claims to
be that deity, cannot be allowed to rule us.
Either way, it is sheer insanity. George W.
Bush went so far as to claim that God spoke
to him and instructed him to go to war
against Iraq. This little drunken monster
must one day be put to death for crimes
against humanity. His proven insanity will
be no defense.
The com ing Amer i can rev o lu tion
must wipe out the criminal political class
of Washington, DC, and the fifty State
gov ern ments. The Amer i can po lit i cal
system is based on vote fraud and murder,
as we clearly saw in 2000, 2004 and 2008.
In the most re cent election* we were
presented with a CIA-generated creature
with no personal history. His pedigree, his
identification and his records are classified
as State secrets. His identification papers
are now proven to be fraudulent. Despite
the compounded nature of his illegitimacy
he has signed the most draconian laws and
* This was written in 2012. – ed.

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

The Kol Nidre oath

waged the most sadistic and cowardly
warfare against friendly people whom the
Jews hate. For such lethal fraud this creature
must pay the ultimate penalty, after which
all his “laws” shall be declared null and
void, along with virtually all federal law,
just for openers. The law is a Jewish plot,
devised and controlled by Jews out of all
proportion to their population, which itself
is a myth.

Manic mafiosi

Bankers are our dead liest and most
merciless enemies and must be given no
quarter, just as they have impoverished us
and billions of other victims around the
world with their debt-based currencies and
usury. All currency must be debt-free with
no interest paid to lenders. It must be illegal
for government to borrow from private
lenders, be they banks or individuals. It
must be illegal, with the death penalty, to
charge interest on loans. Banking depends
on a corrupt government to enforce its
usury and fraudulent practices, such as the
lending of credit. Credit is a nice word for
nothing. The banks actually lend nothing
and pretend that we owe them for this and
we ignorantly go along and put ourselves
into hopeless, unpayable debt to them
for ever.
The IRS of course must be destroyed.
This vicious terrorist outfit now plans, with
the Congress as an enabler, to seize our
passports and our guns if the terrorists
claim that we owe them $50,000 or more.
This will be the death warrant for everyone
involved: executives, agents and politicians
who voted to give terrorists this fantastic,
illegitimate power.
More than fifty government agencies
and private businesses have applied to use
U. S. Air Force drones to spy on us, as if we
were Pakistani, Yemeni or Iranian enemies
(who also did noth ing to deserve such
ag gression).
Another group of Americans who must
be killed are the pilots and crews of those
tanker jets that are poisoning us with
chemtrails. We now know that the CIA’s
front company, Evergreen Air, is the main
per pe tra tor of this death from above.
Evergreen also deals in human renditions
(kidnaping for torture and murder) and
transporting vast quantities of cocaine and
heroin in their aircraft. Evergreen is one of
many such corrupt CIA front companies.
I fear that, as crucial as this action is, the
twin environmental catastrophes committed
by the CIA and big business, namely the
BP blowouts in the Gulf of Mexico and the
CIA/Mossad destruction of the Fukushima
reactors, have left us little time to act. We
can hope that there will be some cosmic
sort of rescue since neither catastrophe can
be humanly solved, according to the most
reliable reporters. The U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers has admitted that they have a
forty billion dollar budget for a depopulation
program for the Gulf region, to convert the
Gulf coast into a purely industrial zone and
probable algae farm. The deliberate BP
blowout was the first step for this program.
Did the CIA and Mossad monsters know
that their Stuxnet sabotage would produce
a life-extinguishing event for the Northern
Hemisphere? Who cares – they did it on
purpose. Our humanity and the need for
balance, even if we are doomed, require
the killing of every member of the criminal
organizations named above, and the rest,
that we can find, from top to bottom. Even
if we should survive somehow, millions
are going to die at their hands.

– Reality check –
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The Iraq War and its catastrophic consequences
It’s our job to stop these madmen
waging the Hidden Hand’s War on
Humanity. Those who cannot rule
their own passions shouldn’t be in
charge of today’s governments.
By Neil Clark

had talked of “avenging” his “Muslim
brothers and sisters.”
In the past year and a half, we’ve seen
IS, or IS-inspired, attacks on civilians in
Paris, Berlin, Brussels and on the French
Riviera.

rt.com

The flames from the Iraq inferno have
also reached Africa, with a huge surge in
Islamic terrorism in that continent made
worse by the subsequent “humanitarian”
war to destroy Muammar Gaddafi’s Libya,
which was cheered on by the same crowd
of manic “interventionists” who gave us
the blood bath in Meso po ta mia. Boko
Haram is officially ranked as the world’s
dead li est ter ror group by the Global
Terrorism Index, and has caused so much
death and destruction in Nigeria, it is
Al-Qaeda’s – and, since 2015, the Islamic
State’s – West African franchise.
The Iraq war and its bloody aftermath,
which engulfed neighboring Syria too, is
also the main reason for the current refugee
crisis. When the late Liberal Democrat
leader Charles Kennedy warned that the
war would “cause a refugee crisis of huge
proportions,” he was ridiculed by knowit-all war supporters. But Kennedy was

S

old to the public by Bush and Blair
and their neocon allies in the media as a
war that would make us safer, the illegal
invasion of Iraq launched fourteen years
ago did the exact opposite.

Bombing Baghdad’s lives and treasures to rubble

Toast the ouster of a cigar-smoking,
Sound of Music-loving secular dictator if
you like, but the world (and not just the
Middle East) was undoubtedly a far less
dangerous place on March 19, 2003, than it
is today.

Al-CIAda

A direct consequence of the war was the
rise of the head-chopping death cult known
as Islamic State, which grew out of AlQaeda in Iraq.
“Today Al-Qaeda-type movements rule
a vast area in northern and western Iraq
and eastern and northern Syria, several
hundred times larger than any territory
ever controlled by Osama bin Laden,”
noted Patrick Cockburn in his 2014 book
The Rise of Islamic State. He described
ISIS as the “the child of war.”
We can see it as the off spring of the
po litical marriage between the simian
Texan cowboy George W. Bush and the
smarmy, smooth-tongued Oxford-educated
“liberal interventionist” Tony Blair.
A genuine “war on terror,”
which the two men claimed to
be fighting, would, as Cockburn
points out, have in dicated a
confrontation with States which
fueled radical extremism such
as Saudi Arabia. But, instead,
Bush and Blair picked on a
largely defenseless coun try
that had nothing to do with
the 9-11 at tacks and whose
Ba’athist gov ern ment was ac tu ally a
bulwark against religious fundamentalism.
Today, U. S. planes are bombing Iraq once
again, this time attempting to “liberate”
Mosul from Islamic State forces that would
not exist had the 2003 “liberation” not
taken place.

Total chaos

As opponents of the war, such as the
neocon-reviled George Gal lo way and
Jeremy Corbyn had predicted, Iraq, postinvasion, became a magnet for hard-core
jihadists who thrived in the vacuum that
existed after the forcible toppling of the
coun try’s secu lar gov ern ment and the
delib erate destruction of the Iraqi State
ap pa ra tus. With bombs go ing off all
around them as they tried to carry out their
daily business, life for Iraqi people became
a living hell with the carnage continuing to
this day.

Let’s bring ’em into the light
Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
(specify which issue) are yours for $15 PPD
anywhere in C.S.A. or U.S., plus – if you
want them, ask – one sheet containing 80
of these labels in Confederate red, white
and blue.
New subscribers! Get 6
If you
issues of rebel news for
$5 to TFF, PO Box 385
de sire a
Silverhill, Ala. 36576.
few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
Where to put them? Inside books, on the
literature and envelopes you pass out, any
old place that comes to mind. Let’s roll!

Domino effect

Indeed, as I am writing this article, a
“Breaking News” announcement appeared
reporting a car bomb has “killed 23 and
injured dozens” in Baghdad. In February
alone, 55 people died in another bombing
in the Iraqi capital. Now here we are in
2017, the fourteenth year following the
invasion, and already we have a new wave
of deadly terror attacks. But, surprise,
sur prise, the “comment” writ ers and
opinion formers who urged war back in
2003 aren’t tweeting about any of this.

Unapologetic nut cases
Those who were so keen to “free” the
Iraqi people in 2003 show no interest in the
wretched plight of the same people today.
They’ve got far more important things to
do, like warning us about the threat of
“Russian aggression” and trying to get RT
taken off air.
While it’s been ordinary Iraqis who
have suffered the most, the invasion also
helped bring terrorism to the once-safe
streets of Europe. The blowback from
Blair and Bush’s criminal enterprise has
been enormous.
In Madrid in March 2004, 159 people
were killed in the deadliest terrorist attack
in Spain’s history, carried out by a local
Al-Qaeda cell. The country’s hawk ish
Prime Min is ter Jose Maria Aznar had
backed the aggression against Iraq, and
Spanish train commuters paid the terrible
price. A year later London was hit, with 52
people killed. One of the suicide bombers
had recorded a video message in which he
explicitly mentioned Iraq, while another

Bringing democracy to Iraq

right. Some 2.6 mil lion Iraqis were
displaced by Islamic State advances in 2014/
15. In April 2007 there were, according to
U. N. figures, already four million Iraqi
refugees around the world.
The migrant crisis has, in turn, contributed
to the rise of neo-nationalist and far-right
movements in Europe, which could lead to
the E. U.’s collapse. Yet those responsible
continue to blame others for the chaos they
have unleashed.

Remorseless mass murder
Tony Blair was on the BBC again at the
weekend, not to apologize for Iraq, but urge
Labour to consider a second referendum
on Brexit! Meanwhile, one of the most
bellicose supporters of the Iraq war in the
fourth es tate, Nick Cohen, marked the

War criminal George W. Bush

invasion’s latest anniversary by delivering
a foul-mouthed “F-word” tirade in the
Observer newspaper, against supporters of
the anti-war Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn.
Fourteen years on from the Iraq war
we’re yet to see any real contrition from
those who launched and promoted it, or
any ac knowledg ment of its di sas trous
consequences. Blair warns us about the
emergence of a “frightening authoritarian
populism,” and Bush gets liberal plaudits
for his tacit criticism of Trump, but they,
more than anyone else, destroyed people’s
faith in “main stream” pol i ti cians. The
deadly duo and the neocon “pundits” and
“think-tankers” who egged them on, not
only set fire to the Middle East: they have
put all our lives in danger.
Oh, and one final thing. Just imagine if
Russia had done all of this.
EDITOR’S NOTE
The hardest of hardliners want to
kill all Jews. That’s preposterous. But
some dozens, if civilization continues
into mid-century, shall have appeared
before a Nuremberg II Tribunal with
ten or so of them alongside Bush and
Blair hanged, giving Whites a better
take on the relentless dangers they’re
up against. Dispatching these twelve
men responsible for human slaughter
by the millions would eventually find
many if not all races controlling their
own affairs, accounts and destinies.

Most Russians back new foreign policy
rt.com

Three-quarters of Russians
think that their gov ernment
should not give in to foreign
pressure or change its policies
because of current anti-Moscow
economic sanctions, which they
believe are hurting both sides
and will eventually be lifted.
State-run pollster VTSIOM
released the results of its latest
A view from the Hotel Moskva on the Kremlin
pub lic opin ion re search on
Russia’s political and economic direction, they considered the price of current foreign
which found 75 percent of respondents policy to be too high.
agree that “Russia should not fight for the
Toughing it out
lifting of sanctions because they hurt both
The deputy head of VTSIOM’s research
the country they were imposed on and the
countries that imposed them and must be projects, Mikhail Mamonov, wrote in
soon canceled on the initiative of those comments that the shift in the public mood
who started them.” In 2015 this opinion can be put down to the average Russian
getting used to everyday existence under
was shared by 57 percent of Russians.
Only 18 percent of respondents shared sanctions, and to the fact that the import
the view that sanctions inflicted serious replacement program had started to bring
damage on the Russian economy and that results.
The official Russian position regarding
the government must take measures to
bring about their cancellation. In 2015 this economic sanctions and their effectiveness
remains unchanged. On 16 March, Kremlin
share was 33 percent.
In addition, 59 percent of Russians press secretary Dmitry Peskov explained
said that they were ready to put up with that “Russia would never put the issue [of
eco nomic diffi cul ties for the sake of lifting the sanctions] on the agenda,” and
maintaining the current foreign policy added that Moscow had no intention of
course, in particular regarding Ukraine. raising the topic.
Peskov’s statement came after several
Just over a third – 34 percent – said that

U. S. officials reported that the economic
sanctions against Russia would remain in
place until the Crimea was made part of
Ukraine.

Tit for tat

The Crimean Republic reunited with
Russia in mid-2014, after over 96 percent
of its residents – the majority of whom are
ethnic Russians – approved the move in a
referendum. That decision was prompted
by the ouster of the democratically-elected
president of Ukraine in a violent coup in
Kiev, and the installation of a nationalistbacked government that almost immediately
declared war on the pro-Russian regions in
the country’s southeast, which refused to
recognize the newly imposed regime.
Western Nations introduced economic
sanctions against Russia in 2014 as leverage
against its alleged role in the conflict in
southeast Ukraine and against reunification
of Russia and Crimea. Russia responded
with a broad embargo on food imports
from all countries that participated in the
original sanctions plan.
Since then, sanctions have been several
times prolonged and sometimes expanded
by both sides. In De cem ber 2016 the
European Union extended its economic
sanctions against Russia for another six
months, and in June 2016 Vladimir Putin
signed a decree that prolonged the retaliatory
sanctions until the end of 2017.
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White genocide in South Africa – a personal view
“You see, I have been one of
those White liberals I now so much
despise. My eyes have opened. I
see my people suffering. I cannot
believe that I was oblivious for so
long to genocide being perpetrated
on us.”
But Whites everywhere (except
for Russia) could face this if Zionist
bankers continue to use migration,
gender dysfunction and “White
guilt” to increase their hegemony.
Purim today is a reminder that
whoever resists Zionist hegemony
is an “anti Semite” marked for
liquidation.
By Charlotte Visser
henrymakow.com

I have started to take a more keen
interest in my country’s current affairs. It is
amazing when you open your eyes how the
pieces of the puzzle start to fit into each
other. At times I feel like a crazy woman.

White liberal kisses Ex-President
Nelson Mandela

their home as well. The wife lay in a drain
pipe and her husband in the kitchen. The
wife had been strangled and her neck was
broken. The husband had been stabbed
eighteen times.
A White family of four was tortured for
hours; a grandmother and her two grandsons
and one of the grandson’s girlfriends. They
raped the girlfriend repeatedly and tortured
them all by hitting them with bricks and
sjamboks and pouring boiling water over
them.

Forbidden news

There are other reports, but I think you
do get the picture. Nothing was mentioned
in the mainstream media about the other
reports and deaths. Nothing. Only on
Facebook where the Boers circulate it
amongst themselves.
We, the Boers and Afrikaners, are being
ostracized like never before. Zuma (our

Every day now there is at least one
White farmer murdered. Every day I open
my Facebook account and there is another
report. Since the 5th of March, there have
been twelve White farmers murdered. Four
of them belonged to a whole White family
which was wiped out. A mother, a father, a
grandfather visiting from England and a
nine year old daughter.
The little girl’s body was found in the
shed outside. She probably ran away to
hide and they tracked her down and killed
her. They were all bludgeoned to death. As
usual nothing much was stolen. The liberal
mainstream newspapers reported it might
be because of a wage dispute, even blaming
the father for perhaps being a racist.

It actually was mainstream
news because a whole family
got wiped out at once and it
would seem strange to most
folks still living with their
eyes closed if something was
not at least said.
As of March 18, there were 69 attacks
on White farmers in the last 71 days. They
are being killed like flies. In most cases
nothing is stolen. In most cases, there is
torture or horrendous methods used to kill,
often including rape.
At least another seven farmers are in
critical condition after having been shot or
stabbed or bludgeoned.
These are only the dead, only farmers
and only up until yesterday. Yesterday the
bodies of a White couple were found in

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

EDITOR’S NOTE
“Such graphic depictions of what’s
happening to South Africa’s Boers
shouldn’t be shown by TFF,” argue a
few readers; also, why not allow the
Puppet-in-Chief his “First 100 Days”
before saying we’ve been had again?
Armchair warriors in the District of
Corruption can only do as the Hidden
Hand dictates, which means flooding
Aryan Nations with non-Whites, then
enticing those “refugees” to butcher
our people. The Zog wants all other
races accommodated – but no Whites
– in order to annihilate us along with
stupid media media munchkins who
cannot report the facts related here.

Zuma

pres i dent) has an nounced they will be
instituting something called a black list for
racists. We all know, or at least those with
enough sense, that is just another word for
White people who dare open their mouths
and complain about what is happening to
them.
Today was a public holiday in South
Africa, Human Rights Day, commemorating
the Sharpeville attack of 1976. Before the
weekend major corruption charges once
again surfaced against Zuma. Everyone
was holding his breath over the weekend,
hoping and praying that this time Zuma
would be recalled.

Good ol’ Jewish-backed boys
He came out victorious once again,
denying all accusations and addressing a
large crowd of ANC supporters today. His
main topic of the day? Racism. His words
were that White supremacy still exists and
that the minority people in this country
need to embrace the New South Africa.
Hate speech will be punishable by law very

soon and together with the racist black list
it will surely take away the White people’s
right to any freedom of speech. Zuma
himself still sings the song: “Kill the Boer,
Kill the Farmer.” The biggest racists in this
country are those ANC government types
themselves.
As if by miracle, today with this speech
being made, a White farmer had his house
raided by the police because someone had
complained about him making a Facebook
post “inciting the murder of all Blacks.” It
is directly translated as: “The Boers are fed
up.”
At the same time over the last couple of
weeks I have taken screen shots of hate
speeches by Blacks. I went on to one’s
Facebook profile and, seeing he works for
the Department of Education, sent them an
email complaining of his hate speech. No
answer at all; it has been two weeks. It is
openly said that Blacks cannot be racists. I
beg to differ.

Black anarchy a daily reality
In the meantime, there are protests
across the country. Buses and trains are
burned as whole towns get closed off by
burning tires and protester violence. They
loot nearby shops, liquor stores, building
warehouses; it is quite amazing to see how
everyone just simply walks in and takes
whatever he wants and leaves. It is like a
feeding frenzy. The mainstream news only
shows short snippets of the protests, more
often of them still peacefully dancing, then
it goes on to sports or the latest movie
release. People do not know half of what is
going on in their own country.
Not far from where I live they have
attempted a land grab (hundreds of Blacks

understand this. What will
become of this country if
they de mand ev erything
for free? Do they not realize it will be the
end of South Africa – completely?
In the meantime my heart aches for the
nearly 400,000 Whites (conservative figure,
it might be closer to 700 000) that are living
in squatter camps and depend on charity as
the government does not look after poor
Whites. My heart aches for these proud
Boer people who have lost their jobs due
to Black Economic Empowerment in a
country where only the strongest will now
survive. Even their own people turn their
backs on them: the White liberals whom I
am surrounded with. Those Boers up in the
old Transvaal, Orange Free State and Natal
are suffering the most.
I live in Cape Town where most Whites
are still pursuing their lives behind high
security gates and guard dogs. They live in
a bubble, catch only the mainstream news
if any, but much prefer watching sports and
not being bothered by bad news because it
is just too depressing.

They do not even realize
that their own lives are in
danger and that it will soon
spill over into our province.
Then there are those White liberals
whom I have come to despise even more
than the Black murderers and rapists. They
have turned their backs upon their own
people, choosing to side with the majority,
as if that will save their skins when the time
comes. As the Blacks are about to kill or
rape you, they won’t ask if you were liberal
or not, they will only see white. I have
become more vocal in the last couple of
weeks about my changing views.

Better late than never

One of the protests over the weekend

came with taxis and were dropped off at
the location and started claiming land for
themselves, although this is property owned
by another). It started on Saturday and the
latest report was that the roads have been
closed there and it has become violent.
They have burned a bus and are throwing
rocks at passing cars. The police are trying
everything in their might to remove them.
The Land Expropriation Bill will soon
become law as well. According to the
amended bill the government will have the
right to take whatever property you own,
be it residential, commercial, intellectual
property, shares in a company, anything.
They can actually take it without giving
you a cent and without really providing
any reason at all. It has not become law as
yet, but the bill was passed in parliament
last month and will soon be instituted.

Communist dreamscape
The ANC needs to keep their promises
to the masses and give them land for free.
Blacks have been told the Whites stole it
from them and it is theirs, even though we
have worked very hard for our property
and in fact still have to pay the mortgage
off for another fifteen years before it really
be comes our own. I do not think they

You see, I have been one of those White
liberals I now so much despise. My eyes
have opened. I see my people suffering. I
cannot believe that I was oblivious for so
long to the genocide being perpetrated on
us. I think my eyes started to open, I felt an
uneasiness, when the protests against our
language, Afrikaans, first started at the
universities. Everything Afrikaans had to
fall. All our statues, all our artwork, our
language. They want no reminder of our
past, nor that of our ancestors anywhere.
All this actually reminded me of my roots
again, about my forefathers and who they

Toyitoying

were. I dug deeper. I read up, not just the
Wikipedia that is so obviously compiled
with bias, but the real history, remembered
stories my grandmother used to tell me of
growing up on an ossewa. I remember the
values I was taught growing up, almost
forgotten once the Rainbow Nation took
over.
I started speaking up over the last couple
of weeks and it has become quite clear that
I am stepping on people’s toes. Some of my
own family members, whom
I have grown up with, have
taken me on in public and
turned their backs upon me,
branding me a right wing
racist for not believing in the
Rain bow Na tion any more.
They automatically assume I
hate all people except Whites
because I dare to stand up for
my forefathers and for my
fellow White people that are
being murdered every day. I
do not understand that. I do

– MLK Boulevard –
not understand how they can live in the
same country, know about this, and turn a
blind eye. Of course the media play a great
role in this, not reporting the horrendous
crimes of brutal torture and murder, but
still... When you want to speak up, you are
left feeling alienated and alone.
I fear that soon I will not be able to

Will you SHARE

The First Freedom
with someone,
or just keep all this to yourself

?

speak my mind anymore. The world is full
of traitors this side and saying too much to
the wrong person can land you in jail.
It has become a nightmare not to wake
up from. There are many who advocate for
us, but these are still comparatively few in
number and most people will not stand up
for one another. They are all too afraid, and
hang onto whatever little they have just to
survive. You cannot blame them, but it is to
the downfall of us all at the end. The Boer
men long for a leader who will bring them
out of this, but, as soon as one wants to
stand up, he is shot down. We’ve become

ostracized by the liberals, the Blacks, the
government – and their power is just too
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overwhelming at the moment.
I am writing this to you in the early
morning hours as my time is swallowed by
work and looking after family. It has been
quite a relief just putting this all on paper,
although there are still so many other
things that have happened only over the
last couple of weeks, some so laughable,
like the nurses protesting because their
uniforms are white which reminds them of
Florence Nightingale and the oppressor. I
just could not believe my eyes, that even
white nurses’ uniforms have now become
oppressive.

Ghana’s “right of abode” a roadmap to racial peace?
newobserveronline.com

The African State of Ghana’s “right of
abode” law – which grants residence and
citizenship to any person of Black racial
descent – is one of the clearest roadmaps to
achieving world racial peace, the Project
Nova Europa website has said.
The ba sis of Ghana’s law – that of
encouraging races to congregate in areas
where they will not be ruled over or be
interfered with by other races – remains the
best solution to racial conflict
ever devised.

initial setbacks, people of African descent
continue to migrate to the continent,
though not in the expected droves.
“And, like Florindo Johnson, who just
retired from Delta Airlines this January,
says: it is important to encourage more
Blacks to come.
“Having flown in and out of Ghana for
nine years, Johnson, a Caribbean who
lived in Chicago, is retiring in Ghana to
operate her six apartments in Prampram

Accra
Capital of Ghana
According to an article on that
website, projectnovaeuropa.com,
which is devoted to generating
support for its own European
ethnostate, Ghana be came the
first country in Africa to grant
the automatic right of abode to
any African in what it calls the
“diaspora” in 2001, but the law
has not achieved much media coverage,
despite already having attracting more than
3,000 Blacks from the U. S.
An article in the Atlanta Black Star of
June 2015 revealed that the “right to
abode” clause is part of the Ghana ian
Immigration Act of 2000, which states that
the “concept of right of abode is that person
having the right of abode ‘shall be free to
live and to come and go into and from the
country without let or hindrance.’”

The Gha na ian res i dency
pro gram does have some
stip u la tions. Black peo ple
looking to resettle in Ghana
must be at least 18 years old,
of good character, financially
independent, and not have
been convicted of a criminal
of fense and sen tenced to
imprisonment of 12 months
or more.
A 2015 article in The Africa Report
interviewed one of the American Blacks
who has moved to Ghana, Jerome Thompson.
The article continued:
“Located only 500 meters from the
water, Thompson’s house is resilient to the
effects of the salt and wind. The floors,
windows and doors are made of hard
wood. His self-designed furniture is made
from quality Ghanaian timber and hand
carved by local artisans.
‘“The ocean helps me fall asleep and
wakes me up in the morn ing,’ says
Thompson, an African-American retiree
taking a stroll on the beach where palm
trees shade hand-carved canoes.
‘“Where else can I live this close to the
ocean? It would cost me millions of dollars!’
“Thompson, a native of Maryland in the
United States, retired to Ghana 11 years
ago. He had first visited the West African
country on a tour in 2000.
‘“I fell in love with Ghana and its
people,’ he recalled, during an interview
with Africa Renewal. ‘It was good seeing
Black people, my people, in charge of the
country (Ghana).”’
There are “administrative problems,”
The Africa Report said, but “despite some

Independence Arch Accra

that she in tends to rent out as hol i day
ac commo da tions.

Established precedent
‘“I really want Black people to come
and see for themselves. It is disheartening
that a lot of Black people don’t want to

come because of what they’ve seen in the
media, yet White people come.”’
The existence of Ghana’s right of abode
law – which is overtly racial in nature – is
of course modeled after Israel’s “right of
return” law, which also grants residence
and citizenship to all those who can prove
themselves to be racially descended from
Jews, no matter where they find themselves
in the world.
The racial basis of these laws attracts
little controlled media attention because
they are implemented by Blacks and Jews
respectively, but this alone is not a reason
to reject them. In fact, a European State –
or States – which adopted such a law might
very well do so by pointing to the fact that
Israel and Ghana already have such laws.
The prin ci ple of sep a ra tion – and
thereafter friendly cooperation – provides
the only working model whereby racial
conflict can be avoided.
Once each race has its own living space,
conflict with others is removed as a factor.
People will then have the ability to develop
according to their own culture, traditions,
needs and wants – without the disharmony,
in sta bil ity and clashes which mar all
heterogeneous societies – and which can be
seen playing out on the streets of America
and Europe today.
The full text of the “right of abode” law

reads as follows:
“The concept of right of abode under
Immigration Law is that person having the
right of abode ‘shall be free to live and to
come and go into and from the country
without let or hindrance.’ Section 17(1)
of the Immigration Act 2000, Act 573,
provides that subject to this section the
Minister may on an application and with the
approval of the President grant the status
of right of abode to any of the following
persons.
“A person of African descent in the
Di aspora
“A person of African descent in the
Diaspora to be considered for the status of
right of abode if he satisfies the Minister
that he
“A.) Is of good character as attested to
by two Ghanaians who are notaries public,
lawyers, senior public officers or other class
of person approved of by the Ministers.
“B) Has not been con victed of any
criminal offence and been sentenced to
imprisonment for a term of twelve (12)
months or more
“C) Is of independent means
“D) Is in the opinion of the Minister
capable of making a substantial contribution
to the development of Ghana and
“E) Has attained the age of eighteen (18)
years.”

Jews behind race mixing in America
By Dr. Edward R. Fields
demstuermer.wordpress.com/2017/01/03/jewsbehind-race-mixing

T

he purpose of this article is to prove,
through documented evidence, that Jews in
America are the prime movers and guiding
force behind the massive attempt to
mongrelize the White Christian people
with the Black Race.
Of course everyone realizes that there are
many gullible and brainwashed Gentiles
working toward this same end.
But the movement to mix the races in
America is most definitely sparked and
financed by organized Jewry in every city
of any size in America containing a formal
Jewish community.
The first question which arises is, why
are the Jews so fanatical in their zeal to
integrate the races and why do they intensely
resist mixing of their own blood with either
us White Christians or the Blacks?

The answers are complex
Jews urge Whites to marry Blacks but
their own kind to marry Jews only.
Rabbi Abraham Feinberg of Canada has
won the nickname, “The Red Rabbi” for
his visits to North Vietnam and efforts on
be half of Commu nist causes. In the
Maclean’s Review magazine of September
5, 1967, he states:
“Until we learn to fight our ingrown
fears of sexual relations between the races,
the end of the race problem will not be in
sight. Only when we no longer raise our
eyebrows at the sight of a Negro holding
hands with a White girl will the West have
begun to tear the racial poison from its
vitals.
“Such a change will involve an inside-out
remodeling of the White psyche, for our
fear of mixed marriages is deeply rooted.
But the change must begin sometime. Why
not now!

“If anything, the law should encourage,
not forbid, the intermingling of ‘bloods.’
Marches and civil-rights demonstrations
can dramatize the immediate imperative…

Different story for Jews
Here we find the great contradiction in
Jewish teachings.
While preaching the most extreme
forms of race-mixing at inter-religious
meetings and on college campuses in the
press, on TV and Hollywood, the Jews tell
their own youth a completely different
story in the confines of the Synagogue.
Dr. Immanuel Jakobovits, Chief Rabbi
of England, said in the New York Times:
“Intensive Jewish education must cover
youths between 13 and 18.”
He said that, unless they are warned of
the dangers of inter-marriages:
“The whole fabric of the Jewish structure
will suffer irreparable harm and damage.”
Rabbi Pesach Z. Levovitz, president of
the Rabbinical Council of America, said
in the New York Times, Jewish “religious
leaders must exercise all of their influence
to stop mixed marriages between Jews and
non-Jews. Those who marry out of the
faith disappear within the preponderant
Christian religions and cultural community.”
Eng land’s Chief Rabbi, Imman uel
Jakobovits, recently made a visit to New
York, and in point blank terms declared:
“Jewish teenagers shouldn’t date nonJews. … Interfaith marriage is something
we view with horror, almost as apostasy.
For Jews the problem of intermarriage is
the problem of sheer survival. Countless
Jewish martyrs did not die for their faith so
that we might fritter away our heritage.”
We would like to ask the rabbi: What
about White Christians whose countless
ancestors fought and died so that our race
might be preserved? Is not the blood line of
our people worth saving in the light of the

importance the Jews place on this question?
The Jews are not called “bigots” and “race
prejudiced” when they fight against intermarriage for their own kind. Yet, these
same leftist Jews attack and vilify every
White Christian who dares stand up for
racial purity for our folk.
It is even more clearly spelled out in a
book written back in 1912 by a Communist
theoretician named Israel Cohen of London,
England. It is titled, A Racial Program For
The Twen ti eth Cen tury, and has been
published in the Congressional Record of
June 7, 1957, and even entered as a paid ad
some years ago in the Atlanta newspapers
by Gov. Lester Maddox (then a prominent
restaurant owner). Israel Cohen wrote:
“We must realize that our Party’s most
powerful weapon is racial tension. By
pounding into the consciousness of the
dark races that for centuries they have been
oppressed by the Whites, we can mold them
to the program of the Communist Party.
The terms colo nialism and imperialism
must be featured in our propaganda.
“In America, we will aim for a subtle
victory. While inflaming the Negro minority
against the Whites, we will endeavor to
instill in the Whites a guilt complex for
their exploitation of the Negroes.

We will aid the Negroes to
rise to prominence in every
walk of life, in the professions
and in the world of sports
and entertainment. With this
prestige, the Negroes will be
able to intermarry with the
Whites and begin a process
which will deliver America
to our cause.”
Read the rest of this circa 1970 report online. – ed.
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The West’s sights are now clearly set on Iran
By Dan Glazebrook
rt.com

The British-U. S. plan to weaken Iran

independence a greater threat than most.
The Foreign Affairs Committee of the
British House of Commons spelled this out
in a report in 2014: “Iran has the potential
to be a major international power… it
could be the ‘engine room’ of the Middle
East. It lies in a very significant strategic
po sition, with Iraq to the west, for mer
Soviet States to the north which have only
relatively recently gained independence,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan to the east and
the Persian Gulf – a prime route for oil
exports – to the south. It has a large and

via the proxy war on
Syria has spectacularly
backfired. Now they
are more desperate
than ever to bring Iran
to its knees.
Western think tanks
and “strategic institutes” have been getting
themselves in a cold sweat about Iranian
influence for some time. In 2012, Frederick
Kagan (former Bush advisor and
Project for a New American
Century neo-con) co-authored a
report for the Institute for the
Study of War warning: “the U. S.
and its allies and partners in the
re gion and be yond must not
only understand Iran’s regional
strategy and influence but also
develop a coherent strategy of
their own with which to confront
U. S. soldiers gather at a military base north of Mosul.
them. Considering the religious,
economic, political and diplomatic power youthful population – 75 million or more,
of the two sides, it is simply unacceptable of whom 55 percent are aged under 30.
for the U. S. and its allies to allow even
“Iran ranks 76th out of
such progress as it has [already] made in
the 187 countries classified
these realms.”
Since Kagan made those comments four un der the UNDP Hu man
years ago, Iran’s “unacceptable... progress” Devel op ment In dex, based
has continued apace.
Its military cooperation with Russia, upon as sess ments of life
Syria, Iraq and Hezbollah has developed ex p ec ta ncy, ac ces s to
into an increasingly formalized alliance knowledge and standard of
(the so-called “4+1”), in which it played a living, placing it higher than
leading role in the liberation of the Syrian
city of Aleppo earlier this year. In Iraq, the any of its land neighbors.
Shi’ite militias it sponsors have been the
“Youth literacy is near-universal. The
indispensable vanguard of many of the country’s economy is relatively diverse,
battles against Islamic State, and it wields with supplies of essential commodities and
considerable influence over the rebel forces an engineering, research and manufacturing
in both Bahrain and (supposedly) Yemen. base. Iran has substantial resources of
The fall of Mosul will only consolidate this natural gas (second only to the Russian
power.
Federation) and enough oil to enable it to
Indeed, according to the Guardian, the be a leading exporter.”
territory west of Mosul that is currently
Another preemptive strike?
be ing se cured by the Ira nian-backed
Popular Mobilization forces is one of the
“Unacceptable progress” indeed!
fi nal pieces of a jig saw completing an
Clearly, the U. S. has been rattled by
arc of in flu ence stretch ing all the way Iran for some time. Contrary to Trump’s
from Tehran to the Mediterranean. Such a assertions, for example, the Iranian “nuclear
“land bridge” to the Mediterranean would deal” was less a “gift” to Iran than a changing
significantly strengthen Iran’s independence of tack to a longer game allowing the West
and ability to withstand, for example, any to cultivate a fifth column in the country in
future blockades or sieges. This is making preparation for a future attack.
Western planners particularly nervous, as
it significantly weakens the West’s ability
to control and corral the Iranians; with a
long time Centcom advisor Ali Khedery, for
The indigenous Taliban forced
example, claiming that such a development Russia from there with U. S. SAMs.
“should trouble every Western leader and
Now to eject its “benefactors.”
our regional allies because this will further
rt.com
embolden Iran.”
angin, the deadliest district of Helmand
The empire fears outsiders
Province in terms of U. K. military losses
Forbes, meanwhile, wrote that “Iranian where over 100 British soldiers lost their
influence in Iraq has the potential to lives, according to local officials has been
destabilize global oil policy and the global retaken by the Taliban.
oil market,” given that the two countries
The symbolism of this area’s capture is
combined oil reserves almost equal those strong given the loss of 106 British soldiers;
of Saudi Arabia.
Sangin has been under severe threat from
For here, as ever, lies the empire’s real the Taliban since 2015.
fear – that the people of the Middle East
Local police commander Mohammad
might actually gain control over their own Rasoul reported that Taliban fighters had
resources, and start using them strategically overrun the Sangin district center early on
for their own de vel op ment. Gen u ine March 23.
in de pend ence has al ways been the fear
Taliban commanders have made similar
of the region’s British, U. S. and Israeli claims, and the supposed victory has come
overlords. And Iran’s potential makes this after a year-long offensive to take and hold
parts of Helmand.
Become a distributor
The local security base which was there
to fight off the attack was reportedly only
Order extra copies of
manned by 30 soldiers and eight policemen.

Yet, U. S. belligerence has apparently
been stepped up under Trump, with new
sanctions, an enor mous ramping up of
hostile rhetoric and the dispatch of another
war ship to Iran’s bor ders in Jan u ary
following an entirely legal Iranian missile
test.
But, most worryingly, the U. S. has been
sending large numbers of U. S. troops to
Iran’s neigh bors in recent weeks. The
initial deployment of 500 U. S. troops in
Syria was followed on March 9 by a further
400, with the Washington Post announcing
on March 15 that another 1,000 are on the
way.
These are just part of a massive flotilla
of almost 5,000 U. S. soldiers currently en
route to the region, with troops from Saudi
Arabia, Jordan and the UAE also being
considered. This was revealed just one day
after Trump met Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman at the
White House, following meetings earlier
in the week between Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson and the foreign ministers of both
Saudi Ara bia and the United Arab
Emirates. These troops are os ten sibly
going to aid the fight to oust ISIS from
their stronghold in Raqqa. The real reason
is to cement U. S. influence and confront
the Ira ni ans. This is the U. S. ground
invasion which the “Gulfis” have been
calling for for years. Its aim is to keep the
civil war alive by keeping the Syrian Arab
Army out of Raqqa.

Rambo under the tent flap
In Iraq, Secretary of Defense James
Mattis (an avowed anti-Iran hawk who has
claimed the country is a bigger problem
than ISIS) announced he plans to keep
U. S. troops in Mosul long after the city is
recaptured from ISIS. Again, this is nothing
to do with “stability” but all about countering
Iranian influence. Indeed, according to
Iraqi Prime Minister Abadi, Trump promised
that he would “double U. S. support, not
just continue it” following Mosul’s capture;
support here meaning the deployment of
occupation troops.
But deploying troops to Iraq and Syria
to contain Iranian influence is just the start
of it. Ul ti mately, Trump’s Cab i net of
anti-Iran warmongers seek to destroy the
Islamic Republic itself. Their difficulty is
how to convince Russia to go along with
this: Syria has taught them that, without

Russian acquiescence, regime change can
be very difficult indeed.

Divide and complicate
The Wall Street Journal re cently ran
an article on Trump’s plans to “drive a
wedge” between Iran and Russia, quoting a
European official that there was “daylight”
be tween the two coun tries. In deed,
differences do seem to have emerged over,
for example, Assad’s future in Syria and,
as po litical analyst Eric Draitser has
pointed out, the two countries have a
certain rivalry over supplying Europe’s
energy markets.
Nevertheless, it would be utter suicide
for Rus sia to go along with any U. S.
attempts to undermine its number one
Middle Eastern ally.
As the deputy director of the Institute
of the CIS, Lieutenant Colonel Vladimir
Yevseyev told Sputnik, “The logic of the
White House is simple: any deterioration
of relations, whether Russian-Iranian or
Russian-Turkish, is strengthening the U. S.
position in the region.” Neither side has an
interest in that.
Indeed, Obama’s so-called “reset” of
U. S.-Russian relations did not end well for
Russia: then Prime Minister Medvedev
supported tough U. N. sanctions on Iran
and delayed the delivery of anti-missile
batteries to Iran, not to mention acquiescing
to NATO aggression against Libya, only to
find the U. S. going back on its commitments
to roll back its missile defenses in Eastern
Europe, organizing an anti-Russian coup
in Ukraine, initiating a major sanctions
regime and sponsoring a proxy war against
Russia’s ally Syria. So much for gratitude!
Thankfully, Iranian and Russian interests
are deeply converged and a split highly
unlikely. As the Institute for the Study of
War has pointed out, the list of shared
interests is long, ranging from support for
the Syrian government, the desire to limit
U. S. influence in the Middle East and
support for Armenia against Azerbaijan
and Turkey, forming a relationship that
“rests on a deep foundation of common
strategic objectives and interests.” The
key, however, is to approach matters with
eyes wide open. Trump’s rushing of troops
to Syria is nothing to do with any “common
front” against ISIS and everything to do
with weakening Iran. And, in the end, this
means weakening Russia too.

While bogged down in Afghanistan
S

The First
Freedom
Help your friends shed the
scales from their eyes!
See coupon on page 24

Let’s roll!

Went asking for it
The resurgence of the Taliban, critics
argue, is a result of the decision to put large
numbers of British, and later American,
troops into the province.
Months before the U. K.-led occupation
of Helmand began in 2006, commanders
with experience of the situation on the
ground warned that the influx of foreign

troops would actually cause an insurgency.
This point of view, expressed by a senior
Special Forces commander at the time, was
ignored.
Having toured the southern province,
the then-commander of 22 SAS told the
Ministry of Defense in 2005 shortly before
16 Air Assault deployed, that “there isn’t
an insurgency in Helmand. But we can give
you one.”
Sangin was the scene of some of the

heaviest fighting during the war from 2006
until the official end of combat operations
in 2014.
U. K. troops remain in the country, and
Armed Forces Min is ter Mike Fan ning
recently indicated that he was considering
putting more troops back into Afghanistan
after meeting with his U. S. counterpart.
During combat operations, 456 U. K.
troops died, with many more suffering
physical and mental injuries.

And targeting Russia
1,100 NATO troops have arrived
in Poland to “deter” Russia.
By Daniel Lang
thedailysheeple.com

T

he way President Trump spoke on the
campaign trail, it sounded like he was going
to repair our relationship with Russia. But,
with every week that passes, that seems less
and less likely. At present, for instance,
NATO forces that mainly consist of U. S.
soldiers have moved into Poland in a show
of force against Russia.
The U. S.-led battalion consists of 900
American soldiers, 150 British troops and
120 from Romania. Although there have
been many training exercises in recent
years involving those kinds of personnel
numbers, this is definitely not a training
exercise. The leader of the battle group,
U. S. Army Lt. Colonel Steven Gventer,

stated emphatically at a press conference:
“This is a mission, not a cycle of training
events. The purpose is to deter aggression
in the Baltics and in Poland… We are fully
ready to be lethal.”
And that’s not the only battle group in
Eastern Europe. 120 British soldiers just
landed in Estonia; the first of 800 that are
expected to be posted in that country. That
may not sound like a lot of soldiers, but it is
a unique event. This is one of the largest
deployments of U. K. forces to Eastern
Europe since the end of the Cold War.
Germany and Canada are going to lead
two additional battle groups in Latvia and
Lithuania by June. When all of these forces
are in place, there will be a total of 4,000
NATO troops in the region for the sole
purpose of deterring intimidating Russia.
And, just like that, the Second Cold War
has become a little warmer.

– Bulletin board –
SALTY SID sends seven separate scandal
sheets for eleven dollars. Super-sized set
includes CofCC Newsletter, Heritage &
Destiny, Impact, Citizens Informer, The
First Freedom, The Nationalist Times and
bonus essays by patriots. Send check to
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 246, Jefferson,
MD 21755.
FLAGS: Confederate, U. S., Don’t Tread
on Me, Thin Blue Line, Jolly Roger and
Military, 3x5 $18.95.
850 207 8231
At the corner of Barancas and Cory Field
Road most Saturdays or Pine Forest and
I-10 – Pensacola, Florida.
JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org
HERITAGE AND DESTINY is a 24 page
bimonthly Nationalist magazine published
in England. To receive a sample copy ($8)
or a year’s subscription / 6 issues ($48)
see www.heritageanddestiny.com for
full details.
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FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

OUR 64-PAGE catalog lists hundreds of
inexpensive books explaining how Jews
bring all Nations low and what we must do
about that challenge. For your copy send
$1.95 to OMNI Publications, P. O. Box
900566, Palmdale, California 93590-0566.

HORSE RANCHER needs ranch lady to
help me, a top hand experienced at such
chores as fence repair, cooking. Must be
trustworthy, no smoker, like border collies.
You can have your horse here, supply your
own saddle, bridle. Need 4x4 truck. Five
miles from town. G.J.W., P. O. Box 141,
Council, ID 83612.

ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
Valhalla Bound
P. O. Box 7666
Spokane, WA 99207
thevalhallaboundskinheads.com

onedollardvdproject.com
Imagine if you always had a nice stack
of wake-up-call DVDs to pass along. They
are only two dollars each. But, spend one
hundred dollars and the discs are only a
dollar apiece. Or, click the “Free DVD” tab
and get a sample sent. The $149 or $329
Patriot Packs are an even better deal.
Phone Orders: 817-776-5475
“What World Famous Men Said About
The Jews.” Compiled by Dr. Ed Fields.
100 quotes – from Christ to Cicero, Henry
Ford, Napoleon, Truman, Nixon, Rev.
Billy Graham, many others (our best seller).
$6 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O. Box
1211, Marietta, GA 30061.

ISRAEL NOT A DEMOCRACY
By Norman F. Dacey, author of the best
seller, “How To Avoid Probate.” Studies
Is rael’s laws which make it a Marx ist
dictatorship. 70 pages, $8 PPD.
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061
WHY are Jews the reproach of Nations?
The point of departure for this problem is
Matthew 27: 24-25.

The First Freedom
AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.
ZIONISTS agitated for a Jewish homeland
in WWI. At the end of WWII it morphed
into today’s illegal State. Hear Fr. John
O’Connor for two hours on DVD “End of
the World,” which explains why the Jews
attempt to rebuild their third temple, and
underscores most of the troubles in the
Middle East. Send $15 to John Maffei,
P. O. Box 445, Broomall, PA 19008 – or
call 610-789-1774.
FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
MATTHEW chapter 27: 22-25
REALITY CHECK – 217 pgs paperback.
Join history sleuth German-born author
Christine Miller as she exposes Zionist
contradictions in their own words against
themselves. Nothing is closer to fresh air
and light than Reality Check. $20 PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S. TFF, P. O. Box 385,
Silverhill, AL 36576.

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

THINK!
I appreciate that commentary question on
your page 24, “Where is our Adolf Hitler?”
Without someone as dedicated solely to
this country and the American people as
was Hitler to Germany and his own people,
America and our beloved Southland have
had it!
BUDDY KIRTLAND
Jonesboro, AR
VOLUNTEER
First off, I want to thank you for your
service to our Aryan folk. I have enjoyed
this publication for years and appreciate its
no b.s. hard-hitting style.
I feel like many of our folk will let their
guards down and be deceived by the latest
puppet we call a president. I’m glad to see
TFF voicing the truth of the matter loud
and clear once again.
I really feel like we all need to double
down our efforts in the way of media. For
this reason I am ordering ten papers each
month to distribute. I have no idea how
much it costs to run an operation like TFF,
but would like to help. What would it cost
to sponsor a page per year? Sounds like a
good place to start.
JOE LEON
Austin, KY
If sufficient number who can afford it
contribute $100 per month we’ll reach
potential subscribers who must learn of
TFF’s existence. Let’s keep praying and
shooting for one million regular readers!
AMAZON CENSORS ITSELF
Different folks have different strokes.
Whites and Jews are diametrically opposed.
The Anglo, Saxon, Jute, Alpine, Norman
and Celtic tribes of the White race are, and
have been, quite productive. Respective
accomplishments and persons of note are:
Stonehenge, the broth ers Grimm, space
exploration, William Tell, Marie Curie and
JFK. Not only was the Z3 developed as the
first computer in the Third Reich, but also
the microchip, microprocessor and personal
computer are solely the exploits of Aryans.
The Jews excel in perversity. Their main
accomplishment is in devising methods
of torture. Co-founder of the Holocaust
Museum Elie Wiesel wrote: “Every Jew
must set aside a zone of hate, healthy, virile
hate, for everything that is and persists in
the German” (Legends of Our Time, second
edition, page 142). The late Jürgen Rieger
stated aptly “The Jews are a race of criminal
perpetrators.”
Huge merchant corporation amazon.com
has opted to take the advice of the Yad
Vashem Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem
on what books not to sell, namely historical
revisionist ones. Please, boycott Amazon.
Instead, please do buy books from Barnes
Review, Castle Hill publishers (CODOH)
and the Institute for Historical Review. In
particular recommended are The Leuchter
Report: Critical Edition and SS Panzergrenadier.
DUNCAN EDMISTER
St. Louis, MO

KISS OF DEATH
Donald Trump spoke with Israel’s Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu the morning
after his election, inviting the Israeli leader
to Washington at the first opportunity.
Trump and Netanyahu have known each
other for many years. They had a warm,
heartfelt conversation. In congratulating
Trump, Netanyahu declared the Republican
a true friend of the State of Israel.
“We will work to gether to ad vance
security, stability and peace in our region.
The bond between the U. S. and Israel is
based on shared values, shared interests
and a shared future. I am sure Trump and
I will continue to strengthen the special
alliance between Israel and the U. S. and
we will bring them to new heights.”
It is all propaganda. Lies. Inside these
Jewnighted States, the Jews control every
aspect of American life. They own the
U. S. lock, stock and barrel, our Congress,
the Presidency and U. S. Supreme Court. It
is a shame that 99.9% of “our” politicians
give the remaining few a bad name.
Wake up, Americans, before it is too
late. All empires have been destroyed from
within. Aid to Israel must stop; this is long
overdue! The U. S. is in servitude to Israel.
The March issue of The First Freedom
was excellent, as always. This is the number
one best newspaper in the U. S. All of the
writers’ articles are very informative. It is
good to see John Peeples’ page again, also
my good friend Christine Miller’s article
and letter to the editor.
RAY DIVELY
Baden, PA
ADJUTANT TRUMP
Now I understand why Donald J. Trump
is in the White House today and not Hillary
Rodham Clinton.
During his February 15 visit to the Oval
Office, Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin
Netanyahu exclaimed, “There is no greater
supporter of the Jewish people and the
Jewish State than Trump.”
He added: “Under your leadership, I
believe we can reverse the tide of radical
Islam.”
Are you all ready for boot camp, kiddies?
Mr. Netanyahu needs you to fight his huge
multi-front war in the Middle East.
JOSEPH TRAINOR
Attleboro, MA
RIGHT STUFF
As TFF covers real news concerning
the well being of Aryan Americans and
White people around the world, I challenge
all readers to do their parts by getting this
paper in the hands of their comrades and
kinsmen.
I would also like to praise the article by
Mr. J. B. Campbell in the January issue,
“Jewish policy.” Read what he writes and
let’s save America!
May TFF thrive and achieve success
after success!
JASON BAKER
Lewisburg, PA
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
The promised land was promised by God
on conditions. The Jews were unfaithful to
the Mosaic Covenant plus murdered their
Messiah, so the promised land covenant
became null and void for all time. Hear the
late Rev. Fr. John O’Connor spell out the
Whats and Whys this is so at the 2003
AFP-Barnes Review Conference. For this
DVD, “The Legitimate State of Israel?”
send $15.00 to John Maffei, P. O. Box 445,
Broomall, PA 19008 or call 610-789-1774.
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
for pages 6-22:
www.firstfreedom.net/Adv.rates.htm

YOUR NAME in The First Freedom
makes a difference to people you can
count on, tells friends you’re with them.

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

GULAG ARCHIPELAGO
I am Matthew Hale’s mother. The FBI
has locked away an innocent man for 40
years without any evidence because he
stood for the First Amendment. Matt was
convicted by a federal court at Hammond,
Indiana, in 2005 for “having solicited” the
murder of Chicago Federal Judge Joan
Lefkow. Judge James T. Moody was judge.
No evidence was presented that Matt ever
asked anyone to commit murder.
The government paid informant Tony
Evola $75,000 to tape conversations with
Matt over a two-year period to set him up
and put him away. On these tapes, never
did Matt ask this informant to kill anybody.
Matt refused Evola several times on the
tapes! In fact, Evola was perplexed as to
whom the government wanted Matt to ask
him to kill. He thought the target was a
man. When the FBI realized Evola thought
the target was a man, they had him send
Matt an email referring to the target as a
femala, Evola’s word for female (Evola is
mentally challenged).
Matt was at the Chicago courthouse to
go before Judge Joan Lefkow regarding a
trademark case when he was arrested.
Judge Lefkow had ruled in Matt’s favor in
the trademark case and a higher court had
ordered her to reverse that decision, Matt
being there to appeal that ruling. He had no
animosity towards Judge Lefkow, never
wanted her killed.
Matt was not present for the entire jury
selection even though he never waived that
right. His at tor ney made that de cision
without asking Matt. When Evola testified,
as nothing on the tapes had Matt asking
him to kill the judge, Evola testified that
when he asked Matt if he wanted the judge
killed, Matt “nodded.”
Matt had suspected Evola might be an
informant, but wasn’t concerned since he
always followed the law, having attended
law school to become an attorney and work
toward legal changes in government and
our court system.
Recently, Matt discovered that the jury
foreman has testified in another unrelated
case that he disobeyed the judge’s order
not to read anything about Matt and the
case or listen to the media. Accepted as one
of the jurors, he went home and did in fact
follow the media coverage about Matt and
the case, disobeying the judge’s order. He
had run home and removed a note on his
door saying he would be a juror on Matt
Hale’s trial because he feared one of Matt’s
supporters might harm him or his partner.
Matt’s attorney had a list of over 100
witnesses, but never called a one. Matt said
he wanted to testify, but his attorney told
him he wasn’t prepared to do that.
Judge James T. Moody allowed another
man’s crime into Matt’s trial. It was very
obvious that the judge stood prejudiced
against Matt, as was the prosecutor.
Matt’s Chicago attorney Thomas Durkin
told the jury they should find Matt guilty

on moral charges. He told the jury “how
disgusting” Matt was in so many words.
The prosecutor’s closing statement said
that Matthew Hale had ordered one of his
men to go and kill or injure many people, a
lie. No evidence was presented that Matt
asked anybody to kill anyone, yet neither
Matt’s attorney nor the judge advised his
jury to disregard such false claims.
The trial was tainted. The homosexual
jury foreman feared Matt’s supporters and
went into the jury room ready to find Matt
guilty before hearing any evidence (there
was none). The judge sentenced Matt using
those guidelines prescribed for a terrorist –
forty years! In solitary confinement doing
twelve years at Florence Supermax prison,
Matt has asked repeatedly for a polygraph
to prove his innocence, to no avail. He has
now requested David Bindi, the prosecutor
having replaced David Weisman who was
the trial prosecutor, to order a polygraph,
yet refused again, for they know it would
prove Matt innocent.
Matt Hale is entitled to a new hearing.
Anyone can read the trial transcript and
will find therein no untruths concerning
what I am stating here as a factual account
of the proceedings and his persecution for
being a White Nationalist leader.
This is a travesty, such corruption in our
government, FBI and court system! Lock a
person away for forty years just because
that person expresses unpopular views and
opinions? What has happened to freedom
of speech, freedom of religion? What has
happened to our country?
EVELYN HUTCHESON
evelynhutcheson1938@gmail.com
Washington, IL

U
In case you don’t know yet, Amazon has
banned Holocaust Denial Books.
Free speech is not free it seems unless it
has the Kosher Seal of approval.
STEVE MAJCHRZAK
Dundalk, MD
WHO (S)ELECTED FRANCIS?
About this Pope – and the Vatican II
mon strosity which created him – he has
betrayed everything; but that doesn’t mean
I must revenge myself on him by betraying
everything also.
Catholic tradition still exists, as a few
priests circuit the earth to small clusters of
faithful, offering the Tridentine sacrifice of
the Mass in their basements – back to the
catacombs.
Parents can homeschool their children;
but normal social life is virtually impossible
as the third Secret of Fatima – which the
Popes since 1960 have refused to release
as ordered – unfolds by the day. The one
as yet unrealized contingent catastrophe
predicted by Our Lady of Fatima is the
“annihilation of nations.”
PATRICIA JONES
Lyons, IL
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– Self-government begins at home –

Antsy Amazon blacklists books as CODOH sales soar
By Olaf Childress
editor@firstfreedom.net

A

magical kobold having spun in three
evenings as many storerooms filled with
straw into gold so the king would not only
spare the life of an imprisoned miller’s
daughter but make her
his queen, on that first
night the manikin’s art
being in exchange for
her golden neck lace,
next time the gold ring
as payment and, at last,
nothing left to bargain
with, she has promised
him her firstborn. One
year later this small man comes demanding
it. However, he pities the tears that flow
and will relent if, inside of three days, the
new queen can guess his name. With a little
help from the Gebrüder Grimm it’s a snap:
“Are you… Rumpelstilzchen?”

Our daily choices
We have two ways to consider received
information – as unquestioning children or
in the manner of grownups. The Grimms
didn’t write detective stories; their readers
aren’t enticed to compare each clue against
everything gone before. Nor were Lee Falk
and Ray Moore asking anyone to actually
think a Superman could be bulletproof and
capable of flying absent any mechanical or
aerodynamic propulsion; it was merely a
diversionary, fantastic idea. But, lifting off
into earth orbit and beyond does begin with
some imagination, the only problem being
that nowadays it’s too easy hanging back in
adolescent Schlaraffenland where physical
laws don’t apply.
Let us not steal from children the magic
of innocent trust, nor deny parents their joy
when nurturing and protecting that untried
potential by faulting the Gebrüder Grimm
for writing such absurdities as grownups
feel no shame in retelling, never debating
why someone who spins straw into gold
would covet a necklace, ring or child, then
finally in an unexpected paroxysm outwit
even himself.
But that’s what happens when tenured
professors refuse to outgrow their marxist
childhoods. Arrested development spreads
throughout academia once such delayed
maturity beguiles initially itself, capturing
yet other adults who love those fairy tales
and prefer fantasy to the daily demands of
more mundane real challenges like getting
the bugs out before an individual project’s
attempt at liftoff.
The number one threat confronting us
today is a worldwide conspiracy whereby
munchkins would avoid life’s invigorating
trials by huddling together for safety inside
their “cashless” money incubator – which
machination can spin straws into however
many cyberdollars will garner them titles
of fabricated nobility. Let’s not interfere
with deluded seniors commanding android
space warriors on monitor screens in quest
of global control, nor ourselves play that
game.

Amazensorship

Last month their fitful war on sobriety
sought to keep its antsy “antifas” believing
they’re getting somewhere when Amazon
overnight removed from its offerings “any
and all material that questions the orthodox
Holocaust narrative.”
The First Freedom
P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576
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CODOH fired back, noting that, “[A]s if
ordered to emphasize the urgency of Yad
Vashem’s request, two Jewish cemeteries
were vandalized…
“Then, on the first workday of the week
following the second (false) cemetery story,
on March 6, 2017, at 6:39 PM we received
the following email from Amazon’s EBook
Subsidiary Amazon KDP, that is to say,
Kindle:
“Hello,
“We’re contacting you regarding the
following book:
“Dissecting the Holocaust: The Growing
Critique of ‘Truth’ and ‘Memory’ (Holocaust
Handbooks Book 1) (ID 5513183)”
[...69 more books omitted here]
TFF readers might want to cancel their
Amazon accounts, since children’s fiction
is available at the local checkout counter,
and instead get eye-opening amazensored
truths from Committee for Open Debate on
the Holocaust – CODOH, P. O. Box 20774,
York, PA 17402.
CODOH’s Germar Rudolf, who served
time in Germany’s Thought Crimes Gulag,
will be mailing sample TFFs with all book
sales, likewise former five-term mayor of
Ocean Ridge, Florida, Jon Larsen Shudlick
when you request his three-book package,
2017 Global Tyranny, Neocons Unmasked
and Back to Basics on JFK, total $39.99
PPD for all three from him at P. O. Box
50009, Fort Myers, Florida 33994.
Let’s assume most people read TFF as
grownups or not at all. Which won’t stop
those hanging back in their imaginary time
warps from taking verbal, sometimes even
lethal, shots at investigative reporters who
aren’t into fantasy. For today’s appeasers,
not unlike others keeping their noses above
it, seek no shelter from the withering leftist
daily propaganda storm; that’s too much of
a bother. Why not simply go with the flow
and, whoever’s in charge, play his/her/its
game?

The alternative

How shall we stay sober when so many
are imbibing this stuff?
The answer is easy. Look at them. What
could be more pathetic than Whites having
worked, prayed and thanked Providence
for a Nation so blessed that much of the
less-achieving world would gladly move
here – letting it happen? The media! We’ve
got to control our channels for exchanging
goods, labor and, yes, propaganda: a word
meaning things to do. So TFF is praying
daily that this newspaper may achieve one
million hardcopy subscribers.
Doing things as at present won’t get it.
Rosie the WWII riveter isn’t needed at her
job an hour earlier with China-Mart, robots
and Mexicans having taken over, yet we
stupidly reset our clocks each time those
dictating the calendars bellow: “About…
FACE!” And now they’re going to tell us
these social obscurity and welfare checks
are no longer backed even by FRNs?
Supposing the Jewish mediacracy pulls
it off, persuades most corporate fictions to
go completely cashless, those gas stations,
dry goods dealers, grocers, restaurants and
plumbers agreeing their transactions shall
obey near-totalitarian rules, how does one
buy or sell outside that ambush? In today’s
information age, no conspiracy can block
exchanges among enlightened adults who
have never succumbed to usurious plastic
card debt interest in the first place, nor
even a few less-circumspect others having
enough gall to disavow liabilities incurred
under terms not contracted. Signing up for
some bait-and-swicher’s “right” to alter at
will what was agreed upon may be foolish,
but it’s not binding, and even a bankruptcy
that ruptures the bankster’s complacency
more than his victim’s can’t be all bad.

In transition
So here we sit, skimping and scraping,
making do with what little forbidden cash
and canned goods are still ours, hunting or
trapping the shrinking numbers of animals,
organizing underground bartering conduits

similar to Craigslist but outside the internet
while rallying old, dormant survival skills.
These Jewish-engineered down cycles last
however long it takes for stirring up each
next big one; but, lacking the draft, World
War Three can’t happen until unemployed,
law-abiding young men stand “cashless”:
vulnerable to negative-interest recruitment
thievery. Let us pray that a great many of
them will join our belt-tightening lot rather
than the Zog’s International Police State
killing machine.
Real money must arise simultaneously
with, and simulate, its counterfeit cashless
parallel, the latter under those Rothschilds’
“right” to alter what was agreed upon but
the former less easily abused. In any event,
today’s fight against globalism envisages
multiple currencies, parties and choices. At
this moment, you and all members of your
circle who know and trust one another can
do business outside that box.

Exodus from “The Exodus”
As funny-money people have assumed
dictatorial control, knowing tougher times
are coming let’s meet in groups and agree
independently of those globalists on how
to organize ourselves into something they
hadn’t reckoned with. Each local unit will
be learning from what works and doesn’t
in neighboring camps. Yes, yes, initially
bilcoxes keep infiltrating, but this too shall
pass when trials and errors disappear them
from among us.
Parallel currencies have always existed.
A job applicant, borrower, renter or anyone
wishing to join your group needs proof of
reliability; he should summon a guarantor,
one already known trustworthy who owes
him that favor. A clip-out coupon reducing
its price, if you would buy the item only so
discounted, is money. Mutually-beneficial
trade becomes acceptable when a proven
stalwart stands behind the petitioner, and
an object’s availability backs the currency
guaranteeing whatever part of its value is
thereby redeemable.
Barter during the changeover may prove
cumbersome, but accepting a global soup
kitchen’s initial implant would be much
worse.
In America’s early days people traded
goods, ideas, free or indentured labor and
slaves utilizing Spanish silver doubloons.
Later came minted U. S. coins and, finally,
notes redeemable for constitutional money,
that is, those same silver or gold dollars.
Then appeared the Rothschilds’ fractional
reserve papers – at first backed by genuine
coins but now just thin air. And tomorrow,
if it goes their way, why would slaves need
cash?
During more than a hundred years, the
NY-DC Axis has preferred only Zionists
for managing its so-called Federal Reserve
Board of central bankers and the United
States Treasury Department. This reflects
our status regarding credentials in a world
no better off with Americans bombing any
foreign, quondam-sovereign government
the Jewish mediacracy sics us onto. We, as
petitioners incapable of finding guarantors
the other Nations might deem trustworthy,
cannot prove ourselves reliable at anything
until the White man’s handshake means
again something.
So let’s stop this self deception. Today’s
reality check must recognize that Jews will
be Jews and, well, we Aryans our gullible
selves. Smacking us right between the eyes
without any bother of discussing the fact is
cognitive dissonant stupefaction, or placid
surrender to what only appears – and most
desperately so at that – irresistible. If it’s
impossible to elect custodians who would
keep lesser custodians honest at the State
level because media munchkins vouching
for them aren’t trustworthy, then pulling
that whole polluted sky down to earth is in
order. Such a War on Stupidity, whether or
not it recovers unto our people and White
Nation the powers we’ve never delegated,
is fifty-seven years overdue counting from
Ted Kennedy’s 1965 African Immigration

Act, well past a century since the so-called
Federal Reserve Board captured Congress
and, following 152 “reconstructed” orbits
about the sun, we’re still captive tributaries
dispossessed of sovereignty.

Attitude is everything
Challenges make or break governmental
systems along with individuals. Refusing
to meet and resolve difficult problems is no
less a decision than appreciating each new
opportunity for further maturity. Ab aspera
ad astra. Never getting overly distressed
by some putdown, nor complacent having
scored a victory, let’s remain up and ready
for how that experience can bring us closer
to the stars. We humble riders on this storm
won’t have a boy scout’s sash filled with
merit badges or the commandant’s chestful
of ribbons, but a positive attitude might
cause an adversary to reconsider obsolete
intelligence regarding our vulnerabilities.
Meanwhile, as stupefied Winston Smith
types prefer obeying whatever appears in
charge of their notcash rather than joining
us decisive rebels who don’t kid ourselves
regarding why the Hidden Hand wants to
spin a golden State like Iran into straw,
we’ll keep our powder dry.
Let us overthrow the so-called Federal
Reserve Board and Jewish mediacracy, in
time giving straight, honest Aryans charge
of the various media for exchanging goods,
services and ideas. We’re at best a very
small part of the overall population here,
but giants from tiny seeds grow. A search
for better answers must begin with some
serious questions.
Would handshake honesty suffice inside
your innermost circle if one of its members
were a trusted digital banker keeping notes
on interest-free transactions in that unit?
Might such an organization interact with
compatible outsiders secured by whatever
portion of each individual’s net worth is
pledged to redeem the whole group should
it default on some commitment? Can we
find trustworthy custodians who will come
forward and accept such responsibilities?
Do they still exist?
By trial and error, could any number of
bottom-up, non-debt-based, interest-free
currencies work among likeminded Aryan
Nationalists parallel with those top-down
“Federal Reserve” notes behind the Zog’s
profligate “refugee” resettlement spending
designed to not only make its involuntary
White underwriters paupers but destroy
them with their own wealth?

When resolution speaks
Nothing gets very much regard in these
times. Election 2016 and Superbowl 2017
shot down the last restraints as New World
orderlies vulgarized those public moments,
laying bare an equally big opportunity for
respectable others who have eyes to see it.
When Aryans controlled the National
Geographic and Chicago Tribune, nobody
openly advocated homosexuality, walked
around in obscene attire or made copies of
federal reserve notes without facing public
outrage and untenable repercussions. This
pervasive, all-out attack upon our civilized
norms by the same media today finds them
and their Zog baffled, unable to condemn
Rumpelstiltskins they’ve animated in the
real world – charmed leftists protesting on
paid cue against a more savvy actor who is,
if few bilcoxes among them know it, to
their left.
Opposing such alternate theories, White
Nationalists imbibing that rare atmosphere
likewise have no qualms about discussing
the Holohoax, secession, Nuremberg II,
constitutional money, a Zionist Occupation
Government whose time is up and its alsooverdue-for-retirement central banksters.
Today we’re looking this conspiracy in the
eye while closing the book on fairy tales.
Aryan websites, talk shows and tabloids
like The First Freedom need not fear an
increasingly toothless Zog that can’t afford
exposing still credulous, puerile marxists
to the fact of our existence.

